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SUMMARY

Gas fuelled burners are frequently used as heat sources in metallurgy. The heat transfer

between the flame and charge in a furnace depends on the type of the burner, its adjustment

as well as on its position and orientation relative to the charge. The terminology used to

classify industrial burners often reflects certain easy-to-perceive characteristics of the flame

produced by them. An experimental study was performed in order to clarify the effects of

burner and flame types and flame-object geometry on the heat transferred to the charge as

well as on the mechanism of the heat transfer. In this study, short and long, low and high

velocity flames together with a so-called "envelope" type flame were compared

experimentally. The luminosity of the flames varied strongly among the different settings.

One of the two burners used in the study was a traditional, generic device while the other

was a low NOX, injection type burner. Three different burner-target configurations were

analysed and compared to each other, namely the parallel firing burner to the horizontal

surface, the downward-firing (inclined) flame and the direct flame impingement on the

corner of a solid charge. The study is completed with the analysis of the temperature and

velocity fields in the gas phase around the objects. The analysis offers help for the better

selection of burners for various industrial heating jobs.



RESUME

Les brûleurs au gaz sont fréquemment utilisés comme source de chaleur dans la

métallurgie. Dans un four, le transfert de chaleur entre la flamme et la charge dépend du

type de brûleur, de son ajustement et ainsi que de sa position et son orientation par rapport

à la charge. La terminologie en cours d'utilisation pour classifier des brûleurs industriels est

souvent reliée à certaines caractéristiques perceptibles des flammes produites par des

brûleurs. Une étude expérimentale a été réalisée afin de clarifier les effets du brûleur, du

type de flammes et de la géométrie relative de la flamme et de la charge sur le mécanisme

de transfert de chaleur vers la charge.

Dans la présente étude, des flammes courte, longue, à basse et à haute vitesses ont été

comparées expérimentalement avec le type de flamme, soi-disant, « enveloppe ». La

luminosité des flammes a varié lors des différents ajustements. Un des deux brûleurs

utilisés dans cette étude était un brûleur traditionnel (conventionnel), tandis que l'autre était

un brûleur à faible production de NOX. Trois différentes configurations de la flamme par

rapport à la charge ont été analysées et comparées entre elles, plus particulièrement lorsque

la flamme était parallèle par rapport à la surface horizontale, ou lorsque la flamme était

inclinée vers la surface horizontale à la base du four, et finalement lorsque la flamme était



dirigée directement sur la charge représentée par l'arête d'une marche chanfreinée. L'étude

a été complétée par l'analyse de la distribution des vitesses et des températures de la phase

gazeuse contournant l'objet. L'analyse présentée dans cette étude fournit des connaissances

et des outils en vue d'une meilleure sélection de brûleurs pour différents travaux de

chauffage industriels.
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Symbol Description Units

A
b

CP

Cv

Cv

c
d

dn

^n.eqv

D

Dkk

Dm

E

f

Fl-2

Fc

g

G

h

hc

hs

hT

I

area

radial expansion of a jet flow

specific heat at constant pressure

specific heat at constant volume

molar heat capacity (const, vol.)

Pitot coefficient

diameter

nozzle diameter

equivalent nozzle diameter

characteristic diameter

"self diffusion coefficient

molecular (mass) diffusivity

emissive power

degree of freedom

radiation view factor from surface 1 to surface 2

conversion factor

gravitational acceleration

momentum flux

convection heat transfer coefficient

chemical enthalpy (formation enthalpy or enthalpy of chemical bond)

sensible enthalpy = \cpdt

total enthalpy = hc + hs

radiation intensity

m'

m

J/(kg K)

J/(kg K)

J/(kmol K)

dimensionless

m

m

m

m

m2/s

m2/s

W/m2

dimensionless

dimensionless

V/kW

m/s2

(kg m)/s2

W/(m2 K)

J/kg

J/kg

J/kg

W/(m2 sr)
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k thermal conductivity W/(m K)

k reaction rate coefficient

kB Boltzmann constant (1.380658 � 1(T23 [jIK\) J/K

K equilibrium constant

Ka absorption coefficient for radiation dimensionless

Ks scattering coefficient for radiation dimensionless

1 length m

If distance from the nozzle mouth to the fully developed region of thejet m

lj length of the jet to the stagnation point m

lv potential core length for velocity m

L characteristic length m

L dimensionless distance between the burner and target (stagnation point) (l/dn) dimensionless

L radiation path length through a gas m

Le Lewis number (k/pcpDm) dimensionless

m mass kg

m mass flow rate kg/s

M molar mass [kg/kmol]

n exponent of the empirical power law function dimensionless

NA Avogadro number (ó.O221367 � 1023 [l/mol]) 1/mol

Nu Nusselt number (h L/k ) dimensionless

p pressure Pa

Pr Prandtl number (cp u/k) dimensionless

q heat flow kW

q" heat flux W/m2

qf burner firing rate kW

q° enthalpy of combustion or heat of combustion kJ/kmol

Qvoi volumetric flow rate m3/s

r radial distance from the burner centerline m

r\/2 radius at which a measured value reaches one half of its maximum value m

R dimensionless radius (r/dn) dimensionless
9? universal gas constant (8314,41 J/(kmol K)) J/(kmol K)

Unity depends on the stoichiometry of the chemical reaction
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Ra Rayleigh number (g/3qflj/pcpu* ) dimensionless

Re Reynolds number (p u D /u.) dimensionless

s air layer thickness m

S source term W/m3

t temperature K or °C

t time s

T absolute temperature K

T* reduced temperature dimensionless

Tu turbulence intensity dimensionless

u horizontal (axial) velocity m/s

us velocity of secondary stream m/s

«o velocity of primary stream m/s

un horizontal velocity at any radial location of the nozzle exit plane m/s

ux horizontal velocity at any radial location of the axial distance x m/s

un average horizontal velocity in the nozzle exit plane m/s

"n.max maximal (centerline) velocity at the nozzle exit m/s

"x.max maximal horizontal velocity at any one axial station m/s

U voltage V

v velocity m/s

V volume m3

x axial distance from the burner along the length of the furnace m

x characteristic length, distance from the leading edge m

xvirt distance of the virtual origin of the jet from the burner m

x axial distance from the virtual origin of the jet along the furnace length m

xtc depth of the thermocouple tip embedded in the refractories m

X mole fraction or molar density dimensionless

Xv dimensionless potential core length for velocity (lv/dn) dimensionless

y distance along the furnace width m

z distance along the furnace height m

Zmt rotational relaxation collision number dimensionless

Greek Symbols

absorptivity dimensionless
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p
p

Y

8

S

0

K

X

X

X

V

P

P

Pn

Poo

a

a

^

Q

velocity gradient

volume coefficient of expansion

turbulence enhancement factor

emissivity

Lennard-Jones potential well depth

ratio of the jet velocity to the secondary stream velocity (TJ = ujuo )

yaw angle

half angle

fuel mixture or excess air ratio

dipole moment

wavelength

dynamic viscosity

kinematic viscosity

density

reflectivity

density at the nozzle exit

bulk density, free stream density

Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( 5.67 � 1(T8 W/m2 K4)

collision diameter

. , . stoichiometric oxygen / fuel volume ratio

actual oxygen / fuel volume ratio

interaction parameter between gas components

0 , volume in the oxidizer
oxidizer composition = = :

s"'

K-1

dimensionless

dimensionless

J

dimensionless

degree

degree

dimensionless

Debye*

/jm

kg/(m s)

m2/s

kg/m3

dimensionless

kg/m3

kg/m3

W/m2 K4

m, angstrom

dimensionless

dimensionless

dimensionless
O 2 + N 2 volume in the oxidizer

Q

atm

b

b

conv

collision integral

Subscripts and superscripts

atmospheric

stagnation body or target

backward

convective heat transfer

m

* Note : a Debye is 10"'8 cm3/2erg1/2. (1 erg = 10"7Joule)
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corr

e

e

eqv

ext

f

g

int

0 0

j

1

max

mano

n

P

P

P

rad

rec

ref

s

s

s

tot

w

correction

edge of boundary layer

entrained

equivalent diameter

external

forward

gas

internal

ambient conditions

jet

load

maximum

manometer

burner nozzle

primary stream

see definition on page 56 (Eq. 1.26)

see definition on page 56 (Eq. 1.25)

thermal radiation

recovery temperature

reference temperature

stagnation point

secondary stream

surface

total heat transfer (radiation + convection)

wall (target surface)

Common abbreviations

EMF electromotive force

HVI high velocity injection

LDV laser Doppler velocimeter

LNI low NOX injection

SNR signal-to-noise ratio
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INTRODUCTION

The Research Group for Process and Systems Engineering (GRIPS) at the University

of Quebec at Chicoutimi (UQAC) developed a testing facility for gas-fired burners more

than a decade ago. The potentials offered by this facility attracted the interest of the

research personnel at Alcan's Arvida Research and Development Center (ARDC) who

needed accurate information on the heating patterns produced by various burners on

aluminium charges in both melting and melting/casting furnaces.

The marketing of burners for aluminium melter and melter-holder furnaces shifted

historically from high-radiation to high-convection (high-velocity) through high luminosity

or fiber burners as each of the principal manufacturers fought for market share. The claims

that certain burners are "better" than the others are not supported by sufficient, quantitative

description of their heat transfer characteristics.

The introduction of a radically different, so-called "envelope flame" technology into

the North American and European market by the North American Mfg Ltd. triggered a

cooperative university-industry research project at UQAC. With the financial support of

Alcan International, the Quebec Aluminium Research and Development Center (CQRDA),

and with the in-kind and personal support of North American Mfg Inc, the project started at
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the beginning of 2000.

From February to June 2000, I participated in the preparation of this project in the

framework of my Master thesis. From fall of 2000 until 2005, a scholarship of the Ministry

of Education of Québec (MEQ) permitted me to participate in this project as a framework

of my PhD study under the direction of the Professors László István Kiss and André

Charette.

The main motivation of the project is to obtain independent and as accurate as present

measurement technology permits data about the flame-charge heat transfer for various

burner designs and adjustments. An important aspect of the project is the analysis of the

thermal performance of the environmentally friendly combustion technologies like for

example the above mentioned "envelope flame" produced by a low NOX injection (LNI)

burner.

Besides the overall heat transfer characteristics, we aimed at the measurement of the

distribution of the local heat transfer rates, at the determination of the convective and

radiative components as well as at the analysis of the velocity and temperature distributions

and stack gas composition.

The experimental work can be divided into three phases in pursuance of the

experimental works for different flame-target configurations. The objective of the first part

of the work was to determine the spatial distribution of the total heat flux as well as its

convective and radiative components under horizontally fired flames. The burners are

installed in a modular design experimental furnace with a square cross section. The heat

fluxes are measured along the horizontal, cooled bottom surface of the furnace. The heat
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flux measurements were supported with detailed velocity and gas temperature

measurements. The gas composition was also recorded. Four different flame types were

measured.

The objective of the second phase of the work was to determine the spatial distribution

of the heat flux by downward firing (inclined) burners. In this experimental series, the

burner was tilted at 11.4 downward; the flame hits the calorimetric plates. This flame-

object impingement point is located about the centerline of the furnace. This is not a direct

flame-object impingement, with perpendicular impact. Similar to the first phase, the same

four flame types were studied.

In the third experimental phase, the objective was to determine the spatial distribution

of the heat flux in the case of direct perpendicular flame-object impingement. The total heat

fluxes, as well as its convective and radiative components were also measured in the

stagnation point. The heat flux measurements are supported with detailed velocity and gas

temperature measurements.

The thesis is composed of five chapters. The first chapter gives a general overview of

the fluid dynamics and of the heat transfer mechanisms of flames. The experimental

program, the applied methods and instruments are presented in chapter two. The third

chapter presents all the results except the heat fluxes. The heat flux results obtained in the

three test phases are presented and discussed in chapter four. In addition, general

comparison is given. In the last chapter, the conclusions and suggested future works are

summarized.
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CHAPTER 1.

FLUID DYNAMICS, HEAT TRANSFER AND POLLUTANT

FORMATION IN VARIOUS FLAME TYPES

1.1 Fluid dynamics of jets

1.1.1. Free jets

The term free jet describes motions which are not affected by the presence of solid

boundaries. A round jet, issuing from a nozzle as in the case of the high velocity and

envelope flames produced by the LNI burner, is one example of these kinds of flows

(Figure 1.1). In all these cases, velocity gradients are generated. If the Reynolds number is

sufficiently high, the flow is unstable and zones of turbulent mixing are developed.

The analysis of free turbulent motions is in general somewhat easier than that of wall

turbulence. In free turbulence, the viscous (molecular) shear stresses usually can be

neglected in comparison with the turbulent eddy stresses throughout the entire flow fields.

On the contrary, in conduit flow due to the damping of turbulence by the wall, the existence

of the viscous stresses in the laminar sublayer must be considered. In addition, in jets and

wakes in large bodies of fluid, it is usually found that the pressure gradient in the direction

of motion is zero, except thoses cases when an obstacle is placed in the flow. This latter is
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the case at the impingement arrangement and partially also at inclined burner position,

which will be discussed later1.

In Figure 1.1, a special example is shown where a gas jet is immersed in an ambient

fluid at rest through an infmitesimally small nozzle. Due to this particular geometry, the

flow is immediately turned into fully developed turbulent motion. The moving jet entrains

the surrounding fluid. At the boundaries, both mass and momentum exchanges occur which

causes a continuous spread out of the jet. The straight lines are the jet boundaries, which in

three dimensions have a conical form. For circular jets, the relation b = const � x is valid.

*- X

Figure 1.1. Free turbulent flow : velocity distribution in a fully developed immersed jet5

1.1.2. Confined jets

For an enclosed jet, such as a jet issuing into a combustion chamber, two basically

different cases can be distinguished. In the first case, there is ample supply of secondary
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flow surrounding the jet so that entrainment by the jet is uninhibited until it expands to

reach the wall of the combustion chamber. In the second case, the secondary flow is less

than that which the jet can entrain. In this latter case, a recirculating flow is set up. In spite

of several influencing factors, a rule of thumb can be applied. Recirculation form, when the

nozzle diameter is greater than 1/10 of the duct diameter2.

1.1.3. Bibliographic review

The round free jet has been the subject of many experimental investigations. The

earlier basic experiments have been concerned with a jet issuing in a still ambient fluid

(Trüpel, Fõrthmanns, etc.). The first to make an extensive investigation of a jet in a

secondary stream, which on the other hand is the more general case, were Forstall7 and

Shapiro. Later Acharya, and Alexander et al. made similar experiments. All these cases can

be considered as constant density systems. In 1977, Martin17 gave a comprehensive survey

of literature, which is chiefly destined for the heat and mass transfer in impinging cold gas

jets.

Experiments on heated jets (without chemical reaction) have been made by Ruden,

Corrsin, Corrsin and Uberoi19, and by Hinze and Van der Hegge Zijnen9'18. In all their

experiments, the temperature and concentration differences were sufficiently small to

exclude appreciable density effects.

For non-constant density systems, the concept of an equivalent orifice diameter was

introduced by Thring and Newby10, which will be briefly discussed later. Non-constant

density systems were also investigated by Keagy and Weller20, Corrsin and Uberoi19,
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Sunavala, Hulse, and Thring21, where heated fluid jets were injected in a second fluid of

ambient temperature1'2'3'5'6'14.

The confined jets have been studied, theoretically and experimentally, by Thring and

Newby66, Craya and Curtet67, Barchilin and Curtet68, Becker, Hottel and Wiliams,

Wingfield and Martin as well as by Beér and Chigier2.

Flame jets in combustion processes were investigated by Beér and Chigier4, Anderson

and Stresino22, Fay24, Reed25, Woodruff and Giedt23, Popiel, van der Meer and

Hoogendoorn13. Studies, related mainly to the heat transfer in impinging jets, are presented

below in this chapter in Section 1.2.

1.1.4. Description of round free jets and their velocity profiles in constant

density system

When fluid emerges from a nozzle, it interacts with the fluid from the surrounding to

form a jet. Jet flows are classified as fully separated flows because, after separation from

solid surfaces, the solid surfaces no longer play a significant role in their development.

Figure 1.2 represents regions of turbulent free jets. Immediately downstream from the

nozzle there is a region, the potential core (inner dotted line), within which the velocity and

concentration of nozzle fluid remain unchanged. At the flow outlet, the velocity distribution

is nearly uniform and can be described by an empirical power law. The axial location of the

core's peak was specified as the "critical point" which is referred as lv. This is the farthest

axial distance from the burner where the centerline velocity is the same as it was at the

burner outlet. The dimensionless form of lv is Xv, which is the ratio of the core length to the
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nozzle diameter (Xv = lv/dn ). Outside this region a free boundary layer develops in which

momentum and mass are transferred perpendicular to the direction of flow. The fully

developed region of the jet is preceded by a transition region. The outer dashed lines

represent the nominal boundaries of the jet, that is, the points where the horizontal

velocities u are some arbitrary small fraction of the velocity on the centerline of the jet. If

these outer dashed lines are extended in the upstream direction they have an intersection on

the x axis. This point of intersection is the virtual origin of the jet and its distance from the

nozzle exit is marked by xvirt-

- -d

Zone of flow estabüshement j Zone of fully developed flow

mixing region ansition
(potential core)

!� (dimensionless:X J

transi
region i

' critical
point

�> X

Figure 1.2 Regions of a jet

The lengths of the potential core (lv) and transition regions (If) are differently given in

the literature. After Beer and Chigier2, the length of the potential core is 4 to 5 nozzle

diameters, while the length of the transition region is 10 nozzle diameters. According to
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Forstall7, the length of the core region is determined mainly by the parameter 77 = ujuo ; it

increases with increasing rj. The following empirical relation is also given

Eq. 1.1

Forstall carried out his measurements in the range of 77 = 0.2 to 0.5 . Obviously, the relation

(Eq. 1.1) cannot be applied to cases differing too much from those covered by the

experiments. Hinze3 acutely doubt the accuracy of these results. He stated that from Eq. 1.1

it follows that lv = 4dn for 77 = 0, but experiments on free jets issuing in still ambient fluid

have disclosed much greater values of lv. Hereafter, Hinze3 is citing the results of his own

measurements made together with van der Hegge Zijnen9, where the potential core length

was found to be /� = 6 to8d n . Kataoka8, later in 1985, used the following correlation to

determine the dimensionless core length (Xv) which is the ratio of the core length to the

nozzle diameter (Xv = lv/dn ):

Eq. 1.2

where the indexes 00 and n refer to the average fluid condition inside the combustion

chamber, and to the nozzle exit conditions respectively as well as the index n, X = 0 refers

to the centerline parameters at the nozzle exit.

After discussing the geometry of the potential core, the structure of the jet is analyzed.

The fully developed regions of turbulent jets are similar, and therefore the axial and radial

distributions of velocity and concentration can be described by relatively simple and
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general relationships. The equation given by Beér and Chigier4, which describes a

hyperbolical velocity decay, is

jc,max n,eqv

Eq. 1.3

where dn,eqv is the so-called equivalent nozzle diameter based on the density difference

(discussed later in section 1.1.5.1) and xVirt is the distance to the virtual origin of the jet,

(see Figure 1.2). The virtual origin of the jet is obtained by extrapolation to "'max = 0, as it

is represented in Figure 1.3.

' n,max
I xrmax

potential core region transition
region

fully developed region

0 -I f-
0.6

lr - distance to the fully developed region

Figure 1.3 Extrapolation of nozzle velocity ratio to centerline velocity for determination of apparent origin

(Xvir,) of a round jet2
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Hinze gives the radial velocity distribution in the zone of the established flow by

+ r2/0.016x'2

Eq. 1.4

as well as the longitudinal variation of the centerline velocity, which is similar to that given

by Beér and Chigier4:

«n,max V X

Eq. 1.5

In the above equations, the longitudinal distance x' is measured from the geometrical origin

of similarity which, as shown in Figure 1.4, is a distance of 0.6 dn from the actual origin of

the jet. From Eq. 1.5, the jet is fully developed if x' = 6Adn, and hence the distance

lv = 6Adn + 0.6dn = ldn. So, while Beér and Chigier2 received the virtual origin of the jet

by extrapolation (Figure 1.3), Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3 fixes it to the nozzle

diameter.

If we introduce a translated coordinate system x-r whose origin is located at the actual

origin of the jet, we obtain:

^ = L = 6 / ^ L | = 6.4-
x-0.6dn

Eq. 1.6

Forming its reciprocal value, we get:

^ l = 0.16| � 1-0.094
«x,m« \d«)

Eq. 1.7
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which is also represented graphically on Figure 1.3. Eq. 1.7 is valid for � = 8 to 20.
d

i0.6

Experimental curve L-~--
Gaussian curve d" "° *N- -~

° Computed Eq.

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
r/.x'

Figure 1.4 Radial velocity distribution in a round jet 1,3

1.1.5. Description and velocity profiles of jets in non constant density systems

1.1.5.1. General notions

The general relationships, which have been developed for single, free, round and

isodensity jets, can be extended to more complex systems by using the concept of an

equivalent nozzle diameter. This concept was introduced by Thring and Newby10. In its

simplest form, it is based on the conservation of momentum flux2. In non-constant density

system, the jet entrains fluid of ambient density px; because of the high rate of

entrainment, the density of fluid within the boundaries of the jet approaches the density of

the surrounding within a short distance from the nozzle exit. The momentum flux can
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therefore be written in the form:

Eq. 1.8

This is equivalent to considering the fluid emerging from a nozzle of diameter dn,eqv with

the same momentum and same initial velocity, but with the density of the entrained fluid

rather than the nozzle fluid. From the above equations, it follows that:

Eq. 1.9

When the mass flow rate and the momentum flux (thrust) are known, the equivalent nozzle

diameter can be calculated from

Eq. 1.10

1.1.5.2. Non constant density applications in combustion processes

Non-constant density circumstances are present in almost all combustion systems. In

most cases, premixed or diffusion flames are produced, while the combustion chamber is

filled with hot combustion products. The density difference for perfect gases in atmospheric

combustion system is due to temperature and molar mass differences. In the case of dilute

gas combustion, the molar masses are nearly identical for the reacting mixture and for the

combustion product, so the determining factor is not the molar mass but the temperature

difference.
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The biggest temperature difference, which can be produced in a traditional combustion

system, is in the case when a hot jet of combustion products from a complet chemical

reaction at nearly adiabatic flame temperature is injected into a cold ambient air. This

phenomenon has been experimentally investigated by Popiel, van der Meer and

Hoogendoorn13 using a rapid heating tunnel burner. The created density ratio

is pml pn = 7.6. They proved that for such density differences, the centerline velocity decay

can be described with the same equation (Eq. 1.5) as used by Hinze and van der Hegge

Zijnen3 for constant density systems {pxl pn =1).

10

x / D 2 0

Tu

A

U x / U .
1 1050
| I860
! 12400

) hoi jet

cold j«t
) LOA

Figure 1.5 Axial relative turbulence intensity and mean velocity distributions along the axis in the

experimental work of Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoorn13
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Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoom13 have also investigated the axial distribution

of the relative turbulence intensity using the LDA technique. Their results are represented

in Figure 1.5. Near to the nozzle exit, the turbulence intensities are almost the same. Further

downstream, a rapid rise in turbulence can be observed, which is coming from the mixing

region and is more pronounced at higher Reynolds numbers. Over the distance of twelve

nozzle diameters (after the transition region) the turbulence intensities stabilise about 30

percent. The reason of this stabilisation for fully developed turbulent flames is that

downstream a certain limit (envelope of breakpoint, see Figure 1.6) the flow became stable

and uniformly turbulent.

- Fully developed turbulent flam?s �

! Envelope ol
I) Home

length

Envelope U / n
of f \ /

breakpoint \

0

^ � 5Z
INCREASING JET VELOCITY

Figure 1.6 Change in flame length with increase in nozzle velocity (Hottel and Hawthorne15)

The velocity spread is also given by Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoom13 within

the distance of x / dn = 5 to 17. It can be characterized by the equation
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Eq. 1.11

which can be transformed to have the same form as given by Hinze and van der Hegge

Zijnen3 in Eq. 1.4. So one obtains

r2 /0.02088x'2]2

Eq. 1.12

Finally, in Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.12 only the constant differs slightly.

1.1.6. Temperature profiles of jets

Generally, the isodensity systems are also isotherms. However, for non-constant

density systems there are two basically different possibilities. The first case is when

chemical reaction occurs and the second when there is no chemical reaction. Reichardt16

made theoretical work and experimental measurements on the temperature distribution in a

heated circular turbulent jet without chemical reaction. He gives the following relation

between the temperature and the velocity distribution:

/ \l/2

T ( u V

Eq. 1.13

However, in the case when chemical reaction occurs, there is an internal heat source in the

jet which greatly modifies the temperature distribution, so Eq. 1.13 is no more valid. For

different flame types, as the mixing conditions change, the procedure of heat deliberation

changes also, so it becomes more difficult to predict the temperature distribution in a flame

than the velocity distribution.
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1.2 Heat transfer inflames

1.2.1. General heat transfer modes in furnaces

In this section a general overview of heat transfer modes in industrial furnaces will be

given. In the metallurgical industry, the heat source is frequently assured by natural gas

flames. The flames are generally enclosed in a furnace enveloped by hot refractory walls

while the charge is usually situated at the bottom. From the point of view of heat transfer, a

very explicative illustration is shown in Figure 1.7. The flame enters in the combustion

chamber through the burner where the bounded chemical energy is released in the form of

heat. As it is presented in Figure 1.7, there is a proportion of the total heat transfer, which

arrives directly from the flame to the charge in the form of convection and radiation. These

are marked by primary convection as well as primary radiation. Similarly to the interaction

with the charge, the flame transmits also its energy toward the refractories in the form of

convection and radiation. Consequently, a very significant proportion arrives to the charge

by indirect or secondary radiation from the hot refractory bricks. At last, the hot

combustion products exit toward the chimney where additional energy would be extracted

by reducing its enthalpy using different methods.

To calculate the heat transfer in a furnace, Hottel27 developed a relatively simple

equation. The simplified model is referred to as a one-gas-zone furnace model, which

assumes also that the gas is isothermal in the combustion chamber. The refractory and load

temperatures are both assumed to be constant and the furnace walls are assumed to be

adiabatic for radiation. The heat transfer to the load can be calculated as follows:
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\-e, _ i

hlAl{Tg-Tl)

As, 4K Y
\ 1

Eq. 1.14

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Tg and Ti are the absolute temperatures of the

gas and load, respectively. Ei and eg are the emissivities of the load and the gas,

respectively. Ks and Ka are the scattering and absorption coefficients of the gas,

respectively. V is the volume of the gas. Fiw is the view factor to the wall from the load and

hi is the convection coefficient to the load. The equation is only valid when multiple scatter

is negligible (KSL « 1 ), where L is the radiation path length through a gas.

convection) M

c h a r g e

Figure 1.7. General heat transfer modes in a furnace

If the high enthalpy stack-gases are directly emitted in the ambience, important energy

loss occurs. Figure 1.8 presents a Sankey diagram, which is often used to show how the

energy is distributed in a combustion system. It follows obviously from this, at the first

sight, surprising figure that the simplest way to improve the efficiency of the overall

combustion process is the heat loss reduction over the chimney. The most widely used
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technics of heat recovery are the application of regenerative and recuperative type burners.

Their objective is to preheat the combustion air with the hot stack gas using different heat

exchange methods. The heat recovery system determines the thermal efficiency of the

system and influences the heat transfer modes and proportions because of higher flame

temperatures. Energy saving by this way will no more be discussed here because it is not

the objective of the present study.

flue losses 50%

heat input
100%

useful output
35%

wall losses 15%

Figure 1.8. Energy flow (Sankey diagram) for a gas fired furnace with no heat recovery - 1 : gas radiation and

convection to load; II: gas radiation and convection to walls; III: wall radiation to gas; IV: wall radiation to

load70

The easiest way to measure the overall incident heat-flux to the charge is the method

of calorimetry. This technique is presented below in section 1.2.2. The heat transfer toward

the charge can be intensified by changing the flame-target orientation. Heat transfer in

flame impingement is discussed in section 1.2.3.

1.2.2. Total heat flux measurement by calorimetry

In a semi-industrial experimental furnace, the charge can be represented by water
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cooled calorimetric plates. The average total heat flux can be determined in the covered

section, if the surface exposed to the flame is perfectly absorbent. For each calorimetric

plate i, the total heat absorbed can be calculated using:

Eq. 1.15

where mi is the mass-flow rate of the cooling water to plate i, cp is the average specific

heat of the cooling water, toul i and tin, are the outlet and inlet temperatures of the cooling

water to plate i and Ai is the impingement surface area of plate i.

1.2.3. Heat transfer in flame impingement

1.2.3.1. General overview

Heat transfer in impinging jets has been extensively investigated in the literature

because of their overriding importance in a wide range of applications. The impinging

flamejeis have great importance not only in the metallurgical industry but also for exemple

in the aeronautical studies or certainly in many other fields. It has to be mentioned here, for

example, the parallel project in the University of Quebec at Chicoutimi, which is related to

the thermal spallation of rocks. In this project, an impinging flame jet with supersonic-

velocity bores through rock. The cold surface of rock is fragmented due to the important

thermal stresses arising from the very intensive heat fluxes. Depending on the rock type,

this method can be more economic and rapid than traditional mechanical drilling.

On the aeronautical research field, objects returning in the Earth's atmosphere and
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space vehicles were simulated in laboratories with impinging, high-intensity flames. To

create the highest possible temperatures and heat fluxes, fuels are generally combusted with

pure oxygen. In these intensified flames, high amount of uncombusted fuel, and dissociated

species were generated. As these species cool due to the impact on the relatively low

temperature target surface, they exothermically combine into thermodynamically more

stable species at lower temperatures. This mechanism, which is referred to as

thermochemical heat release (TCHR), can be neglected in moderate temperature flames (up

to 1800 K) where the Lewis number is close to unity. The Lewis number is defined as:

D
Eq. 1.16

that is the ratio of the thermal diffusivity to the molecular diffusivity for the fluid. The

Lewis number is represented graphically as a function of the combustion product

temperature as well as the oxidizer and fuel compositions in Figure 1.9 and Figure 1.10

respectively. In high-intensity flames (oxy-fuel combustion; from 1800 K up to 3200 K in

the case of CH4), the heat transfer rate caused by the thermochemical heat release on the

surface, may be comparable in magnitude with the forced convection. However, in our

experiments, the effect of TCHR was always negligible.
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Figure 1.9 Calculated Lewis number for equilibrium Figure 1.10 Calculated Lewis number for adiabatic

stoichiometric air-fuel flames as a function of the equilibrium stoichiometric air-fuel flames as a

combustion product temperature and fuel function of the oxidizer (O2+N2) and fuel

composition (Source: Baukal6) compositions (Source: Baukal6)

As it was mentioned in the above section, Martin17 gave a comprehensive survey of

literature in 1977, which was devoted to the heat and mass transfer in impinging cold gas

jets. Very recently (in 2000), Baukal6 made an up-to-date, overall survey about works, both

experimental and theoretical, that have been done on impinging flame jets. The different

studies have been very well classified in his work and uniform nomenclature has been also

elaborated. The given nomenclature and the established classification by Baukal will be

adopted in the present work. It will be briefly demonstrated furthermore. In spite of the

large amount of studies, in many cases, the heat transfer distribution can only be

approximated very roughly.

The most important parameter in flame impingement studies is the overall geometric

configuration that specifies the relative orientation of the target surface to the flame. (For

the text diversity, besides the word configuration also arrangement as well as orientation is

frequently used in the same sense.) The four commonly studied configurations in flame
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impingement experiments are presented in Figure 1.11.

(a) normal to a cylinder in cross flow

(b) normal to a hemi-nosed cylinder (c) normal to a plane surface

Î0"

(d) parallel and oblique to aplane surface

Figure I.I 1 The four most common geometric configurations in flame impingement studies (Baukal6)

The first configuration, when the flame is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder

(Figure 1.1 La.), applies mainly in industrial processes (heating of round metal billets or fire

modeling on pipes in a chemical plant). The second arrangement (Figure 1.1 l.b.) when the

flame impinges on the hemispherical end of a cylinder, is very useful in aeronautics

(rockets and missiles) but less important in the industrial applications. The third

configuration (Figure 1.1 I.e.) is the classical flame impingement arrangement. It was the
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most intensively studied because this arose in many industrial applications. Finally, the

fourth case, when the flame is parallel to a plane surface or inclined at a certain angle above

the horizontal, is important in flight applications. In spite of its importance, this

arrangement was the least studied.

There are also other important parameters, which influence strongly the heat transfer

rate. These parameters are the burner type, the nozzle diameter, the Reynolds number at the

nozzle exit, the distance of the target from the burner, the firing rate, the oxidizer and fuel

composition, the flame equivalence ratio as well as whether the flame operates in a furnace,

surrounded by hot refractory gases, or in cold ambient air.

The two different approaches to establish heat transfer relationships are either the

semianalytical heat transfer solutions, based on the equation of Sibulkin46, or the empirical

heat transfer correlations. The semianalytical solutions were derived from the laminar, two-

dimensional, axisymmetric boundary layer equations applied in the stagnation region.

Using similarity flow formulations, the obtained equations were simplified and the constant

was numerically determined in the resulting heat flux solutions. Radiation effects were

ignored. Sibulkin46 has given the following equation, which includes only the effect of

forced convection:

q" = 0 .7630^/0° 5 PC6 cPe (te - tj
Eq. 1.17

where the indexes s, e, w refer respectively to the stagnation point, to the edge of the

stagnation zone and to the target wall at the stagnation point. The term f5 is the velocity

gradient at the stagnation point as well as ju,p,c, Pr and t are respectively the dynamic
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viscosity, the density, the specific heat the Prandtl number and the temperature.

The empirical heat transfer correlations are generally given in two different forms:

Eq. 1.18

q" = (k/d){Nu}At
Eq. 1.19

where a,b,c are constants, k is the thermal conductivity and d is the characteristic

dimension.

1.2.3.2. Geometric consideration and fluid dynamics of impinging round jets

normal to aplane surface

A typical schema of surface impingement of single round gas jet is shown in Figure

1.12. The fluid dynamics of the discharging free gas jet was discussed in details above in

this chapter. Upstream from the limit of the stagnation or impingement zone, there is no

difference between the flow properties of free jets and impinging jets. However, within the

stagnation zone, the flow is influenced by the target surface and is decelerated in the normal

(z) and accelerated in the transverse (r) directions.

As it is shown on the schema, the stagnation zone has also a border in the transverse

direction (dashed lines). This is the limit where the transverse acceleration of the fluid

changes to deceleration due to the continuous entraining of ambient, zero momentum

secondary fluid. The region further downstream is called to wall-jet region. The velocity

profiles in this region are characterized by zero velocity at both the free and impingement

surfaces.
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impingement or
stagnation zone

heat flux sensor
stagnation point

Figure 1.12. Surface impingement of a single round gas jet

If the temperature of the target surface differs from the temperature of the impinging

jet, convection heat transfer occurs in both the impingement and wall jet regions. Martin32,

Popiel and Bogusiawski33 as well as Goldstein and Timmers34 have also studied such

configurations for cold gas jets. The average Nusselt number of an impinging jet emerging

from a single circular nozzle can be calculated as follows:

1 - 1 . 1 - - � � 0.005-Re055

�Re^L-Prr

R
Eq. 1.20

where Re_
k ' d.' d.'
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This formula gives the average Nusselt number for a circular surface, which is located

on the impingement target, is coaxial with the nozzle and has the diameter of 2r (see

Figure 1.12). In the above equation, dn is the diameter of the burner nozzle, and L is the

dimensionless distance between the nozzle outlet and the impingement target. The transport

and thermodynamic properties (subscript n) as well as the characteristic velocity in the

Reynolds number are average values at the nozzle exit instead of being the centerline

values. The average velocity at the nozzle exit is calculated by dividing the volumetric flow

rate of the entering gas mixture by the nozzle area. The average convective heat transfer on

the circular surface with the diameter of 2r can be calculated as follows:

Eq. 1.21

1.2.3.3. Thermodynamic and transport properties of gas mixtures using the

CHEMKIN data base

Besides the geometrical properties (lj, dn, r) and the measured velocities and

temperatures (vn,aVe, te, tw) also the thermodynamic parameters (cp) as well as the transport

properties ( ju, k) of the gas mixture have to be determined to calculate the Nusselt number

and the heat flux in Eq. 1.20 and Eq. 1.21. In the available encyclopédies, these wanted

properties are only included up to 1000 K. Nowadays, to obtain these kinds of properties,

the complex chemistry databases are used. This approach is more and more pursued in the

field of combustion. The temperature range is given between 300 K and 4-5000 K. In

addition, these databases are published on the internet and except for commercial use, these

are free of charge, as for example the GRI-Mech database of the University of Berkeley or
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the CHEMKIN69 database. The latter was used in the present work to calculate the

requested parameters. It will be very briefly presented below.

The CHEMKIN programs use three files: (1) 'chem.inp' or 'chem.dat' file for the

Arrhenius terms; (2) 'therm.dat' file for the thermodynamic parameters (h and cp); (3)

'tran.dat' file for the transport coefficients (// , k).

The first file is not requiered in our case; therefore, it is no more discussed here. To

calculate the specific heat, the file of the thermodynamic parameters has to be used. The

polynomial coefficients are given in this second file for the correlation:

cp/R = al + a2T + a3T
2 + a4T

3 +a5T
4

Eq. 1.22

Different coefficients are given in the datafile for low and for high temperature ranges. The

temperature interval and the formula of species are also specified in the file.

To determine the transport coefficients, as the dynamic viscosity and the thermal

conductivity (/J, k), the third CHEMKIN file has to be used. There are seven columns

(plus one for the commentary) given for each species. These are the followings: (1) species

name; (2) atomicity index (0 for single atom, 1 for linear molecule, 2 for nonlinear

molecule; (3)-(4) Lennard-Jones coefficients; (5)-(6) polarity parameters; (7) collision

parameter.

The transport properties of single components are calculated first. Subsequently, the

coefficients are determined for the entire gas mixture. The relevant equations are presented

in Appendix A.

A computational module was developed using the CHEMKIN database for a gas
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mixture of eight components. The mixture is composed of the following species: CH4;

C2H6; C3H8; C4H10; CO2; H2O; N2; O2. The temperature range of validity is between 300-

5000 K in the case when the mixture do not contain any C2H6 and C4H10. Otherwise, the

validity range is only up to 4000 K. The following properties are calculated by the

computational module: thermal conductivity (k), dynamic viscosity (u), enthalpy (h),

density (p), Prandtl number (Pr), and the molar mass of the gas mixture (MmjX). This

computational module will be referred furthermore as "Computational module for gas

mixtures".

1.2.3.4. Thermophysicalproperties

These include all properties, which are temperature dependent (all the above presented

properties except of the molar mass of the gas mixture). Various methods have been used in

different studies to evaluate the thermophysical properties. These methods are discussed

below. As it was mentioned, the nomenclature of Baukal6 was adopted, which is presented

in Figure 1.13.

In many studies, the gas temperature at the edge of the stagnation zone, te, has been

used to determine some of the properties:

Pe=P{te)
Eq. 1.23

where p is the property being calculated. The wall temperature at the stagnation point of the

target body, tw has been also commonly used:

Eq. 1.24
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STAGNATION
POINT <

FLAME
BOUNDARY

BURNER

Figure 1.13 Nomenclature for the flame impingement correlations - Exemple: flame impingement on a hemi

nosed cylinder (From Baukal CE. and Gebhart B.47)

In certain other studies, the weighted average over the temperature range between the

edge and the wall temperatures has been used:

)pdt

P = ^�

Eq. 1.25

Many studies have used the film temperature, which is the mean temperature between

the edge and the wall temperatures:

Eq. 1.26

The reference temperature has been used in the study of Hoogendoom et al45 and

Popiel et al13:

Eq. 1.27

where
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trec=te+^�'�

Eq. 1.28

For low speed flows, trec ~te,so pref « p .

The maximum temperatures have been used at any axial location in the work of Beér

and Chigier:

v = pit )
r max F v max /

Eq. 1.29

Also the shorthand notation of Baukal6 was adopted for the dimensionless quantities

such as the Re, Nu, and Pr numbers. When only transport properties are required, this will

be designated by a single subscript (e.g., Pre which is Pr evaluated at te, i.e.

Pre = cp /ue/ke ). In the case, when both a characteristic length and a property temperature

are required, these will be indicated by the first and second of two subscripts, respectively.

For example, Ren,e is shorthand notation of Rene = pevedn//ue where the characteristic

dimension is dn and all thermophysical properties are evaluated with the temperature at the

edge of the stagnation zone.

1.2.3.5. Semianalytical heat transfer solution

In the semianalytical solutions, the surface velocity gradient has been developed using

potential flow theory, normal to different stagnation body shapes. The applications are

valid for approximately inviscid flows as for example high altitude flight. The following

equations have been established:

Ps = 4ve jdb for a cylinder in a cross flow
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Eq. 1.30

J3S = 3ve jdb for a sphere
Eq. 1.31

Ps = ^Ve Mb U f° r a disk
Eq. 1.32

B = for an infinite plane
Hs 16 dj

Eq. 1.33

The result of Sibulkin46, considered for a body of revolution for uniform (except the

boundary layer), laminar, incompressible, axisymmetric, and of low speed flows, was given

in Eq. 1.17. All other semianalytical solutions presented here are based on this equation.

Fay and Riddell52 have included the effect of chemical dissociation and slightly modified

the equation of Sibulkin46 by adding a factor which contains the ratio of pju, evaluated at

the wall and at the edge of the boundary layer, and by interchanging the driving force from

temperature to enthalpy. The resulting heat transfer equation in the stagnation point for

equilibrium TCHR is the following:

\0.5

V PeMe J
Eq. 1.34

In those cases when the TCHR is negligible (e.g. for flame temperatures below about

1800 K - Le=l), the term between brackets becomes unity. Fay and Riddell have also

proposed a second equation to calculate the heat transfer rate for catalytic TCHR,

forasmuch as the only difference to Eq. 1.34 is in the exponent of the Lewis number, it is

not presented here.
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Several impingement experiments have been made, in which the obtained heat flux

was compared to some of the semianalytical solutions. Only those studies will be presented

here, where the flow regime was turbulent and where the forced convection was the

dominant mechanism while TCHR could be neglected. Forced convection is generally the

dominant mechanism in air/fuel flames. Even besides these studies, there are some works,

in which (he -hi) was taken as the driving potential although this is essentially the same as

\he -hi)- The discussed experimental studies using semianalytical solutions are presented

in Table 1.1; supplementary information about the experimental conditions is available in

Table 1.2.

Horsley et al50 tested flame impingement on flat plate. The distance of the target to the

burner, L, was set up to having maximal surface heat flux. Notwithstanding that the

Reynolds number at the nozzle exit was between 7050 and 16200, Horsley also inserted

metal grids into burners to control turbulence. The proposed modified form of Eq. 1.17 is:

ft _Q /-

q, =L\2(/3sPju)O5?v~ {hs
e-h

sj
Eq. 1.35

Hargrave and Kilham51 studied flame impingement on a hemi-nosed cylinder up to Ren

of 10000 for methane/air flames. The following equation was determined:

/ =V).5=-0.6

q, =0.7631/7^/// Pr {hT
e -hT

w)
Eq. 1.36

This equation, for example, takes the driving potential of the total enthalpy. However,

Hargrave and Kilham51 have found that TCHR was not important.
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Target

flat

plate

hemi-

nosed

cylinder

cylinder

in cross

flow

hemi-

nosed

cylinder

flat

plate

Source : C.

Oxi-

dizer

air

air

air

air

air

Ren

7050-

16200

1200-

10000

12600

12600

1700-

4250

E. Baukal and B.

0 Fuel

natural
1.05

gas

1.0 CH4

natural
1.05

gas

natural
1.05

gas

natural
1.0

gas

Gebhart, Int, J.

Ps

ve/rO.5t

(2.67+0.0926TuK/db

2ve/r0.5l

3veAb.5(

Heat Mass Transfer,

db

[mm]

5.6

diam.

22

32.6-

59.8

50-

150

not

given

v [m/s]

not

measured

2-3

not

measured

not

measured

up to 50

39(14), 2989-3002,

tj[K]

1643-

2165

1900-

2100

not

measured

not

measured

up to

2130

1996.47

Reference

Horsley

etal.50

Hargrave

etal.51

Hemeson

etal.48

Hemeson

etal.48

van der

Meer49

Table 1.1 Experimental studies using semi analytical solutions

Hemeson et al48 made experiments on both hemi-nosed cylinder and cylinder in cross

flow also. A wide variety of burners has been tested for a range of cylinder diameters. The

recommended equation is the following:

qs =
V).5

Eq. 1.37

The interesting conclusion is that the heat flux does not depend on the radius of cylinder's

curvature but it is dependent on the burner design.

Van der Meer49 has studied flame impingement normal to flat plate. The experimental

heat flux data was correlated by linear regression. The suggested equation is:
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q, ={i + yp:ibi\psPref/uref )°5 pg - 6 (hs
e - h

s
w

Eq. 1.38

where y is the turbulence enhancement factor which is an experimentally determined

function of TuRe05.

firing rate

qrikWl

0.3, 0.4

1-8

not given

not given

Source :C.E.

Burner

flame retention head

tube

flame retention head

tunnel

Baukal and B. Gebhart, Int,

dn [mm]

5.6- 15.3

16

22.4,41.0

13.8,27.6

Comb. Sci. Tech.,

L

16-27

1.6-3.8

0-4.5

1-12

104, 339-357,

R

0

0

0

0
! 9 9 553

Reference

Horsley et al.50

Hargrave et al.51

Hemeson et al.48

van der Meer49

Table 1.2 Experimental conditions in studies using semi analytical solutions (supplements to Table 1.1)

1.2.3.6. Empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging normal to a

plane surface

This geometrical arrangement is shown in Figure 1.1 l.c and Figure 1.12. Both disks

and rectangular plates were used in the following experiments. Only those correlations are

presented where forced convection was the dominant heat transfer mechanism. In the

studies presented directly next, the flow was laminar at the nozzle exit but turbulent free jet

flow developed prior to the impact. The experiments, where the discharging flow from the

nozzle was already turbulent, are discussed subsequently. The experimental conditions for

the presented studies are classified in Table 1.3. In the presented studies, the heat transfer

correlations referred to the stagnation point, except the study of You56 in which the average

convective heat transfer rate were given.

Hoogendoorn et al45 and Popiel et al13 studied the heat transfer in the stagnation point.

The recommended equations are based on the axial distance L between the burner and the
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target. For 2 < L < 5 , the suggested correlation is:

C = Y {(0.65 + 0.084L)Re^ Pr^ hs
e-K
Pr.J

Eq. 1.39

For L > 12, they recommended:

C = ^ {(137 - 1.8L). IO"3
^ P

Eq. 1.40

Both correlations closely matched the experimental data in the given range. However for

5 < L < 12 no correlations was given.

A modified correlation was also given for 8 < L < 20 :

"0'5 0.4 \K -K

« Pr.f

Eq. 1.41

which significantly, as much as 60%, underpredicted the experimental data. In this range of

the axial distance, the free jet is already a fully developed flow. It was believed that the

underprediction of Eq. 1.41 has been caused by the failure to include free jet turbulence. A

modified correlation is also given that included those effects:

^ + 2,2Ír"Re-S»
100

(
-2 .76

7wRe 0.5
n,ref

100
O.5 p 0.4p

h -ht

Eq. 1.42

This matched favourably the data. It was also found that for L > 4 , the maximum heat

flux occurred at R=0, however for L = 2 and 3, the highest heat flux was measured at
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R = 0.5 and 0.2 respectively.

Kataoka et al.54 tested air-CVCHU flames. The recommended formula to calculate the

heat transfer in the stagnation point is:

^ ^ -tw)

Eq. 1.43

where rI/2v is the radius at which the measured gas velocity is half as big as the centerline

velocity at the axial location close to the stagnation point. The above equation is only valid

for L >XV with Xv correlated as given in Eq. 1.2. Kataoka measured the maximum heat flux

in the same flame at L = Xv.

You56 investigated flame impingement of pure diffusion flames. The recommended

correlation was the average convection heat-transfer as a function of the dimensionless

distance from the stagnation point. The discharging fuel from the burner nozzle was

laminar but the buoyant plume impinging on the plate was turbulent. Due to the small

velocities, buoyancy effects are important. Therefore, the Rayleigh number was included in

the given correlations. In this impingement field, a special definition of Ra number is used,

which is defined as:

Eq. 1.44

where /? is the volume coefficient of expansion. It was found that in the stagnation zone,

the convective heat flux was mainly constant, while in the wall jet region the heat flux

decreased with R. The dimensionless radius, R, of the stagnation zone was assumed to be

R=0.16. The concerning correlation is:
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Eq. 1.45

In the wall jet region, for R > 0.16, the following formula was recommended:

Eq. 1.46

In both cases, 109 <Ra <1014 and Pr = 0.7 was assumed. The radiant heat flux was

accounted for up to 26% of the total heat flux, which was excluded from the above

correlations. However, no correlation was given for the radiative heat flux.

Shorin and Pechurkin35 studied flames already turbulent at the nozzle exit. The

following, empirically determined correlation was given, valid ïoxL < Xv :

Eq. 1.47

Another correlation was also suggested as a function of R, for Xv <L <14 and for

0</?/L<0.9:

� "^U -tw)
Eq. 1.48
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air/O2

air

air

air

air

Source

air

air

Fuel

natural

gas

natural

gas

CH4

town

gas

CH4

coke

oven

gas

natural

gas

:C.E.Baukal

natural

gas

natural

gas

1.0

1.0

0.61

0.67-

0.95

2.58-

2.76

not

given

oo

andB.

0.91

0.91

qr

fkWl

not

given

not

given

not

given

not

given

1.0-

160

606

1.67,

8.51

Gebhart,

70

70

Burner

tunnel

tunnel

converging

nozzle

w/precombustor

water cooled

tube

w/precombustor

partial premix

tunnel w/air

preheat

tube

Int, Comb. Sci. Tech.

traditional

(premix)

LNI

dn

["mm]

13.8

13.8

10

25,46

13, 16

100

55

Ren

1050-

1860

1050-

1860

857-

2000

1500-

19000

17680-

22700

turbulent

70, 356

, 104,339-357, 1995

118

38

6500-

8000

30000-

40000

L

2-20

2-20

2-20

0-14

13-

65

5-9

7.3

53

6.7

20.4

R

0-5

0-10

0-3

0-5

0-10

0-7

0-

7.3

0-

0.1

0-

0.4

Reference

Hoogendoorn

etal.45

Popieletal.13

Kataoka et al.
54

Shorin and

Pechurkin35

Buhretal.58 '59

Kremer et

al.57

Matsuo et al.
55

You56

present work

present work

Table 1.3 Experimental conditions in studies for flame impingement normal to a plane surface

Buhr et al58 '59 and Kremer et al57 tested turbulent flames of 17680 < Ren < 22700,

valid for 1 3 < L < 6 5 . The following modification of Sibulkin's equation was

recommended:

= 0.037 \Vx?-6 ptvt(h
s
t -hs

s)

Eq. 1.49
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Matsou et al55 also investigated turbulent flames but inside a furnace. For the heat flux

in the stagnation point, the following correlation was given:

Eq. 1.50

1.2.3.7. Empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging normal to a

cylinder

This configuration is shown in Figure 1.11. a. The experimental conditions are given in

Table 1.4. For this configuration, the only one study, which considers the TCHR

mechanism, is also presented.

Hustad and co-workers43'60 studied both laminar and turbulent methane-air as well as

propane-air diffusion flames for a wide range of firing rates, Reynolds numbers and

dimensionless target distances. Radiation and total heat fluxes were measured. The

radiative heat flux was also calculated. The convection heat transfer was determined by

subtracting the calculated radiation from the measured heat flux. Local and average

convective heat transfer as well as average radiative and total heat transfer correlations

were also recommended.

They suggested the following equation for the local convection heat-transfer rate at the

stagnation point:

-tw)

Eq. 1.51

Baukal6 stated that for a pure fuel-jet diffusion flame, due to the possibly significant

quantity of uncombusted species, the TCHR mechanism might have been important.
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However, TCHR was not discussed by Hustad and co-workers. If it were present, it would

have been included with forced convection in Eq. 1.51, suspected Baukal.

Oxi-

dizer

air

air

air

air, O2

air

air,

air/O2,

o2

air, O2

Source

Fuel

CH4,

C3H8

CH4

CO

CO, H2

C3H8

natural

gas

town

gas

rC.E.Baukal

00

0.8-

1.2

1.0,

1.19

1.0-

2.0

1.25

0.5-

1.3

lean-

rich

andB.

fkWl

37-

1600

1.2-10

0.51-

0.75

2.1-6.1

3.5-9.4

0.56-

1.7-2.8

7.1-28

Burner

tube

tube

slot

annular port w/

precombustor

tunnel

premix, slot

shaped torch

tunnel

Gebhart, Int, Comb. Sci. Tech.,

(a) - tareet located at point of maximum heat release

air

air

natural

gas

natural

gas

0.91

0.91

70

70

traditional

(premix)

LNI

dn

[mm]

5-40

16

4x50

not

given

18

not

given

13,26

Ren

200-

330000

2000-

8000

laminar

laminar

not

given

not

given

not

given

104,339-357, 1995

118

38

6500-

8000

30000-

40000

L

20-

200

3.1-

11

2.5-

7.5

n.

given

1.7-

6.9

(a)

0.5

53

6.7

20.4

R

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-

0.1

0-

0.4

Reference

Hustad et al.42'

43,60

Hargrave et

al.61

Kilham40

Jackson &

Kilham 41

Fells and

Harker62

Davies63

Davies44

present work

present work

Table 1.4 Experimental conditions in studies for flame impingement normal to a cylinder in cross flow

Hustad et al.43 have also suggested a correlation for the average forced convection heat

transfer:
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,0.25

Eq. 1.52

They have given also average radiation heat-transfer correlations. For CH4 flames, the

following equation was proposed:

< r a £ , =5 + 3.9(/,.-x/i/to#) [kW/m2]
Eq. 1.53

The average radiation heat-transfer for C3H8 flames was given as:

C r f =19 + 7.8(/,-%toJ [kW/m2]
Eq. 1.54

where xliftoff is the length between the nozzle and the closest part of the reaction zone. All

distances are used in meters. The length /y - xliftoff was termed the radiation height. For a

traditional burner, the xliftoff is zero, since the flame is attached to the nozzle exit.

Finally, based on a thermal input of qf=60 to 1600 kW, Hustad et al.60 have

recommended the following equation to calculate the maximum total heat transfer, which

was located at the center of the flame:

? L , « . =10<7?3 [kW/m2]
Eq. 1.55

Hargrave et al.61 studied the effect of turbulence in laminar and turbulent premixed

methane-air flames. For the local convective heat transfer in the stagnation point, the

following formula was given:
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1.071 + 4.669
100

0.5 A í = 0 . 5 V

-7.388

y
100

v y

Eq. 1.56

Kilham40 and Jackson and Kilham41 measured the total and radiative heat fluxes in

laminar air/CO, air/f^, O2/H2 and O2/CO flames. The convective heat transfer was

calculated by subtracting the radiation from the total heat flux. The average convection was

correlated for air/CO flames by:

Eq. 1.57

as well as for air/H2, O2/H2 and O2/CO flames by:

Eq. 1.58

Baukal6 doubt the accuracy of these results for non-reacting jet impingement. In the O2/H2

and O2/CO flames, Baukal expected significant TCHR, but this effect was not discussed in

the related study of Jackson and Kilham.

Fells and Harker62 studied air/CsHg flames, but the flow type was not specified. The

following relation for the average convection heat-transfer was empirically determined:

,v = ^ ( 0 . 5 7 3 - 0 . 0 1 7 9 / , )RCÎS \(te -

Eq. 1.59

Davies63 tested impingement for air/natural gas flames. The flow type was not

specified. The following equation was used to calculate the average convective heat
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transfer:

Eq. 1.60

In a latter study, Davies44 measured air/town gas flames. The following correlation was

used to determine average forced convection and TCHR heat flux:

Eq. 1.61

1.2.3.8. Empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging normal to a

hemi-nosed cylinder

This refers to flames impinging to cylinders whose axis is parallel to the flame as

presented in Figure 1.11 .b. One end of the cylinder has a hemispherical nose on which the

flame impinges. Only the forced, local convection mechanism is considered in the

discussed correlations. The experimental conditions are presented in Table 1.5.

Galloway and Sage64 suggested the following equations for non-reacting flows:

Nuse = 1,255 Re°;5e (Re, e Tuf02U for Reb>eTu<7000
Eq. 1.62

Nu,it = l,128Re£5,(Reij(, Tuf2m for Reb,eTu>7000

Eq. 1.63

To calculate the local, heat transfer rate in the stagnation point, the above correlations were

modified as follows:
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Eq. 1.64

Fairweather et al.65 studied premixed methane-air and methane-air/02 flames in both

laminar and turbulent flow conditions. The following modification of Galloway and Sage's

equation was recommended:

Eq. 1.65

Oxi-

dizer

air,

air/O2

air

Source

air

air
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CH4

CH4

:C.E.Baukal

natural

gas
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gas

0.943-

1.171,

0.84-
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0.8-,

1.2

andB.

0.91

0.91
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[kWl

not
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Gebhart,
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70

Burner

converging

nozzle,

bundle of tubes

tube

Int, Comb. Sci. Tech.,
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(premix)
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d»

[mm

12

10

16

104,

118

38

Ren

laminar,

turbulent

2000-

12000

339-357, 1995

6500-

8000

30000-

40000

L

4.6-

11,

0.3-

1.4

1.9-

15

53

6.7

20.4

R

0

0

0-

0.1

0-

0.4

Reference

Fairweather et

al.65

Hargrave et

al.61

present work

present work

Table 1.5 Experimental conditions in studies for flame impingement normal to a hemi-nosed cylinder

Hargrave et al.61 measured methane-air flames in turbulent flow conditions. The

following equation was given for local, forced convection heat transfer in the stagnation

point:
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= 0.5

0.993 + 5.465
TuReb

100

= 0.5 A

-2.375,
TuReb

1ÕÕ"

= 0.5 \ 2

Eq. 1.66

In the reaction zone, the measurement data was underpredicted by up to 15%. However,

very good agreement was found further downstream.

1.2.3.9. Empirical heat transfer correlations for jets impinging parallel or oblique

to a plane surface

The flame-object arrangement for jets impinging parallel or oblique to a plane surface

is shown in Figure 1.1 l.d. This configuration is very useful in many cases. Numerous

experiments were made to study cold gas impingement, however, research with real flame

impingement were much less elaborated. Although, there are a few dozen published works,

the results were frequently controversial.

1.2.3.9.1 The flat plate in parallel laminar flow of cold gases

This is the most general case using the classic work of Blasius39, Schlichting14 and

Pohlhausen28. If the enclosure walls are relatively distant, this kind of flow can be

considered as external flow from the point of view of the boundary layer development,

even if the examinated parallel object is situated inside a combustion chamber. However,

from the point of view of the total heat transfer, the hot refractory walls have important

contribution. As it is discussed in literature, laminar boundary layer development begins at

the leading edge (x=0) and the transition to turbulence may occur at a downstream location

(xc) for which a critical Reynolds number R e ^ is achieved. Near the leading edge, we
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consider a developing laminar sublayer. For laminar flow, the local Nusselt number can be

calculated as:

Nux=^ = 0.332Ref Pr1/3 for Pr > 0.6
k

Eq. 1.67

x is the distance from the leading edge.

1.2.3.9.2 Local convection heat transfer in turbulent flames parallel to a plane surface

Eckert30 has studied the heat transfer and friction in high-velocity laminar and

turbulent boundary-layer flow over surfaces with constant pressure and temperature. The

following equation was recommended for the local convection heat transfer:

r*ave a

Eq. 1.68
ave

where x is the distance from the leading edge.

Giedt et al.31 tested an array of fuel-rich C2H2 flames in parallel flow over a flat plate where

TCHR was an important mechanism besides forced convection. It was found that the

equation of Eckert30 underpredicted the experimental data by 25%. Giedt et al

recommended a modified equation in which a derived correction factor was added for

taking into account the recombination reaction of the hydrogen atom.

1.2.3.9.3 Local convection and radiation heat transfer in turbulent flames oblique to a

plane surface

Beér and Chigier4 studied flame impingement of stoichiometric coke-oven-gas/air
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flames by inclined burner setup (see Figure 1.1 l.d.). The angle of burner inclination was

20°. The burner had two concentric tubes for the gas and the air inlets with an equivalent

nozzle diameter of 150 mm. A non-premixed high velocity jet flame was produced with an

equivalence ratio, ^=0.91. The firing rate was 1470 kW and the dimensionless distance, L,

between the burner nozzle and impingement target was L = 15.6. The heat flux

measurements were supported by detailed analysis of the velocity and temperature fields.

The correlation for the total heat flux was given as:

j . x,conv+rad �{0.13Re°;8
max}(/max-O

Re jc,max

Eq. 1.69

625 cm

y ^^Sw» «,***
20Qcm

Figure 1.14 Schematic diagram of flame impingement on furnace hearth in the experiments of Beér and

Chigier4

The velocity in the Reynolds number is always the maximum velocity at any of the

axial stations. Similarly, all the thermophysical properties are evaluated taking the

maximum temperatures at any one axial station. A Prandtl number of 0.7 was assumed. The

experimental study of Beér and Chigier was one of the six experiments out of more than

seventy, which had been performed in a furnace. The scale of this furnace is presented in

Figure 1.14.
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1.2.4. Radiative heat transfer in furnaces and flames

Thermal radiation is one of the most important heat transfer mechanisms in industrial

furnaces. For radiative energy transport, no transmitting medium is required. Radiation is

the transmission of energy by electromagnetic waves, which are characterized by their

wavelength.

As it was presented in Figure 1.7, there is a direct proportion of radiation toward the

charge, arriving from the hot gas mixture and an indirect proportion, arriving from the

refractory surfaces. The first mechanism is referred to as gaseous radiation (volumetric

radiation), while the second mechanism as surface radiation. The gaseous radiation can also

be separated to nonluminous and luminous gaseous radiations.

The detailed presentation of these mechanismes is beyond the scope of this text. The

methods are discussed in details in various advanced radiative heat transfer books84 '29 '85.

Nevertheless, a general overview is given in Appendix E about the basic radiative heat-

transfer mechanisms. Certainly, those particularities are emphasized that are related to the

present experimental program. The analysis of both direct and indirect radiative heat

transfer between the flame and the (simulated) charge had prime importance. During the

experimental test, the radiative heat fluxes were continually measured. All the results

presented here are empirical or semi-empirical. Advanced radiative heat transfer

calculations and modeling were out of the scope of this program.
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1.3 NOX Emission

NOX is formed in nearly all air breathing combustion devices as a by-product of the

reaction process. NOX emission consists of mostly nitric oxide (NO). Less significant are

nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and nitrous oxide (N2O). A small part of nitric oxide is oxidized to

nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in the flame itself, but most of the oxidation takes place after the

exhaust of the combustion products in the atmosphere. NOX is a precursor for

photochemical smog, contributes to acid rain, and causes ozone depletion. Thus, NOX is a

pollutant.

In the last 30 years, a wide range of research was carried out on the NOX reduction

techniques all around the world. The principal tendencies of the NOX formation are better

and better known. Notice that the second burner applied in our comparative research project

(Low NOX Injection /LNI/ Burner - North American Mfg.) was already a product of this

NOX development work. This burner meets the limits established by the new severe

environmental regulations.

Appendix D is devoted to describe furthermore the general NOX formation and

destruction processes. The measured data using the BACHARACH gas analyser are

presented in section 3.4. Finally, the results of a simplified numerical model are compared

with the measurements in section 3.8. A short discussion is also given here.
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CHAPTER 2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Introduction

In the present chapter, the experimental program is presented first. The experimental

program can be divided into three phases. Subsequently, the experimental setup, the applied

methods and the measurement instruments are briefly discussed. Supplementary

information as well as the description of the calibration procedures and methods are

presented in the appendixes.

2.2 Experimental program

Two different burners were used in the tests. Each of the two burners can be adjusted

to produce two different flames, so altogether four different flame types were tested. The

four cases are as follows:

Burner

Conventional (Traditional)

burner (adjustable)

LNI burner (Low NOx Injection

type burner)

Flame type

Short flame

High-velocity

flame

Long, luminous

flame

Envelope flame

Table 2.1 The available burners and produced flame types in the present study
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In the first two phases, two different test series were realized. The first one was made

by horizontal burner position in which case the flame is parallel to the furnace floor (Figure

2.1.a). In a second series of experimentation, we tilted the burner from horizontal to 11.4°

downward which position permitted the flame to hit the calorimetric plates between the

second and third sections (Figure 2.1.b). In these two phases, the calorimetric plates and the

heat-flux sensors were the same. On the other hand, major transformation of the furnace

hearth occurred to realize the third experimental phase. In this latest phase, flame

impingement at the chamfered corner of raised solid blocks was studied (Figure 2.2). The

concept of both the calorimetric plates and the heat flux sensors, were different.

Burner Burner

t t t t
In- and outlets of cooling water

t t t t
In- and outlets of cooling water

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1 Schematic view of the experimental furnace (a) by horizontal burner position (flame is parallel to

the furnace floor) and (b) at inclined burner setup (inclination angle: 11.4°)

In order to create a common base for the comparison, all flames were tested at the

same power setting, 70 kW. The excess air ratio was set always to keep the same low level

of CO formation, according to the recommendations of the manufacturer of the burners.
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t t t t
In- and outlets of cooling water

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2. (a) Schematic view of the experimental furnace by impingement arrangement (b) 3D technical

drawing of the calorimetric plates - Autodesk Inventor 5

For all four flame types the measurements were continued long enough to reach an

average furnace temperature level of about 1000 °C. During the first two phases, data were

recorded continuously during the heating-up, which allows for the analysis of the wall

temperature effects. For every flame types, at least two "good" measurement series were

completed, not counting neither the preliminary experiments nor those where technical

difficulties arose.

In a special series of tests, the structure and movement of all four flames were

visualized. Using different metallic compounds, those high temperature regions of the

flame were coloured where the self-illumination is weak in lack of solid (soot) particles.

Comparison is shown in Figure F.2 and F.3 in Appendix F.

In addition, incandescent particles were introduced in order to show the streamlines in

the combustion chamber. Using different exposure times even the magnitude of the

velocities can be estimated (Figure F.I in Appendix F).

In order to facilitate the analysis of the measurement results, measurements of the heat
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flux distribution in the heated-up furnace were made after suddenly turning off the burner

(see section E.3.3 in Appendix E.).

The convective, radiative, and total heat fluxes, as well as the stack gas composition

were measured in every experimental phase. In the first and third phases, the LDV

instrument, the one-hole Pitot-tube and the suction-pyrometer were used to obtain the

velocity profiles and the temperature distribution for the different flame types.

In the following section, the instrumented furnace and the available burners are

presented first. Next, the concept of the stainless-steel calorimetric plates and the plug-type

heat flux sensors are presented which were used during the first and second experimental

phases. Subsequently, the transformation of the furnace is discussed. This inevitable

procedure was an occasion to improve the applied measurement system. Therefore, all

accumulated information about the calorimetric plates and the heat flux sensors were

considered during the planification of the new instruments. Efforts were done to conserve

the simplicity and all the other advantages of the system and simultaneously correct its

weaknesses.

Finally, the other measurement instruments, namely the suction pyrometer, the laser

Doppler velocimeter, the Pitot tube, and the gas analyser are discussed at the end of this

chapter.

2.3 Experimental setup

The main components of the burner test facility are the experimental furnace, the

sensors, measurement instruments, and the data acquisition system.
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2.3.1. Instrumented furnace

The experimental furnace has a modular design, with four longitudinal sections. The

bottom of each section is removable and serves as a platform for different heat sinks and

instrumentation. The furnace has a 0,5 m x 0.5 m cross-section, the size of the combustion

chamber permits the application of 150 kW maximal burner power. In the first two phases

of experiments (parallel firing and inclination), four ealorimetric plates formed the furnace

floor as shown in Figure 2, La et b. In the third experimental phase (impingement), two

horizontal plates at the furnace hearth, one vertical plate at the middle of the furnace and

two other horizontal plates at raised position formed the furnace floor (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2,3 External view of the experimental furnace

The generally applied Cartesian coordinate system in the measurements and in the

numerical computations is shown in Figure 2.4. The origin of the coordinate system is

translated to the centerline of the burner nozzle.
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The burner port permits the tilting of the burners from horizontal to 11.4° downward,

Figure 2.1 ,b. Each section is equipped with two viewing ports on opposite sides for visual

observation and filming as well as for the introduction of different probes (Figure 2.3). The

axial distances of the center of the viewing ports from the burner are presented in Table 2.2.

The gas and airflow rates are metered before entering the burner; the temperatures are

measured along the length and thickness of the refractory walls as well as at the chimney

exit.

Figure 2.4. Orientation of the experimental furnace - applied coordinate system - the origin is translated to

the centerline of the burner nozzle

Several burner test stands were designed with ealorimetric sections that fully envelope

the flame (water cooled cylindrical rings - for example M.I.T. Boston USA., KTH Heat

and Furnace Technology- Royal Institute of Technology- Stockholm, Sweden, Research

and Development Company for Combustion Technology- Miskolc, Hungary). The furnace

used in the present project follows a different design philosophy in order to provide

maximum flexibility for the analysis of the heat transfer between flame and charge. Heat is
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extracted from the flame and is directed toward objects that mimic the form of charges in

real furnace operations. The horizontal water-cooled plates (calorimetric plates) shown in

Figure 2.1 simulate the horizontal surface of a molten metal bath.

Viewing port

JSI

2nd

3rd

4*

distance (centerline)

from the burner (mm)

230

560

920

1250

Table 2.2 Distance (direction x) of the test sections (viewing ports) from the burner nozzle

The calorimetric plates are cooled with water at a flow rate that keeps the temperatures

always under the boiling point. The control of the rate of heat removal - together with the

control of the surface temperature of the heat sinks - is realized by placing thermal barriers

over the furnace floor. The measurement of mass flow rates and inlet-outlet temperature

differences individually for each plate provides information about the average values of the

total heat flux in the sections.

The furnace is equipped with a variety of sensors, measuring instruments and probes

like: suction pyrometer, gas analyzer, one-hole Pitot tube, laser-Doppler velocimeter,

visualization and imaging tools, infrared camera, plug type heat flux sensors. Beside the

determination of the heat fluxes on the charges, the additional instrumentation makes

possible a detailed analysis of the flame structure by measuring temperature, gas

composition, velocity and turbulence intensity distributions.
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2.3.2. Burners and flame types

In the present experimental study, two burners were studied. Both two burners are the

in-kind support of the North-American Mfg. Co.

One of the burners is a conventional device, presented in Figure 2.5. This burner can

produce two different flame types: a short flame, and a long luminous flame. The entering

of the combustion gases and the mixing procedure between the fuel and oxydizer in the

burner mouth will be discussed more in detail below in Section 3.6.1 (Figure 3.47 and

Figure 3.48). The other burner is a low NOX injection (LNI) burner, shown in Figure 2.6.

The particularity of the LNI burner is the low NOX emission. Similar to the conventional

burner, this second one can also produce two flame types: the high velocity and the

envelope flames. On the other hand, only the high velocity flame can be ignited at the

burner start from cold condition. To start with the injection mode (envelope flame), the

refractories must be heated up to more than 800°C in the entire furnace.

Figure 2.5. The conventional (traditional) burner

The high velocity flame is a concentrated jet flame with high momentum flux. On the

other hand, in the case of the envelope flame cold air and gas are injected separately in the
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combustion chamber. The mixing and heating occurs in the furnace. Thus, the hot

refractories have a very important role in the heating-up of the gases. The name of the

envelope flame is a registered trademark of the North American Mfg. Co. This technology

is similar to the FLOX (flame less oxidation) technology of the Ijmuiden Institut.

Figure 2.6. The low NOX Injection (LNI) burner

2.3.3. Heat flux measurements in the first and second experimental phases

The calorimetric plates provide an option for the determination of the total heat flux as

an average over their horizontal area exposed to the flame. To provide more detailed

information on the heat transfer between flame and charge, an array of heat flux sensors

along the surface of the calorimetric plates has been used.

There are several methods and instruments for the experimental determination of heat

fluxes in combustion chambers. An up-to-date overview of the available methods can be

found in Baukal6. In our experimental furnace, we used the calorimetric plates designed and

fabricated at UQAC. In addition, heat-flux sensors have also been developed earlier at
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UQAC by Kiss et al.112. First the calorimetric plates are presented and subsequently the

plug-type heat flux sensors.

2.3.3.1. The calorimetric plates

The calorimetric plates have multiple functions during the experiments. They serve as

heat sinks in the furnace, which represent the cold charge in the furnace (cold is meant

relative to the refractories). Secondly, the extracted heat fluxes are also determined by the

use of the plates. In addition, the imbedded plug-type heat flux sensors are cooled by the

calorimetric plates.

There are four calorimetric plates installed on the furnace floor. Due to the different

sizes of the furnace sections, the sizes of the calorimetric plates are also different. In the

first and last furnace sections the bigger plates are installed with the surface area of

A = 0,183 m2 (381x479mm). On the other hand, in the middle (second and third furnace

sections) the plates of the surface area of A = 0,158 m2 are mounted (330x479mm).

Figure 2.7 Calorimetric plates, left: Visualisation of the cooling canals with the infrared camera, right: the

calorimetric plates before installation in the furnace

To visualize the cooling channels of the calorimetric plates, cold and hot water was
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introduced from the opposite sides in the plates. The surface was photographed using the

infrared camera. As it can be very well seen in Figure 2.7, the channels are configured in

counter-flow. This is to produce the most homogeneous possible temperature distribution in

the plates. It is important, because the temperature of the calorimetric plates serve as

reference temperature for the imbedded heat flux sensors.

As it was mentioned above, one of the functions of the calorimetric plates was the

measurement of the average heat fluxes per furnace sections. Originally, the surfaces of the

calorimetric plates were painted with black absorbant coating with an emissivity of at least

e = 0,95 for measuring the total heat flux. The painted plates are shown in Figure 2.7,

before the installation to the furnace. However, during the preliminary experiments, a

serious problem arose with the envelope flame. As it was discussed in section 2.3.2, the

envelope flame needs to be surrounded by adequately preheated refractories for ignition.

Due to the very large, intensively cooled emissive surface, the envelope flame could not be

ignited. In addition, the accumulated unburned CO at the bottom of the furnace produced a

CO explosion. For this reason, the surfaces of the water-cooled calorimetric plates have

been covered with Fiberfrax insulation. (Fiberfrax is a registered trademark). The heat flux

sensors were placed in slightly raised position, compassed with additional metal rings that

were welded on the calorimetric plates (see Figure 2.9). Thus, the heat flux sensors and the

Fiberfrax insulation are coplanar, so no additional perturbation in convective fluxes was

produced.

2.3.3.2. The plug type heat flux sensors

These plug-type heat flux sensors (Figure 2.8) have a cylindrical shape and they



function according to the steady-state principle. Their robust and relatively simple design

allows for easy fabrication and reliable operation. The sensor consists of a cylindrical

copper core, an insulating ring (PTFE or ceramic) and an outer copper ring as it is shown in

Figure 2.8. Despite the fact that machinable ceramic was used during the preliminary

experimental series as isolating ring, the machinability and close fitting of these ceramic

rings were not ideal. Significant differences were noticed between the responses of the 24

heat flux sensors during the calibration procedures. Finally, all the insulating rings of the

sensors have been replaced by teflon (PTFE) rings.

copper
insulating ring

(teflon or ceramic)

Figure 2.8 Plug type radial flow heat flux transducer112

The sensors are built into machined vertical tubes passing through the body of the

water-cooled heat sinks, Figure 2.9. To be able to measure not only the total heat flux but

also its convective and radiative components separately, two heat flux sensors with

different radiation properties are used (Figure 2.10). Ideally, the ensemble of a perfectly

black and a perfectly reflective sensor would offer a simple mean to separate convection

and radiation. The reading of the perfectly black sensor gives the total flux while the
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perfectly reflective one measures only the convective part. Under ideal conditions, the

radiative part is obtained simply by substracting the reading of the reflective sensor from

that of the black sensor. In practice, we are not able to fabricate absolute black and perfect

mirror surfaces. The bigger difficulty is with the reflective coatings as the smallest dust or

soot deposition turns them easily into a "gray" surface. We use polished gold coatings on

the convective sensors and a ceramic powder based black paint on the total flux sensors.

Figure 2.9 Leftside: Integration of the heat flux sensors into the calorimetric plates

Rightside: Calorimetric plates and heat flux sensors inside the furnace

As the sensitivity of the reflective sensors to radiation is bigger than zero, and the

sensitivity to the radiation of the blackened sensors is less than 100%, the evaluation is

more complex than a simple subtraction of the readings from each other. The readings of

both sensors include contributions from radiation and convection but with different

sensitivities. The sensitivities are determined during the calibration. The evaluation of the

readings is based on the solution of the two sensor equations for the two unknown flux
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components112.

IaBR A, aBL

Figure 2.10 The principe of the two radiometer method

The calibration of the heat flux sensors is a long and labor consuming process. First

the black ones are calibrated against a NIST traceable black-body radiator both for normal

and hemispherical radiation113. The calibration for the normal radiation serves basically the

verification purposes. For the determination of the sensitivities of both sensors to radiation

and convection, a relatively simple method was developed that is based on the heating of

the sensors through a thin, horizontal, thermally stable air layer. This way, known radiative

and convective (more precisely conductive through stagnant air layer) heat fluxes can be

produced. The method can be used even for the regular verification and recalibration of the

built-in sensors inside the furnace.

The arrangement of the sensors inside the furnace is shown in Figure 2.9. Six sensors

are installed in each calorimetric plate, which means a total of 24 sensors in the furnace.

2.3.3.3. Heat transfer in furnaces

It is known that clean, non-oxidized metallic surfaces are good reflectors for both

visible and thermal radiation. The solid surfaces of equipment and materials handled and

processed at high temperatures in the metallurgical industry rarely stay good reflectors. The
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smallest dust deposition or slightest oxidation rapidly increases the emissivity and

absorptivity in the longer (thermal) wavelength domain, promoting the radiative energy

exchange. However, there are certain cases when the absorptivity of the surface of the

heated targets is not too high and convection can play a more important role. In the

aluminum industry, the absorptivity of the free surface of the molten metal can vary

strongly as a function of the thickness and composition of the covering dross layer. The

effect of the dross layer in the overall heat transfer is a subject of a certain controversy.

Without any dross and oxide the absorptivity of the free surface of the metal is only 0.03-

0.05 depending on alloy type, the formation of a thin oxide layer can rapidly increase it to

0.1-0.2. Thicker dross with high porosity can effectively increase the

emissivity/absorptivity into the 0.5-0.7 range. The surface properties of aluminium raise a

controversial issue for the effective heating of aluminium: without dross and oxide layer the

absorption of radiant energy is nearly negligible, a dross layer increases absorption but

represents a thermal insulation. In cast shop practice, to find the optimum thickness, is not

easy to achieve.

In our experimental furnace the refractory lining of the ceiling and sidewall acts the

same way as the lining of a reverbatory furnace in the industry. During the heating-up of

the furnace the radiation from the furnace walls represents an increasing proportion. When

the internal surface temperature reaches the 800-1000 °C range, the radiation from the walls

can reach or exceed the self-radiation of the flame, depending on the flame type.
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2.3.4. Transformation of the furnace for realizing the third experimental phase

As it was mentioned above, the furnace transformation was inevitable for realizing the

third experimental phase. In addition, this necessity was also a great opportunity, a

challenge for us. Are we able to replace our former system, which in spite of some

imperfections is very well operating, to another that will be still better? Can we keep the

most important advantage of the system, namely its simplicity?

Multitudinous suggestions, conceptions, configurations, materials and methods were

evaluated. All the calorimetric plates were individually designed using Autodesk

Inventor 5. In addition, the concept of the newly developed heat-flux sensors should has

been fully adapted to the calorimetric plates. Parallel with the long design procedure, a

CFD code was developed in Visual FORTRAN. This code computes the internal heat

conduction in a cylindrical coordinate system in two dimensions. The dimensions of the

new, T-plug-type heat-flux sensor were determined by the help of this computational

module (see Appendix K).

The calorimetric plates were fabricated under CNC (computerized numerical control)

at the manufacturing facility of the "Mercier Industries". On the other hand, the heat flux

sensors were fabricated at the workshop of UQAC by the technicians of the CURAL. This

kind of work required much of elaborateness on the part of the technicians.

Subsequently, the transformation of the furnace took place as follows: construction of

the internal part of the furnace using the refractory bricks (Figure 2.11), inserting of the

calorimetric plates, setting and sticking of the Fiberfrax isolations, calibration of the heat

flux sensors, preliminary tests, several modifications and final adjustement.
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Figure 2.11 The experimental furnace during the transformation

2.3.4.1. The calorimetric plates in the impingement configuration (third

experimental phase)

The new calorimetric plates are shown in Figure 2.12. The technical drawing was

made using the "Autodesk Inventor 5" software (design is shown in Appendix L.). Each

calorimetric plate was individually designed. The important differences in comparison to

the former calorimetric plates are the following:

1.) the material is aluminium instead of steel

2.) the upper and lower part of the plate is screwed and not welded

3.) the cooling channels are in serpentine instead of parallel counter-flow

arrangement

4.) instead of being tightly fitt the heat flux sensors are removable

5.) the calorimetric plates do not provide the water cooling for the HFS (heat flux

sensors).
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Figure 2.12 The technical drawing of the calorimetric plates in 3D using the Autodesk Inventor 5 software

The measurement holes for the heat flux sensors are symmetrically positioned. The

distance between the central and lateral measurement points is ±120 mm. On the vertical

plate, the upper corner is chamfered by 45° as it is shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13. The corner of the vertical plate is chamfered by 45°
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There are several advantages of the new calorimetric plates. They are lighter, can be

opened to have access to the canals for verification or cleaning.

The disadvantage of the new concept is that the plates can melt in the furnace more

quickly if the cooling water circulation stops during the experiments. In the case of low

mass flow rate of the cooling water, the homogeneity of the surface temperature will be

lost.

2.3.4.2. The new plug-T-type heat flux sensors for the impingement configuration

As it was discussed earlier, the plug-type heat flux sensors were developed at UQAC

around 1990. The present comprehensive experimental research started in the beginning of

2000. In the frame of this experimental program, the plug-type heat flux sensors were

applied principally and they responded very well to all the expectations. Owing to their

very simple design and accurate planning, many advantages were unified in this type of

sensor, namely the good signal-to-noise ratio, the right sensibility for separating the heat-

flux component, smallness, construction without internal cooling, mass-productibility, etc.

During the planning procedure of the plug-type transducers, analog mathematical

calculations were executed to find the optional geometrical scale112. These calculations

were easily feasible due to the simple geometry of the sensor.

In the case of the newly developed plug-T-type heat-flux sensors, the geometry is

more complex. That is the reason why a numerical method was applied for optimizing the

geometry of the sensors. The temperature difference in steady state condition between two

selected points of the calculated domain is converted to heat-flux. The finite volume

method was used for calculating the temperature field. The numerical calculation was
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carried out for different sensor geometries and the best concept was selected and fabricated.

Further description is given in Appendix K.

The concept and the working principle of this new heat flux sensor is the same as its

predecessor. Similarly, this is a plug type radial flow heat-flux transducer. In addition, the

two-radiometer method is also the same to separate the heat-flux components. A schematic

view and a photo are shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. Observing these figures, the

obvious differences compared to the former plug-type sensor are the form « T » of the

central core as well as its integrated water-cooling system. The new sensor has many

advantages relative to the old one. On the contrary, the simplicity was lost. Thus, the

biggest disadvantage of the plug-T-type sensor is the complexity, which results that its

fabrication is a very labor-consuming process. The advantages are listed next:

1.) The most important advantage is the facility of the comparison of heat-fluxes

between two measurement locations, because only one sensor is in use (1-1

black and bright sensors) oppositely to the ancient method, where 24 sensors

(12-12 black and bright) were embedded in the calorimetric plates.

2.) It is better adapted to the impingement configuration where extremely high

heat fluxes are expected in the stagnation point. With this concept, the sensors

are only exposed to the heat flux during the measurement procedure. In the

direct impingement point, the continous exposition to the elevated heat fluxes

can seriously damage the heat flux sensors.

3.) Verification and cleaning of the surfaces and recalibration of the sensors can

be made at any time, even during the operation of the furnace.
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Figure 2.14 Schematic view of the T-type heat flux sensor

Figure 2.15 External view of the heat flux sensors

4.) Recalibration of the sensors can be effected outside the furnace, in favourable

(quasi laboratory) conditions.

5.) The new sensors have greater sensitive surfaces and a very important
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advantage is that there is no parasite heat-flux incident to the insulating ring as

in the case of the plug type sensors.

2.4 Other measurement instruments

2.4.1. The suction pyrometer

Temperature measurement methods in gas streams are presented in Appendix G. Only

the characteristics of the temperature-probe used in the experiments will be shortly

presented here.

The suction pyrometer applied in our laboratory is special prototype, which had been

unically adapted to our experimental, 150 kW furnace. In the suction pyrometer, a

platinum-rhodium thermocouple, protected from chemical attack by sintered alumina

sheath, is surrounded by two concentric radiation shields. (Figure 2.16) The gases are

drawn between the shields and over the sheath with high velocity (min. 150 m/s) so that the

equilibrium thermocouple temperature is nearly that of the gases without the need of a

correction. However, it was experimentally verified, whether the adequate gas-suction

velocity was achieved during the experiments. The suction pump was connected to a "Y-

type" valve. One of the flanges was joined to the suction pyrometer while the other has

been opened to the atmosphere. By measuring the gas temperature, the flange, which was

opened to the atmosphere was gradually closed, allowing to increase the suction velocity in

the pyrometer. First, the detected temperature increased with increasing suction velocity,

but finally the temperature converged to a certain value, so with increasing velocity a

temperature plateau was achieved.
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The thermocouple element is of type S, which can be used up to 1700°C (1973K).

However, at that elevated range, 1600°C to 1700°C, the exposure to heat should only be of

a very short duration (just long enough for the EMF output to reach steady state).

It is important to use as high a flowrate as possible for maximum cooling effect and to

reduce expansion and contraction while operating the probe.

thermocouple
junction

cement 'j dumino
radiation sheath
shields

water outlet water inlet suction line

Figure 2.16. Scheme of the applied Suction Pyrometer

Gas temperature measurements were performed in the first (parallel firing) and third

(impingement) experimental phases for the four different flame types (long, short, high

velocity and envelope). In the case of parallel firing configuration, the temperature profiles

were also measured at partial burner power of 50%. Figure 2.17 shows the suction

pyrometer in work. The results of the temperature measurements are presented later in

CHAPTER 3. (Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.10).

The gas temperature measurements were effectuated using the four viewing ports of

the experimental furnace (Figure 2.3). The water-cooled suction pyrometer has just two

degrees of freedom (z and y in Figure 2.4). Because of its robust joint, only the up and

down tilting of the probe (movement in direction z) is permitted but the movement in the x

direction is not. Systematically, only one temperature profile (y-direction at z = 0) was
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recorded in each viewing port.

Figure 2.17. The suction pyrometer in work

Undoubtedly, the temperature of the flame depends on many conditions as air-

preheating, quenching in the flame, refractory temperatures, cooled calorimetric plates,

opened window, object in the flame, etc. The temperature of the refractories, which has one

of the major influences on flame temperature, reflects the condition of the furnace

preheating. The different measurement data (heat flux, gas velocity, flame temperature)

were not recorded at the same instant after the same preheating period. Therefore, as it will

be discussed later in CHAPTER 3, the measured flame temperatures were corrected using

the refractory temperature data, which were continually recorded during all experiments.

2.4.2. Velocity measurements using the Pitot probe and the LDV instrument

Various methods are available to obtain the velocity profiles of high temperature
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flows. Each method has its own characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. Two

different instruments, the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) and the one-hole Pitot tube,

have been used in our experiments for the velocity measurements. The theory of these

methods are given in Appendix H.

Similarly to the gas temperatures, the velocity measurements were made in the first

(parallel firing) and third (impingement configuration) phases for the four different flame

types. In the case of parallel firing arrangement, the velocity profiles were also measured at

the partial burner power of 50%. The measured velocity profiles are presented in Figure

3.11 to Figure 3.16 of CHAPTER 3.

Many problems arise during the application of the laser Doppler velocimeter. Due to a

failure of its electronic system for effective frequency shifting, the LDV system was not

able to sample the seeding particles in the high-velocity range, namely above about 20 m/s.

When in the case of the LNI Burner, the velocities are in the range of 40 and 90 [m/s]. The

second function of the frequency shifting mechanism is the determination of the velocity

direction. As this functionality has also failed, the system was not able to detect eventual

recirculations. In addition, the detection sensitivity depended widely on the tracer type in

use, the way of injection, and the working temperature as well as on the burner power.

Finally, in the experimental tests, very fine alumina powder was used as tracer to obtain the

velocity profile. In the rear part of the combustion chamber, this tracer was hardly detected

by the LDV system, especially at 100% burner power, since the powder was desintegrated

before. Considering all these drawbacks, it was necessary to replace the LDV technology

by the Pitot-tube method.
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On the other hand, the LDV system, which provides absolute accuracy without the

need of calibration, was very useful in the period of the verification of the performance and

calibration of the Pitot probe. In Figure 2.18, the velocity profiles are presented in the first

furnace section for the short flame at 50% burner power. The position of the 0 mm is an

arbitrarily chosen reference point, which is not in the centerline of the furnace. Each point

on the diagram is the average value resulting from a curve of normal distribution (Gaussian

curve) which contains about 500 velocity values.
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Figure 2.18. Velocity measurements using the LDV system - short flame at 50% burner power in the first

furnace section. Reminder: The position of 0mm is not in the centerline of the furnace

In the case of the short flame (at 50% burner power), the obtained velocity profiles are

compared using different methods in Figure 2.19. One of the curves was obtained using the

LDV instrument. The other two curves had been determined using the Pitot tube. The

measured pressures are corrected either with the reading of the unshielded thermocouple

located on the top of the Pitot probe or with that of the suction pyrometer. It is obvious at

first sight that the three methods have similar trends and they are relatively close to each

other. The velocity profiles obtained using the unshielded thermocouple are always below
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those taken using the suction pyrometer. It can be explained by the fact that the sensor of

the suction pyrometer is shielded against radiation. On the contrary, the unshielded

thermocouple has a considerable amount of radiative heat loss toward the "cold"

refractories. ("Cold" is meant relative to the flame temperature.)

SHORT FLAME 50% - 1 SECTION

"35 H.�H

PITOT
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Figure 2.19 Comparison of velocity results obtained using different measurements techniques - Short flame at

50% burner power in the first furnace section

In this low velocity flow case, the results of the LDV system were considered as

reference. As it can be seen in Figure 2.19, the velocity results of the Pitot probe, which is

corrected with the temperature of the suction pyrometer, and the results of the LDV method

are similar in the furnace centerline. However, at the radial distance of about 30 mm, the

Pitot probe results higher velocities. Away from the centerline, the velocity-vectors are not

parallel to the longitudinal direction. While the one-component LDV system measures only

one velocity component, which is parallel with the direction x, the one-hole Pitot tube

measures the maximal velocity if its declination from the axial direction is below of about

30 degree. This declination limit was both computed, basing on the literature and
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experimentally verified. For further details, see the directional sensitivity of the Pitot probe

in Figure H.10 of Appendix H.

Due to the above-discussed reasons, we were not able to measure recirculation in the

flame. The measurements are less reliable where the normal component of the velocity is

considerable in comparison to the tangential part, as well as where the turbulent

fluctuations are elevated. Recirculation zones are present in the near wall regions and in the

rear part of the furnace while the highly turbulent zones are at the edge of the jet zone in the

case of the high-velocity flame.

Zone 1

Tube Pitot

Figure 2.20. Schematic of the velocity measurement using the Pitot probe

During the velocity mapping in the furnace, the temperature correction was made

using the readings of the suction pyrometer. Figure 2.20 shows the schematic of the

velocity measurement. After the pressure data were recorded using the Pitot probe in a
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certain coordinate point of the furnace, the suction pyrometer was placed from the opposite

viewing port to the same coordinate point to measure the gas temperature. The velocity can

be calculated from the following equation

I rmano corr

y mixture ' P atm

Eq. 2.1

where pmano and patm are the pressures indicated by the manometer connected to the pitot

probe and the atmospheric pressure respectively.

As it was discussed above, the directional sensitivity and the effect of turbulence are

possible error factors in the measurements made by a square-head one-hole pitot tube.

However, the accuracy of this method depends also on the precision of the pressure

detection. The pressure was measured with an inclined-tube/tilting manometer of the

Dwyer Company. The smallest detected pressure is 5-10~3 inches of water, which

corresponds about to 4 [m/s] at general operating conditions.

Farther, as seen in Eq. 2.1 there are some other factors that can influence the precision

of the calculated velocity. These errors can occur during the correction. As it is seen in Eq.

2.1, the determination of the molar mass of the mixture, the accurate temperature

measurement of the hot gases, and the error due to the replacement of the static pressure

with the atmospheric pressure are all the influencing factors that can affect the accuracy of

measurement.

Although the actual value of the molar mass of the mixture depends also on the

proportion of the unburnt and burnt components of the reacting gases, but considering the
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nitrogen (72 mass%) which is dominant in the process, the molar mass of the mixture does

not vary greatly.

However, the temperature correction is based on the suction pyrometer measurements

so the accuracy of this factor is acceptable.

The error due to the replacement of the static pressure with the atmospheric pressure in

the correction Eq. 2.1 depends on the static pressure variation in the combustion chamber

and also on the furnace pressure. During the experiments the furnace pressure was kept at

about 0.05 [inches of water] (=\0Pa) below atmospheric pressure, which is negligible.

In short, the one-hole pitot-tube gives good results in the velocity range above about

5 [m/s] in the case when the velocity fluctuations to the normal of the main velocity are

small. The existence of recirculation zones can be predicted but accurate measurements

cannot be done. In the near-wall regions (boundary layer) where the flow velocities are

small and the opened viewing ports disturb the developed boundary streams, the one-hole

Pitot-tube is not the appropriate technique for the velocity measurements.

2.4.3. Gas composition measurement

The gas composition was measured with a portable combustion analyzer (PCA) of the

BACHARACH Inc.

The applied instrument is a commercial grade, hand held, combustion efficiency

analyzer that is designed for continous sampling of small industrial and residential

furnaces, boilers and appliances.

The PCA directly measures, displays and stores the room temperature (°C), the flue
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gas oxygen content (%), the flue gas temperature (°C), the carbon monoxide and nitric

oxide content of the flue gas (ppm) and the pressure (Pa). For natural gas, the PCA can

compute the combustion efficiency (%), the excess air ratio (%), the flue gas carbon

dioxide content (%), the carbon monoxide and the nitric oxide content of the flue gas

referenced to 0% oxygen (ppm). For further details, the reader is reffered to [111].

2.4.3.1. The combustion reaction equation using the available gas composition

The composition of the natural gas provided by Polygaz is presented in Table 2.3. The

combustion reaction is shown for 1 mol fuel in three different cases. In the first case, the

given gas composition is burnt with a 10 percent of excess air. In the second case, the real

gas composition again is burnt with a stoichiometric quantity of air. In the last case, a

simplified equation is given. The fuel is assumed to be 100 % methane, which is burnt with

a 10 percent of excess air.

Real gas composition with 10% excess air:

0.952CH4 +0.022C2H6+0.0Q2C3Hi +0.004CO2 +2.\90O2 +&.255N2 ->

SiV2

Eq. 2.2

->1.006CO2 +\.978H2O + 0.\99O2 +8.255iV2

Real gas composition - stoichiometric:

0.952CH4 +0.022C2H6 +0.002C3//8 + 0.004CO2 + 1.991O2 + 7.506JV2 ->

- � 1 .OO6C02 +1.978H2O + 7.506 JV2

Eq. 2.3

Simplified gas composition (100% methane) - with 10% excess air:

C//4 + 2.2O2 + 8.272JV2 -> CO2 + 2H2O + 0.2O2 + %.212N2

Eq. 2.4
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Mass percent [%]

95%

0.4%

2.0%

2.2%

0.2%

Component

CH4

CO2

N2

C2H6

C3H8

Molar mass [g/mol]

16

44

28

30

44

Number of moles in 100g of

mixture

5.95

0.0091

0.07143

0.0733

0.0045

Table 2.3 The composition of natural gas provided by the local Gas Company (Polygaz)

2.5 Execution of the experimental program

During the execution of the experimental program, several problems arose. Only those

will be mentioned here, which effected the planning of the experiments.

As it was discussed in section 2.3.3.2, the bigger difficulty is with the reflective sensor

coatings as the smallest dust or soot deposition turns them easily into a "gray" surface. We

were shortly confronted this kind of problem. Thus, a method had to be found, which can

be used to verify the sensor surfaces. The sensor surfaces needed also to be repolished and

repainted at place, inside the furnace. Therefore, the goals to realize heat flux

measurements at lateral positions were given up, because the recalibration of these lateral

sensors, embedded in the calorimetric plates, were not realizable with the available

instruments. Simply, due to the proximity of the refractories, there were not enough places

to install the portable calibration unit. Therefore, in the first two experimental phases, the

heat fluxes using the plug-type sensors were only measured in the furnace centerline.

In the case of the envelope flame, the simultaneous opening of two viewing ports (e.g.

at the opposite sides) can risk the quenching of the flame. Therefore, in this case, the

dynamic pressure and the gas temperature were not measured simultaneously.
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CHAPTER 3.

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE VELOCITY

FIELDS, THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS AND THE

GAS COMPOSITIONS

3.1 General objectives

In this chapter, the velocity field, the temperature distribution and the pollutant

formation measurements are discussed for the four different flame types. Temperature and

velocity measurements were made for the parallel firing and impingement arrangements at

50% and 100% burner powers. In the case of the parallel firing configuration, except for

envelope flame, the partial burner power (50%) was also tested.

At first, in the following two sections (3.2 and 3.3), the experimental temperature and

velocity results taken in the four furnace viewing ports are presented for all the studied

cases without any discussion and analysis. The differences in velocities and temperatures

between the four flame types, the two configurations as well as the different burner powers

are represented in various figures and diagrams. The computed velocity and temperature

fields, which are obtained by interpolation between the measurement profiles, are also

presented here.
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Detailed analysis and discussion about the velocity fields and the temperature

distributions are given in sections 3.5 and 3.6. Measurements were done in the first, second,

third and forth test sections. However, it is important to know the velocity field and the

temperature distribution between the nozzle exit and the first test section also. This can

only be determined, by calculations using iteratition, interpolation or in some cases maybe

just by approximation. As a first step, a « Computational module for the nozzle exit

parameters » was developed which permits to calculate the required velocities and

temperatures at the nozzle exit by iteration. With the help of these calculated parameters,

we expand with backward extrapolation the measured velocity and temperature fields to the

burner-mouth region. In effect, interesting methods and ideas are presented in sections 3.5

and 3.6, which marry the measurements and computations.

The high velocity and envelope flames can be analysed using the free jet theorem in

which case the description of the turbulent motion is somewhat easier than that of wall

turbulence. However, the long and short flames cannot be considered as free jet flows, so

these flames will be analysed applying the confined jet theorem. The furnace refractory

temperatures are presented in section 3.7. A detailed analysis is important to calculate the

indirect radiative heat transfer. The refractory temperatures in the sidewalls and ceiling are

presented for the four various flame types and the three different flame-object

configurations. The occurred differences due to the various preheating times are also

compensated using the refractory measurements.

The pollutant emission is presented in section 3.4. Discussion is given in section 3.8.

Thermal NOX formation was also calculated in the envelope flame. The numerical model
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and important results are presented in section 3.8.

3.2 Temperature distribution

As it was discussed in the previous chapter, the temperature profiles were captured in

the four test sections using the suction pyrometer. The interpolated temperature contours

are presented in Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.4 for the short, the long, the high velocity and the

envelope flames respectively. The horizontal axes are the distances from the burner in

millimetres while the vertical axes are the distances from the burner centerline also in

millimetres.

The temperature contours of the four flame types are compared using the same

temperature scale (between 800°C and 1600°C) in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 for parallel

firing and impingement arrangements.

The normalized temperature profiles are presented in dimensionless diagrams in

Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.10. The three diagrams in each figure represent the temperature

profiles of impingement arrangement at 100% burner power, as well as the profiles of

parallel firing arrangement at full and 50% burner powers. The normalized diagrams permit

to compare the form of the profiles instead of the temperature levels, which depend also on

the operational conditions. However, the maximum values of each normalized diagrams are

also given in parenthesis over each graph.

Apart from the envelope flame, the temperatures in the centerline are decreasing

downstream in each graph. However, in the case of the envelope flame, the relevant

measurement sections are indicated next to the profiles.
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Figure 3.1 Temperature contours in the short flame - parallel firing arrangement
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Figure 3.2 Temperature contours in the long flame - parallel firing arrangement
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Figure 3.3 Temperature contours in the high velocity flame - parallel firing arrangement
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Figure 3.4 Temperature contours in the envelope flame-parallel firing arrangement
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of the temperature contours at parallel firing arrangement - scale: 800°C -1600°C
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of the temperature contours at impingement arrangement - scale: 800ûC -1600°C
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Figure 3.7 Normalized temperature profiles in the short flame
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Figure 3.8. Normalized temperature profiles in the long flame
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Figure 3.9. Normalized temperature profiles in the high velocity flame
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Figure 3.10. Normalized temperature profiles in the envelope flame
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3.3 Velocity profiles

The measured velocity profiles are compared in Figure 3.11 for the short and the long

flames and in Figure 3.12 for the long and the high velocity flames. The normalized

velocity profiles are presented in Figure 3.13 to Figure 3.16 for the short, the long, the high

velocity and the envelope flames respectively. These diagrams contain the profiles of

impingement arrangement, parallel firing arrangement at full burner power as well as the

profiles of parallel firing arrangement at 50% burner power. The real maximum values of

the velocity are shown between brackets at the top of each diagram.

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

Figure 3.11 Comparison of the measured velocity profiles in the four test sections for the short and long

flames
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4

I.NI High Velocity Flame "

Figure 3.12 Comparaison of the measured velocity profiles in the four test sections for the long and high

velocity flames
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Figure 3.13. Normalized velocity profiles in the short flame
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Figure 3.14. Normalized velocity profiles in the long flame
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Figure 3.15. Normalized velocity profiles in the high velocity flame
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Figure 3.16. Normalized velocity profiles in the envelope flame

3.4 Gas composition

In our comparative research program, the NOX concentration in the exhaust was

measured in almost every experiment. We have a large amount of experimental data for

different flame types (long, short, high velocity and envelope), burner powers (between

25% and 100%), and burner positions (parallel firing, inclined, impingement). However,

the main objective of this research program is not the développement of NOX reduction

techniques, but the comparison of the flame-object heat transfer between an already

developed low NOX burner and a traditional one. Thus, Annexe D is devoted to present

briefly the general NOX formation and destruction processes. Measurement results are

presented next, while numerical calculations are discussed further below in this chapter.

The gas composition was detected using the Bacharach Gas Analyser close to the
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furnace outlet at the beginning of the chimney. The measurement data for the different

flame-object configurations and for the various flame types are presented in Table 3.1.

Burner type

TRADITIONAL

LNI

Flame type

Short

Long

High-velocity

Envelope

Configu-
ration

horizontal

inclined
impingement

horizontal

inclined
impingement

horizontal

inclined

impingement
horizontal

inclined
impingement

Nianbw of

points

12pts

9pts

4pU

6pts

lOpts

7pts

opts

7pts

ipts

4pu

5pts

2pts

MIN

117

107
117

140

155
121

20
57

66
5
2

16

[ppm]

AVE

141

134

131
173

172

149

45

63

68
8
4
16

MAX

154

143

151
202
187

178

64

68
70

11
5

17

CO [ppm]
Niait» of
measuring

points

4pts

2pts

ipts

2pts

6pts

3pts

Op

3pts

Op

Op

2pu

MIN

0
7

0

3
17

0

13

N/D
0

N/D
N/D
27

; . 2 r '

;. 52.
33.5

..'25'�>

rub'.
: 5,'

�N/D
ÏW3
27

MAX

40
7

4
7

87

86
44

N/D

13

N/D
N/D
28

Excess O2

range in [%]

2.0 - 2.2
2.2
2.0

1.9-2.1
2.0-2.2
1.8-2.3
2.0-3.3

-

1.9-2.0
-

-

2.0 - 2.2

Table 3.1 The measured NOX and CO emissions for different flame types and configurations at 100% burner

power - the excess air ratio was always kept about 2%.

3.5 Fluid dynamics of the high velocity and envelope flames

3.5.1. Nozzle exit parameters of the high velocity flame

The LNI burner used in the experimental measurements is a reduced scale

reproduction of the commercially available industrial burner of the North American Mfg.

Company (Figure 3.36). We were not able to make temperature measurements inside the

burner and the details of the mixing procedure inside the burner are not known. However,

the upper and lower bounds can be established. Using these limits and all the available data

and information, the wanted parameters - which are related - can be determined.

To calculate the potential core length, Eq. 1.2 as given by Kataoka8 will be applied. All

the thermodynamic and transport properties of the gas mixture will be obtained using the
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« Computational module for gas mixtures » based on the CHEMKIN database, as it was

discussed in section 1.2.3.3 of CHAPTER 1.

The flame in the high velocity mode is well mixed and is ignited before the nozzle

outlet. Both the burnt and unburnt gas compositions are known as well as the incoming

mass flow rates. However, the ratio of burnt and unburnt species, or more precisely, how

far the combustion process advanced, is not known. Some calculations have been executed

and represented graphically to check the differences of the transport properties between the

burnt and the unburnt gas-mixtures. These diagrams are shown in Appendix B. Compared

to other errors rising from assumptions and simplifications, these differences are negligible.

In the impossible case when the reacting gas mixture exited at the adiabatic flame

temperature (2150 K), the flow would be turbulent (Re= 17400). In all other cases, i.e. when

the mixture is at a lower temperature, the Reynolds number is even higher (see Table 3.2).

In the case of turbulent entry, the velocity profile can be well approximated with the

empirical power law 12:

«7 In2

Eq. 3.1

where n is the exponent of the power function, shown in Figure 3.17, which depends

logarithmically on the centerline Reynolds number; «� max is the centerline velocity while

un is the average velocity at the nozzle exit plane. The average velocity at the nozzle exit

can be calculated as:
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« � = �
ívol

A,-4,
Eq. 3.2

where An is the nozzle area, Qvoi is the volumetric flow rate and m is the mass flow rate at

the nozzle outlet. The gas mixture can be considered as a perfect gas without significant

errors, so the density of the mixture at the nozzle outlet is:

Pn =
pM

Eq. 3.3

10 -i

l.E+04 l.E+05 l.E+06 l.E+07
Reynolds number in the centerline

Figure 3.17 The empirical power law exponent as function of the centerline Reynolds number12

In all experimental cases, the flames were enclosed in a furnace; consequently, the

entering jet was sourrounded by hot gases. Measurements showed that the temperature of

the surrounding fluid varied strongly along the length of the furnace, and as a function of

the flame-charge arrangement. In the case of the horizontal arrangement, the temperature of

the surrounding gases varied between 800 and 1000°C having a continuous increase from

the first measurement section to the last. In the calculations, we used an extrapolated

temperature value of 760°C. In impingement case, similarly to the horizontal arrangement,

the longitudinal temperature variation of the surrounding gases has the same characteristic.
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Only the temperature range is different, which varies between 900 and 1100°C.

A computational module has been developed that asks for the following inlet

parameters:

- nozzle diameter

- nozzle exit temperature of the jet

- mixture composition of the jet

- mass flow rate

- temperature of the surrounding gases

- composition of the surrounding gases

Tinia [K.]

T ; !,[K]

vta^&n/s]

M-]

lv[m]

2150

200

4.517

0.172

174O0

MAX

1730

160

4.S57

0.1S5

20000

High Velocity

1273

117

5.3S1

0.204

24000

Flame

1033.15

0.038

981

90

5.S71

0.223

25452

960

SS

5.914

0.225

29000

MIN

500

45

7.362

0.2S0

44300

Table 3.2 Velocity inlet and potential core length as function of the inlet temperature for the high velocity

flame - results from the « Computational module for the nozzle exit parameters »

Using Eq. 1.2, Eq. 3.1, Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.3 as well as the « Computational module for

gas mixtures » based on the CHEMKIN database the following parameters can be

calculated:
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- average velocity at the nozzle exit

- centerline (maximum) velocity at the nozzle exit

- potential core length

- nozzle outlet Reynolds number

- density ratio between the primary and secondary streams

Hisli velocity flame -100%

100 -i

core length

o measurement

� extrapolation

10 20 30

x'dn

Figure 3.18 The core length correlation curve and the experimental velocity curve (both for impingement and

parallel firing arrangements)

The only requiered parameter, which is not known, is the nozzle exit temperature of

the jet. However, the velocity profile in the first test section of the experimental furnace is

known, so with backward extrapolation the possible value of the inlet velocity can be

found. Inlet velocities, core lengths and nozzle outlet Reynolds numbers are presented in
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Table 3.2 as function of some arbitrary chosen inlet temperatures. The indications MIN and

MAX in the last row mean the physical limits of the solution range. MIN is determined

from the measured velocity in the first test section (88 m/s), hence no acceleration is

possible downstream the nozzle. MAX is determined from the adiabatic flame temperature,

consequently higher temperature than the adiabatic is not possible.

Two curves are presented in Figure 3.18. The dotted line shows the distances of the

"critical point" from the burner mouth (length of the potential core) as function of the

nozzle exit velocities (in the centerline) which are the outlet parameters of the

computational module related to the arbitrary chosen nozzle exit temperatures (results of

Table 3.2). The second line is the experimentally measured axial velocity in the centerline

for the high velocity flame. The difference between the data of impingement and parallel

firing configurations is not significant, so only one curve is presented. Analyzing Figure

3.18, it seems that the first test section is downstream from the critical point. However,

looking to Figure 3.19 where the velocity profile in the first measurement section for the

impingement arrangement is enlarged, one can see the little flattening of the velocity in the

centerline, which means that the potential core overpass the first test section. The heavy

dotted line should be the velocity profile in the absence of the potential core. On the other

hand, in the horizontal case, which is not presented here, there is no flattening on the curve

at the centerline. As it was mentioned, the difference between the measurement data of the

two different configurations is not significant (less than 2 m/s in the first test section).

However, this difference is enough to slightly displace the critical point. Anyway, it is

obvious that the critical point is very close to the first measurement section and if the
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accuracy of the above presented computation and all the preceding measurements is taken

into account, this uncertenity is understandable.

100 -

g
JSa

o

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10

distance from the center line [mm]

15 20

Figure 3.19 Flattening of the velocity profile in the centerline

Summarizing the above results, the inlet velocity of the high velocity flame is 90 m/s,

the flame temperature at the nozzle outlet is 981 K, the outlet Reynolds number is about

28500, and the length of the potential core is 0.223 m, that corresponds to a dimensionless

core-length of Xv= 5.872. The potential core needs the length of 0.0095 [m] to reach the

first test section. These results will be used in all later calculations. The computational

module, which calculates these parameters, will be referred later as « Computational

module for the nozzle exit parameters ».

For the horizontal arrangement, we made also experimental measurements at 50%

burner power. The nozzle parameters were determined using the same technique, which

was presented just before in the full power case. According to the results of the
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computational module, the flame temperature for 50% burner power at the nozzle outflow

is significantly higher than for full burner power (1301 K instead of 981 K). The

dimensionless potential core length becomes also shorter; (4.65 in place of 5.9) so the first

test section is significantly downstream to the critical point. The centerline velocity at the

nozzle plane is 65 [m/s] and the Reynolds number at the nozzle outlet is about 13000.

3.5.2. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the high velocity flame

As it was repeatedly mentioned, the measurement possibilities were restricted to the

four viewing ports of the experimental furnace. Radial temperature distributions captured in

these viewing ports were presented in CHAPTER 3. In the normalized diagram in Figure

3.20, the measured centerline temperatures are represented with diamonds for parallel firing

arrangement at 100% burner power. The heavy line is the simplest extrapolation between

the measurement points, but the doubts are raised whether the thin line do not characterize

better the real longitudinal temperature distribution. Anyway, after an abundant data

collection in all the available test sections neither the location of the maximum temperature

nor its value were exactly known.

To find the axial location of the temperature maximum, further measurements were

made in the first viewing port. For easier comprehension, the positions of the viewing ports

are marked with rectangles in Figure 3.20. Unfortunately, as it was already mentioned

above, the water-cooled suction pyrometer has just two degrees of freedom (z and y).

Because of its robust joint, only the up and down tilting of the probe (movement in

direction z) is permitted but the movement in the x direction is not. However, the Pitot
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probe can be positioned everywhere inside the viewing port, but the temperature values

indicated by the unshielded thermocouple located on the top of the Pitot probe have

significant deviation from the real temperatures. Nevertheless, experimental tests had

shown that in despite of this deviation the measured values follow correctly the character of

the temperature distribution. Therefore, the measured values were normalized and applied

on the results obtained by the suction pyrometer.

High Velocity Flame
Temperature

1.2 i

location of the test secttonsj^iewüig porte)

0.6

n i
s* other possible mteipolation

simplest mteipolation \
77" \

measured tempei .it�e values in the centeiline
0.4

o.:

o
OCO C 20 OdO D 60 0.80 1.00 '23 1.40

axial distance from Hie burner nozzle [in]

Figure 3.20 Two hypothetic interpolated temperature distribution through the measured points-high velocity

flame 100% - parallel firing arrangement - normalized temperature diagram - maximum temperature: 1535°C

It can be seen in Figure 3.21, where the temperature distribution is presented in the

centerline of the high-velocity flame at 100% burner power by parallel firing arrangement,

that approaching the burner proceeding from the reference point of the normalization, the

temperature decreases. Receding from the reference, the temperature is still rising until
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attaining a peak, which is located approximately 5 centimetres downstream. Further

downstream, the temperature begins to decrease slightly. In this case, it was fortunate that

the maximum temperature was located in the range accessible from the viewing port.

Now, using all the corrected information, the longitudinal temperature distribution can

be drawn. This is presented in Figure 3.22 for the parallel firing as well as for the

impingement arrangements. The temperature value at x/dn=0 is the computed value

concluded in the above section (3.5.1).

High velocity flame - 1st Window - Temperature

0.95

0,2 0,22 0,24 0,26 0,28

Distance from the nozzle [m]

0,3 0.32

Figure 3.21 Centerline temperature distribution in the first viewing port for the high velocity flame at 100%

burner power by parallel firing arrangement - measured with the unshielded thermocouple on the Pitot tube

It was presented in the above section using the results of the « Computational module

for the nozzle exit parameters » that the jet temperature at the nozzle outlet is more than

300 degrees higher in the case of 50% burner power as in full burner case. This result is

also confirmed by experiments where the maximal temperature in the centerline of the first
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test section was measured by increasing burner power. The result is shown in Figure 3.23,

where the burner power varies from 48 to 100 percent and the captured temperature is

between 1360 and 1460°C. As it was expected, the flame temperature decreases with the

increasing burner power. One of the reasons is that the peak of the flame front (the hottest

point in a flame) shifts rearwards in the furnace by increasing power, but the most

important cause is the higher incoming jet temperature. The latter is absolutely the

determining factor, which affects also the NOX formation (discussed below in section 3.8 of

this chapter). When the fuel is decreased by half (50% power), combustion takes place

close to the first furnace section. Consequently, temperature attained in this section is

higher than that obtained with full power. The longitudinal temperature distribution for

50% burner power is shown in Figure 3.24.

Experiments at 50% burner power for the impingement arrangement were not

performed, so the comparison between parallel firing and impingement mode at reduced

furnace power could not be made. However, due to the relatively rear position of the

vertical object, important deviation from the horizontal case is absolutely not expected.

While the velocity distribution of turbulent jets is widely discussed in the literature the

temperature distribution is rarely analyzed. In section 1.1.6, Eq. 1.13 was given based on

the experimental and theoretical work of Reichardt16. This equation gives the radial

temperature distribution related to the radial velocity distribution. Consequently, in order to

discuss the radial temperature distribution, the radial velocity distribution has to be

analysed first. Before this, the longitudinal velocity distribution will be discussed.
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Figure 3.22. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the high velocity flame at 100% burner power
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Figure 3.23. Detected temperature in the first test section (suction pyrometer) as function of the burner power

- high velocity flame
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Figure 3.24. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the high velocity flame at 50% and 100% burner power

by parallel firing arrangement

3.5.3. Longitudinal velocity distribution in the high velocity jet flame

As it was discussed in the first section of CHAPTER 1, the fully developed regions of

free turbulent jets are similar. Therefore, the axial and radial velocity distributions can be

described by relatively simple and general relationships. For constant density case, Hinze

and van der Hegge Zijnen9 has given Eq. 1.7 which was extended for non-constant density

systems by Beér and Chigier4 (Eq. 1.3) using the concept of equivalent nozzle diameter

after Thring and Newby10. It is also more favourable to represent inversely the hyperbolical

function of the longitudinal velocity decay. Thus, we have to deal with simple linear

equations. The longitudinal velocity decay of the high velocity flame is represented in this
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inverse way in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25. High velocity flame - reciprocal of the longitudinal velocity decay as a function of distance from

the nozzle

The four triangles and the four stars are the experimental values measured in the test

sections for parallel firing and impingement arrangements respectively. The solid line is

computed using Eq. 1.7 given by Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3 for constant density

systems. The dotted line is the computed inverse velocity decay for non-constant density

systems using Eq. 1.3 after Beér and Chigier4.

The two computed lines are very close to each other, because the equivalent nozzle

diameter, dneqv =0.040 m, differs just very slightly from the real diameter, dn=0.038 m. The

equivalent nozzle diameter is calculated using Eq. 1.9. In this equation, due to the similar
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molar masses of the two streams (jet and surroundings) as well as the applicability of the

perfect gas approach, the density ratio depends uniquely on the temperature differences. In

the case of the high velocity flame at full burner power, the difference between the

temperature of the jet at the nozzle exit and the temperature of the surrounding gas in the

combustion chamber immediately around the discharging jet is very small. This small

temperature difference is aleatory and occurs only in this unique case. In all other cases

(e.g. high velocity flame at 50% burner power, envelope flame) the differences between

these temperatures are much accentuated, thus the equivalent nozzle diameters differ

strongly from the real nozzle diameter.

Apart from the last furnace section, the calculated graph matches very well the

experimental points. The measurement points of the rear furnace section are otherwise

slightly beyond the validity range of the given equation. In addition, the back wall of the

furnace is in the proximity of these points. Furthermore, in the case of the impingement

configuration, the flow is also influenced by the developed wall boundary layer, which

explains the larger declination of the measured velocity from the calculated trend line

(Figure 3.25).

For the horizontal arrangement at 50% burner power, the surrounding gas is much

colder than at full burner power (470°C instead of 780°C). However, as it was discussed

above, the jet temperature at the nozzle exit is considerably higher at 50% burner power.

Consequently, the equivalent nozzle diameter differs significantly from the real nozzle

diameter (0.029 m instead of 0.038 m). Thus, combining the experimental and the

computed data, the longitudinal variation of the centerline velocity can also be drawn. This
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is presented in Figure 3.26 for both power levels (50% and 100%).

Hiali velocity flame

I

O measurement 50H

� measurement 1009 o

� extrapolation

Figure 3.26. Longitudinal velocity distribution in the centerline of the high velocity flame at 50% and 100%

burner powers.

Using the concept of the equivalent nozzle diameter (Eq. 1.9), the reciprocal of the

longitudinal velocity decay in the centerline has been calculated and is represented in

Figure 3.27. The measurement points fit very acceptably the computed curve except in the

last measurement section where the gas flow is already influenced by the furnace back wall.

It is distinctly visible in Figure 3.26 that the location of the critical point is upstream from

the first test section at 50% burner power. However, the two curves are very similar and the

velocity varies linearly over the entire furnace length.

The differences between the two curves in Figure 3.27 are due to the various

equivalent nozzle diameters. However, as discussed above, these are calculated from the

density differences that depend mostly on temperature. At partial burner power (50%), the

discharging jet has a much higher temperature than at full power, while on the contrary the
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surrounding gases are colder, even for steady state conditions. The jet temperature is burner

dependent; however, for the same burner, fuel composition and for unchanged air

equivalence ratio identical jet temperatures occur. On the other hand, the temperature of the

surrounding gases depends on the operational conditions of the furnace. The partial burner

power results in Figure 3.27 were taken shortly after the burner start (cold refractories). The

differences should be smaller at steady state refractory conditions.
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Figure 3.27. High velocity flame - reciprocal of the longitudinal velocity decay in the centerline as a function

of distance from the nozzle - parallel firing at 50% and 100% burner powers

3.5.4. Radial velocity distribution in the high velocity jet flame

The radial velocity distribution in a fully established jet region is described by Eq. 1.4.

As it was discussed above, the fully developed region of the high velocity flame begins at

Xv = 8, so only the second, third and fourth viewing ports are located in the validity range.

Consequently, only these results are presented (Figure 3.28 to Figure 3.30). In these
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figures, the stars and the triangles are the experimental results of impingement and parallel

firing configurations. In the second furnace section, the measurement points coincide for

the impingement and parallel firing experiments. However, in the rear furnace sections, the

jet tends to spread out more markedly over the elevated furnace hearth at impingement

arrangement. The differences become less important between the centerline velocity and

the lateral velocities. In addition, a very interesting radial fluctuation can be observed in the

impingement curve of Figure 3.30. Albeit can be noticed that this fluctuation seems to be

also initiated in the precedent furnace section (Figure 3.29). Moreover, the number and the

position of the inflexion points coincide in the two diagrams. The reason of this fluctuation

is not known.

The solid lines in Figure 3.28 to Figure 3.30 are the computed velocity distributions

obtained using Eq. 1.4. These computed curves do not fit the experimental points.

Therefore, we attempted to modify the constant in the equation of Hinze and van der Hegge

Zijnen3 in such a way that the new equation correlates the experimental data in all furnace

sections of the validity range. The constant of 0.022 was found that acceptably match the

data. We only found the experimental study of Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoorn13 in

later bibliographic research. They also measured the velocity spread for free hot jets within

the distance of x/D = 5 to 17. The radial velocity distribution is not given by them, but they

give the following equation, which characterizes the scattering of the points where the

velocity is half of the centerline velocity.

r1/2=0.093(x + xvirt)
Eq. 3.4
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Transforming this equation in the same reciprocal form as before, one obtains:

l + r2/0.02088x'2]2

Eq. 3.5

Despite of the constant found by us (0.022), the constant of Popiel, van der Meer and

Hoogendoorn13 (0.02088) was used to calculate the radial velocity distribution. These

curves are represented in Figure 3.28 to Figure 3.30 by the dotted lines. As it can be seen in

the figures, these computed curves match well the experimental data.
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Figure 3.28 Radial velocity distribution of the high velocity flame in the second viewing port
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Figure 3.29 Radial velocity distribution of the high velocity flame in the third viewing port
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Figure 3.30 Radial velocity distribution of the high velocity flame in the fourth viewing port

Could be mentioned that in the experimental study of Popiel, van der Meer and
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Hoogendoorn13 a tunnel burner was used where combustion was 98 per cent completed at

the exit of the burner. On the other hand, the chemical reaction is already completed even in

our case in the rear furnace sections, thus not the chemical reaction is responsible for the

fact of Eq. 1.4 not represented well the radial velocity distribution.

In the section 3.5.3, where the longitudinal velocity distribution was discussed, we

analysed and compared the results made at 50% burner power by horizontal arrangement. It

was mentioned that for 50% burner power, conversely to the full power mode, the first test

section is located already in the fully developed region. However, in the first measurement

section, the experimental data fit on none of the computed curves. This can be caused by

the combustion process, which will become completed just further downstream,

approximately in between the first and second test sections. Therefore, we tried to modify

again the constant in equation Eq. 1.4 in such a manner that the new formula matches the

measurement points in the active combustion zones. The best fitting curve to the velocity

profile in the first measurement section at 50% burner power has the constant of 0.040 (see

Figure 3.31). Thus, the modified equation will be the following:

Ux _ .

+ r2 /0.040x'2]2

Eq. 3.6

Retroactively the full power results were also checked. Applying Eq. 3.7, the

computed curve correlates well the experimental results (Figure 3.32). Another interesting

observation is that the radial velocity distribution of the envelope flame can also be better

approximated with this modified equation. In the envelope flame, the combustion takes

place in the opposite furnace locations as for the high velocity flame, namely at the second
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third and forth furnace sections. Hence, in the case of the envelope flame, the effect of the

chemical reaction influence the velocity scattering in all test sections except the first one.

This effect can be corrected using the above presented constant. Further discussion will be

given below in the section 3.5.9, where the concerning figures will also be presented.
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Figure 3.31 Radial velocity distribution of the high velocity flame at 50% burner power in the first viewing

port
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Figure 3.32 Radial velocity distribution of the high velocity flame at full burner power in the first viewing
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Returning to the high velocity flame, the combustion process has influence only in the

first measurement section. As it was presented above, in all other furnace sections, the

experimental points fit well the computed curve given by Popiel, van der Meer and

Hoogendoorn13. Finally, all the experimental points, which are located outside the

combustion zone and are not affected by the elevated target, are shown in a single diagram

in Figure 3.33 for both the impingement and parallel firing arrangements as well as for 50%

and 100% burner powers. The relative velocity is shown as a function of the relative radial

distance. It is eye-catching again that the modified curve (Popiel et al) correlates better the

experimental points.

3.5.5. Radial temperature distribution in the high velocity flame

After completed the discussion about the velocity distribution, the radial temperature

distribution can finally be analyzed. The radial temperature curve based on the velocity

distribution is computed using Eq. 1.13 given by Reichardt16 . As it can be seen in Figure

3.34, the computed curve calculated according to Eq. 1.13 does not match at all the

measured temperature values. Finally, the doubt for the inapplicability of Eq. 1.13 in flows

where chemical reaction occurs was justified.

The experimental temperature results presented in Figure 3.34 are very largely

distributed. The small points on the diagram are the valid test results both for impingement

and parallel firing arrangements as well as at 50% and 100% burner powers. Under valid

results, those points are meant which are neither affected by the wall boundaries due to the

elevated furnace level (impingement arrangement) nor the potential core at the early, flow
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développement zone.

If the measurement points in Figure 3.34 are filtered in the way that only the points

located at the rear furnace section where the combustion is fully completed are considered,

on the remaining points a modified equation can be fitted (see Figure 3.35). The new

relation between the temperature and the velocity distribution can be described with the

following equation:

,0.1

Eq. 3.7
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Figure 3.34 Relationship between the radial temperature and velocity distributions in the high velocity flame
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Figure 3.35 Relationship between the radial temperature and velocity distributions in the high velocity flame

3.5.6. Nozzle exit parameters of the envelope flame

The envelope flame is the second flame produced by the LNI burner. Similar to the

high velocity flame, we were not able to make measurements closer to the burner than the

first viewing port. In addition, the details of the mixing procedure inside the burner are not

known. Thus, we have to deal with all the available information and make assumptions to

find the unknown nozzle parameters. The same methodology has been used to calculate the

potential core length, the nozzle outlet velocity as well as the nozzle outlet temperature,

which was presented above in the case of the high velocity flame.

The burner port and its dimensions are shown in Figure 3.36. In the envelope

operational mode, the natural gas is injected at the small lower nozzle separately from the

combustion air, which is injected at the main nozzle in the center. In fact, a very small

portion of the natural gas is mixed in the main air stream, but it will be consequently
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neglected in the following calculations.

220 MM

i 38 MM
220 MM

"Tb MMÍ
125 MM

Figure 3.36 The burner port dimensions of the LNI burner

Due to the incertitude of the inlet parameters, only approximate upper and lower

bounds can be established for the inlet temperature (Tiniet) and for the potential core length

(Xv, lv) as a function of the velocity inlet (vjniet), the temperature of the surrounding gas, the

mass flow rate, the gas composition as well as the nozzle diameter. These parameters were

calculated using the « Computational module for the nozzle exit parameters » basing on Eq.

3.1 to Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 1.2. Calculations predict that the dimensionless potential core has to

be in the range oïl.61 to 8.11. These correspond to the distance of 0.291 to 0.308 meters.

Recall that this is the distance from the burner exit to the critical point. Consequently, both

the upper and lower limits exceed the first test section (0.2325 m). It is obvious that the

potential core of the envelope flame is much longer than that of the high velocity flame.

Thus, it exceeds the length of 1.0dn given by Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3.
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The above-discussed parameters are presented for the two configurations (parallel

firing and impingement arrangement) in Table 3.3. In both cases, the velocity values were

choosen as a reference and the inlet temperatures were calculated. In the last row of the

table, the temperatures captured in the first test section are given for comparison. In the

case of the impingement arrangement, the tendencies are realistic. The cold air discharging

from the nozzle warms slightly up while reaches the first test section. On the other hand,

the temperature changes in the case of the parallel firing arrangement are inconsecutive.

Computations predict that the "cold" inlet air slightly cools down before reaching the first

measurement section. In the real case, this could not happen. The only possible explanation

of this antagonism is an artifact related to the measurements. Contrary to other flame types,

simultanous temperature and velocity measurements are not feasible because the opening of

two viewing ports at the same time risks instabilizing the flame. A similar problem arose at

the beginning of the experimental program when the calorimetric plates were not equipped

with adequate Fiberfrax isolation (see CO explosion in section 2.3.3.1). Consequently, the

colder refractory bricks and the opened viewing ports prevent locally the ignition of the

reacting mixture. This effect is amplified when either the suction pyrometer or the Pitot

probe are inserted into the gas stream. However, the impact of the water-cooled suction

pyrometer is more significant than the effect of the non-cooled Pitot tube. In addition, the

effect of the perturbation is also time dependent. The refractory bricks locally begin to cool

down when an adjacent viewing port is opened. Cold air can be also entrained through this

port. When a certain temperature limit is exceeded, the reacting mixture in this zone cannot

be ignited anymore. In this case, the cooling down of this part of the furnace is accelerated.
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As time progresses, the original structure of the flame restitutes when all those

perturbations disappear.

Vinlet _, "Hl/S.

�̂  surrounding gas ^*

1 inlet **�

^nozzle m

xv
lv m

Configuration :

Vl -section m / S

A 1-section ^>

Envelope Flame

-.: 39

1143

488

0.038

7.667

0.291

Parallel firing

39

430

37.9

,1343

474

0.038

8.114

0.308

Impingement

37.9

505

Table 3.3 Envelope flame - nozzle inlet parameters

Owing to the above-mentioned phenomenon, we tried to minimize the effect of

perturbation during the measurements by reducing the size of the viewing port as it is

presented in Figure 3.37. However, the water-cooling of the suction pyrometer cannot be

interrupted.

Due to the non-simultanous measurements, the dynamic pressure value of the Pitot

tube as well as the temperature value of the suction pyrometer was captured under slightly

different conditions. Recall that the velocity is mainly calculated using the dynamic

pressure, but it is corrected by using the gas temperature (see Eq. 2.1). This effect

contributes to the contradiction of the results in Table 3.3. However, as it was mentioned

above, the results of the impingment configuration are realistic contrarily to those obtained

for parallel firing arrangement. This fact is due to the differences in the refractory

temperatures. These temperatures are compared in Figure 3.62 and Figure 3.63 in the
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refractory ceiling and the sidewalls respectively for impingement and parallel firing

configurations. Both the ceiling and the sidewall bricks have significantly higher

temperatures in the case of the impingement arrangement. The difference is between 100-

200°C in the first furnace sections.

If direct measurements of temperatures and velocities at the nozzle exit were possible

and the details of the burner geometry were be known, the parameters in Table 3.3 might be

determined more accurately.

Figure 3.37. Pitot tube measurements in the envelope flame - heat loss reduction

3.5.7. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the envelope flame

The longitudinal temperature curves in the centerline of the envelope flame were

determined using the measurements made in the four test sections of the furnace. Between

the measurement points, the temperatures were interpolated. On the other hand, it was

assumed that no change in the temperature occurs between the nozzle exit and the first

measurement section. The approximate curves are shown in Figure 3.38 for the
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impingement and parallel firing arrangements.
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Figure 3.38. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the centerline of the furnace for the envelope flame

3.5.8. The longitudinal velocity distribution in the envelope flame

The inverse of the axial velocity decay as a function of the distance from the burner

nozzle is presented in Figure 3.39. The stars and the triangles are both experimental results

taken in impingement and parallel firing arrangements respectively. The solid line is the

computed value using Eq. 1.7 given by Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3 for constant

density systems. In the case of the envelope flame, the constant density approach is

inapplicable.

Hence, for a non-constant density system, the equivalent nozzle diameter has to be

calculated using Eq. 1.9. Therefore, the temperature of the surrounding gas directly around

the discharging jet needs to be extracted from the measurements. The input parameters and
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the calculated equivalent nozzle diameters are shown in Table 3.4 for both parallel firing

and impingement arrangements. It has to be mentioned that all the input parameters

presented here are based on the experimental measurements.

Envelope flame

surroun-

ding gas

airjet

molar mass

[kg/kmol]

temperature

[C]

density

ikg/m3l

molar mass

[kg/kmol]

temperature

[C]

density

[kg/m3!

nozzle diameter [ml

calculated equivalent

nozzle diameter fm]

parallel

firing

27.76

870

0.2959

28.85

157

0.8174

0.0380

0.0632

impingement

27.76

1070

0.2519

28.85

232

0.6960

0.0380

0.0632

Table 3.4. Equivalent nozzle diameter for the envelope flame

It is very interesting that in these two different cases, the equivalent nozzle diameters

are identical. The effect of the higher inlet temperature of the impingement case in

comparison to the parallel firing configuration is counterbalanced by higher surrounding

temperatures. The two effects neutralize each other. Unfortunately, this phenomenon was

not studied in detail.

The computed curve using Eq. 1.3 for non-constant density systems given by Beér and
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Chigier4 with the concept of equivalent nozzle diameter (Thring and Newby10) correlates

well with the experimental data. This is represented by the dotted line in Figure 3.39. As it

is shown in Figure 3.40, the virtual origin of the jet is located upstream the nozzle exit, in

the negative range (Xv = - 2).

Envelope Flame
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2 4 H
3

3 -

� Experimental Impingement

A Experimental Parallel firing

Computed (Hinze)

Computed (Thring & Newby)

10 20

x/dn - dimensionless distance from the burner nozzle

30

Figure 3.39 Envelope flame - reciprocal of the longitudinal variation of the centerline velocity as a function of

distance from the nozzle

In the case of the impingement configuration, the measurement point at the rear

furnace section is not matched by the computed curve. The reasons are similar as it was for

the high velocity flame, that is, the elevated furnace hearth, the close backwall and the

slightly exceeded validity range. On the other hand, the relative difference is smaller. It is

only 35% instead of 47%. In addition, the measurement data is below the predicted value in

the case of the parallel firing arrangement, which did not occur in any other case. This can
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be attributed to the particularity of the envelope flame, in which the chemical reaction takes

place mostly in the rear furnace section. This can be seen on the temperature contours

presented in Figure 3.4. Thus, the volumetric expansion of the gas mixture relative to the

fluid flow is converted to both longitudinal velocity increase and radial spreading. This

resulted in the deceleration of the flow smaller than in a free jet.

Zone of flow establishement

mixing region
(potential core)

I transition

region

Zone of My developed flow

+� X

Figure 3.40 Virtual origin of the envelope flame in the negative range

3.5.9. The radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame

The computed curve using the formula of Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3 (Eq. 1.4)

do not correlate at all with the measurement points. Similar to the analysis of the high

velocity flame, the radial velocity distribution was also calculated using Eq. 3.5 given by

Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoon13. However as this is valid in the fully established

jet region, the computed curve do not predict the measurement points as well as for the high
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velocity jet. As it was discussed above in the section 3.5.5, Eq. 3.6 was also established,

which matches very well the measurement data in the active combustion zones.

The radial velocity curves at the four test sections are presented in Figure 3.41 to

Figure 3.44 for the envelope flame. The unfilled and filled markers in the figures are the

experimental points of the parallel firing and impingement arrangements respectively. The

solid lines are the computed curves using Eq. 3.5 given by Popiel, van der Meer and

Hoogendoorn13 while the dotted lines are the curves computed using Eq. 3.6 of the present

work.

In the first measurement section (Figure 3.41), none of the computed curves matches

the experimental data. This was expected because the free jet is not developed yet in this

section.

Later downstream, in the second measurement section (Figure 3.42), the experimental

points are distributed between the two curves. It can be seen, analysing the temperature

diagrams in Figure 3.10, that the flame is the most instable in the proximity of the

centerline of the second measurement section. This is due to the fact the reacting mixture is

close to its spontaneous ignition temperature in this zone. Depending on multiple factors

(mainly on different kinds of perturbations), the mixture is locally spontanously ignited or

quenched depending on the fluctuation of gas concentration. On the other hand, in the

proximity of the refractories of the second measurement section (see Figure 3.10 again), the

presence of hot combustion zone can be deduced from the elevated temperatures. In

addition, the prediction of Eq. 3.6 matches better the experimental points (above the radial

distance of 100 mm).
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Figure 3.41. Radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame - 1st viewing port
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Figure 3.42. Radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame - 2 viewing port
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Figure 3.43. Radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame - 3rd viewing port
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Figure 3.44. Radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame - 4th viewing port

In the third test section (Figure 3.43), the experimental data taken at the parallel firing

configuration lie between the two calculated curves. On the contrary, the measurement
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points taken at the impingement arrangement slightly exceed the predictions given by Eq.

3.6.

Finally, in the case of impingement arrangement, the velocity curves in the last

observation section are greatly influenced by the elevated furnace hearth (Figure 3.44). For

that reason, the measurement points needed to be separated for treatment. However, the

prediction of Eq. 3.6 in the case of the non-influenced flow (parallel firing configuration) is

close to the measurement data.
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Figure 3.45. Generalized dimensionless radial velocity distribution in the envelope flame

A generalized dimensionless radial velocity distribution diagram is presented in Figure

3.45. The points, which are affected by the elevated furnace hearth, as well as the

measurement data of the non-developped flow regions, are not included in the diagram. In

spite of the important scattering of the measurement points, the relationship established in
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the present work correlates better with the experimental data.

3.5.10. Summary of the analysis of axial velocity distributions in jets

As it was presented above in section 1.1.5.2, Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoorn13

studied convective heat transfer in impinging flame jets. In their work, the centerline

velocity distribution was compared with many other experimental results. The novelty in

their work was the expanding of the validity of Eq. 1.4 by Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen

and Eq. 1.9 by Thing and Newby for such cases, where the density ratio px I pn is as high

as 7.6. This density ratio was created using a tunnel burner, which discharges hot

combustion products into air of ambient temperature. All the other experimental works

were done for density ratios ( px I pn ) of 1 or 2.

In the present work, a high velocity jet flame and a so-called envelope type flame were

tested. The measurement data are compared with those of other works in Figure 3.46. In the

case of the high velocity flame, the density ratio is nearly one. However, for the envelope

flame investigated in the present work, the density ratio was about 0.36. Recall that in this

case, cold air of ambient temperature was discharged into hot combustion products.

Independently of the fact that we did not found affirming studies published in the literature,

it can be seen in Figure 3.46 that Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.9 are also valid for density ratios less

than one.
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3.6 Fluid dynamics of the short and long flames

The two flame types, short and long ones, produced by the traditional burner are

discussed together in this section. First, we tried to apply the same free jet equations, which

were presented during the analysis of the high velocity and envelope flames produced by

the LNI burner. On the other hand, there are several discrepancies between the two burners.

One of the differences is the diameter of the nozzle. For the same mass flow rate, the nozzle

diameter for the traditional burner is three times as large as that for the LNI burner.

Consequently, the flow velocities at the nozzle exit are substantially lower. In addition, the

nozzle diameter is bigger than 1/10 of the furnace cross section, which favorizes the
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evolution of flow recirculation. This happens, because the available secondary flow is less

than that which the jet can entrain (section 1.1.2). Another difficulty in the analysis is the

velocity inhomogeneity of the issuing jet. This latter is due to the special geometry of the

burner mouth as well as the not sufficiently long mixing section of the nozzle.

As a conclusion, these flames cannot be characterised with the free jet theorem.

Nevertheless, the mixing particularities in the burner mouth, the approximate nozzle exit

velocities and temperatures as well as the flame particularities preceding the first test

section are discussed applying some assumptions and backward extrapolation. This will be

presented in the following section. Subsequently, the longitudinal velocity and temperature

distribution is presented in the furnace centerline.

3.6.1. Nozzle exit parameters

As it was presented in Figure 3.11, the velocities in the centerline of the first test

section are about 13.5 m/s and 17 m/s for the long and short flames respectively in both

horizontal and impingement arrangements. To find the reasons of these differences, first the

temperatures of the reacting mixtures at the nozzle exit have to be calculated, using the

« Computational module for the nozzle exit parameters ».

For the long flame, the calculated gas mixture temperature at the nozzle exit is 1373 K.

On the contrary, in the case of the short flame, this same parameter is significantly higher,

1730 K. Since both flames are mixed and ignited inside the burner mouth, elevated gas

temperatures at the nozzle exit were expected. However, these velocity and temperature

differences between the short and long flames have to be caused by the different mixing
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conditions.

The burner mouth geometries of the long and short flames are shown in Figure 3.47

and Figure 3.48. The long flame has a gas inlet in the center of the nozzle (red line) as well

as eight air inlets around the centerline (blue lines, Figure 3.47). In the case of the short

flame, the air inlet is the same. In opposition, the natural gas is injected radially through

eight tiny holes in the space between the air nozzles (Figure 3.48). The potential cores and

the boundaries of the jet shown in Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48 are real-scale sketches in

proportion of the presented geometry. The potential core lines for each jet are computed

according to Eq. 1.2 given by Kataoka8, while the jet boundaries are determined using Eq.

1.4 after Hinze and van de Hegge Zijnen3. The outer straight lines, which represent the jet

boundaries, are the points of the jet where the horizontal velocity « is some arbitrary small

fraction of the velocity on the centerline. In their study, Beér and Chigier2, Matthieu",

Kataoka8 etc. defined the jet boundary line is marked, where the velocity is half of the

centerline velocity. On the contrary, in the present work, the smallest measurable fraction

of the centerline velocity is marked in Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48 as well as in Figure 3.51

and Figure 3.52.

In Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48, the mixing characteristics of the long and short flames

are compared. It can be seen in the figures that the mixing in the long flame occurs farther

downstream than in the short one. For that reason, the gas mixture at the nozzle exit is

colder for the long flame, as well as its motion is also slower. On the other hand, contrary

to the short flame, the proportion of the already released heat at the nozzle exit to the

overall heating value is smaller in the long flame. Thus, the long flame release more heat
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further downstream in the combustion chamber. The heat release occurred in the

combustion chamber promotes mostly the radial expansion of the flame, as well as it

moderates slightly the deceleration of the gas.

The planar section of the velocity distributions at the nozzle outlet section are also

shown in Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48. In the case of the long flame, the velocity

inhomogeneity at the nozzle exit is expected to be more pronounced than for the short

flame. It is due to the differences in the length of the mixing section at the burner mouth.

For the long flame, the mixing section is not sufficiently long to homogenize the flows

discharging from the little nozzles.

In addition to the analytical computations, a numerical mathematical model has also

been solved using the CFX71 computational fluid dynamics software package. The inlet

velocities for the long and short flames are represented in Figure 3.49 and Figure 3.50

respectively. The above-mentioned differences in the mixing characteristics of the two

flame types can easily be distinghished on the basis of these figures.
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Mixmg zone Combustion zone

Figure 3.47 Burner port of the long flame

Mixing Zone Combustion zone

Figure 3.48 Burner port of the short flame
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Figure 3.49 CFD model - velocity inlet of the long flame

Figure 3.50 CFD model - velocity inlet of the short flame

As it can be seen on the normalized velocity diagrams in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14,
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the experimental velocity profiles taken in the first measurement section show a plateau at

the centerline for both flame types. This refers to the presence of the potential core. In the

case of the long flame, the radius of this plateau is 25 mm. For the short flame, this is only

10 mm. For both flames, the potential core lengths were determined geometrically using the

size of this plateau measured at the first test section. This method is shown in Figure 3.51

and Figure 3.52. Several important nozzle exit parameters are presented in Table 3.5, where

the potential core lengths, Xv and lv are experimental results. However, the calculation of

the potential core length according to Eq. 1.2 yields to significantly different results. Recall,

that Eq. 1.2 is only valid for single, homogenous, free jets.

The velocity distributions in the burner mouth and in the first furnace sections are

shown in Figure 3.51 and Figure 3.52 for the long and short flames respectively. In the

burner nozzle, where the mixing occurs, the discharging air and natural gas streams are

distinguished with blue and red colours. On the contrary, in the combustion chamber the

red lines represent the boundaries of the experimentally determined potential cores while

the velocity vectors as well as the jet boundary lines are colored blue. The potential cores

and the jet boundaries are both determined based on the experimental measurements.

As it was discussed above, the inhomogeneity at the nozzle exit is estimated to be

more pronounced for the long flame compared to the short one. However, downstream at

the first test section, these inhomogeneities can no more be detected for any flame. The jet

boundary lines are also presented. It can be seen in the figures that the jets are spreading out

until reaching the refractories. Experiments showed that the radial expansion is more

significant in the long flame, in which case a greater proportion of the overall heat release
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realizes in the combustion chamber than for the short flame.

Figure 3.51 Velocity profiles of the long flame in the combustion chamber

Figure 3.52 Velocity profiles of the short flame in the combustion chamber
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Time, [K]

Tinf[K]

Vinlet [m/S]

dnozzle [m]

Xv (experimental)

lv [m] (exp.)

RCoutlet ["]

TRADITIONAL BURNER

short

parallel firing

1705

873

17

0.118

2.372

0.280

6713

flame

impingement

1705

1273

17

0.118

2.372

0.280

6713

long

parallel firing

1360

1073

13.5

0.118

3.419

0.403

7722

flame

impingement

1360

1273

13.5

0.118

3.419

0.403

7722

Table 3.5 Nozzle exit parameters in the short and long flames

3.6.2. Longitudinal velocity distribution in the short and long flames

The inverse of the axial velocity decay as a function of the dimensionless distance

from the burner nozzle is presented in Figure 3.53 and Figure 3.54 for the short and long

flames. For easier comparison, the diagrams have the same scalling as it was used for the

high velocity and envelope flames in Figure 3.25, and Figure 3.39. The stars and the

triangles are both experimental results taken in impingement and parallel firing

configurations respectively. The solid lines are the computed values using Eq. 1.7 given by

Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3 for constant density systems. The computed lines for non-

constant density systems with the concept of the equivalent nozzle diameter (Eq. 1.9) are

represented with dotted lines. In the case of the short and long flames, neither the constant

nor the non-constant density approach is applicable.

As it was discussed in section 1.1.4, according to Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen3,

the length of the mixing region is about 7 dn. If this statement would be accurate in the case

of the short and long flames, the potential core should extend even until the third
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measurement section. On the contrary, the measurements have shown that the critical point

is at the distance of Xv = 2.37 and Xv = 3.42 for the short and long flames respectively (see

Table 3.5). However, these experimental results are closer to the conclusions of Beér and

Chigier2 or the results of Forstall7. They predicted the potential core length to 4-nozzle

diameter. Beér and Chigier2 made their experiments using a burner with concentric tubes.

The town gas was injected through the tube in the middle while the air was issued around,

via the annular section of the concentric tube. However, this gas inlet is not absolutely the

same as that for the long flame of the present study, but in fluid dynamic sense, the two

inlets are similar. Contrary to the flame studied by Beér and Chigier2 the long flame is a

confined flame, the potential core lengths in the two cases are comparable. In conclusion,

the burner geometry has probably an important influence to the développement of the

potential core.

In the case of the short flame, the fourth measurement point is out of the displayed

range in Figure 3.53, for both impingement and parallel firing arrangements. This is due to

the very low velocities, which are close to the detectability threshold. The results at the

third test section are also interesting in the case of the short flame, because the deceleration

of the gas flow at parallel firing arrangement is greather than that of impingement

configuration. However, at the impingement arrangement, the flame is affected by the

elevated furnace hearth. The only explanation might be the conduit effect. If the flame is so

much expanded that all the accessible space is occupied by the gas, the diminishing cross

section causes velocity increase. Comparing to the long flame at impingement

configuration, the velocity profile is much more spreaded out in the third measurement
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section. This can be observed in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14.

In the case of the long flame, the reciprocal of the centerline velocity decay is regular.

The velocities at the last furnace section are small, but already detectable. Similar to the

high velocity and envelope flames, the gas flow decelerates more rapidly in the case of the

impingement arrangement than for the parallel firing configuration.

The longitudinal velocity distribution in the centerline of the short and long flames for

parallel firing and impingment configurations are shown in Figure 3.55. It is surprising that

in spite of the considerable difference in the nozzle exit velocities, the curves are nearly

identical in the decaying sections. In conclusion, the differences in the nozzle exit velocities

as well as the dissimilarities in the potential core lengths neutralize each other.

Short Flame
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4 -

1 -

0 -

A

� _ . . - ' � '

�í=:� 1 1 1

� Experimental Impingement

A Experimental Parallel firing

Computed (Hinze)

Computed (Tilling &Newby)

1 1 1

5 10 15 20 2?

x cL - dímensionless distance from the burner nozzle

Figure 3.53. Short flame - reciprocal of the the centerline velocity decay as a function of the distance from the

nozzle
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Figure 3.54 Long flame - reciprocal of the centerline velocity decay as a function of the distance from the
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Figure 3.55. Longitudinal velocity distribution in the centerline of the short and long flames for parallel firing

and impingment configurations
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The radial velocity distribution described by Eq. 1.4 was also calculated. However, in

the case of these confined flames, the similarity principle is not applicable at all. Therefore,

the results are not presented here.

3.6.3. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the short and long flames

For the short and long flames, the longitudinal temperature distribution at the furnace

centerline is shown in Figure 3.56 and Figure 3.57 respectively. The four marks on the

diagrams are the measurement data in the four furnace sections. The temperatures at the

nozzle exit are computed values discussed in section 3.6.1. The presented curves are the

interpolations between the four measurement points and approximations between the

nozzle exit parameters and the first measurement point. The scale of the diagrams is the

same as it was used for the high velocity and envelope flames.

Short flame - axial distribution of the temperature

2000 -i

�î� 1000 -
h

o parallel firing � measurement

o impingement - measurement

parallel firing � extrapolation

impingement - extrapolation

10 15 20 30

Figure 3.56. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the short flame
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Figure 3.57. Longitudinal temperature distribution in the long flame

For the short flame, the gas temperatures are slightly higher for the impingement

configuration in the entire furnace. On the contrary, for the long flame, the temperatures are

only higher in the second and third furnace sections. However, as it will be discussed in the

following section, the gas temperature curves depend very strongly on the refractory

temperature. The latter depends on the operational conditions.

Finally, the gas temperature distributions in the centerline of the furnace are compared

for the four studied flame types in Figure 3.58. These curves were captured in the

impingement configuration. The differences in the characteristics of the temperature curves

for the various flame types can be well distinghished in this figure. Comparing to the other

flames, the axial temperature curve of the envelope flame is radically different.
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Figure 3.58 Comparison of the longitudinal temperature distributions in the furnace centerline for the four

studied flame types at impingement configuration

3.7 Refractory temperatures

3.7.1. Objectives and methodology of the refractory temperature measurements

The heat flux results will be presented in the next chapter. It will be discussed there

that a very important portion of the radiative heat flux (nearly 40%) arrives to the sensors

from the refractory walls. Thus, for a detailed heat flux analysis, the refractory temperatures

have to be analysed first. In this section, the refractory temperature distributions are

compared for the four different flame types and for the three different flame-target

configurations.
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Figure 3.59 represents the refractory temperatures collected during a typical day of

experimentation. It can be seen in this figure that even nine hours are not enough to the

refractories to reach the steady state condition. Hence, the measured heat fluxes depend not

only on the flame type and on the burner-target configuration but also on the actual state of

the heating-up procedure.

During the heat flux experiments, we were not able to reach the steady state condition

of the refractories. Therefore, we attempted to make the measurements in all cases at the

same preheating period after the ignition of the burner. This period was determined by the

envelope flame, which needs the longest preheating period because of the necessity

adequately preheated refractories for safe operation (near to the steady state condition). In

the case of the parallel firing and inclined configurations (see the plug-type heat-flux sensor

concept in section 2.3.3.2), the heat-flux data acquisition was done simultaneously using 24

plug-type heat flux sensors embedded in the calorimetric plates. Data were acquiered

continuously, in every 30 seconds, during the entire experimentatal day. Thus, for parallel

and inclined burner-charge configurations, those heat flux data were simply selected which

were recorded after the same time (8-10 hours) after burner ignition, tooken at the same

preheating period after the burner ignition for each flame types. Because of the continous

recording of the heat fluxes, by these arrangements the adequate heat flux values the heat-

flux this was only a technical For these burner-target configurations, we accomplished the

measurements at the same preheating period after the burner ignition as it was expected.

Otherwise, this was easily feasible because we disposed of continuously acquisitioned data

files over the entire experimental day. On the other hand, for impingement arrangement the
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concept of the heat-flux sensor was modified (see the transformation of the furnace, plug-T-

type heat flux sensors in section 2.3.4.2). The new plug-T-type sensors were not

permanently installed in the calorimetric plates. Therefore, the heat-flux data acquisition in

the entire furnace was realized using only two sensors, an absorptive black and a reflective

bright one. Thus, in the case of the impingement configuration, a complete data scanning

was a very time-consuming procedure (took approximately one and a half, two hours).

During this long interval, the incident heat-flux can vary even in the same measurement

point between the beginning and the end of the data acquisition. To evaluate as well as to

compensate this effect, a reference measurement point was selected in the furnace to which

we recurrently returned during the heat-flux measurement procedure. This method was

applied for the heat-flux measurement of all flames types in the case of impingement

arrangement. The selected reference point in all tests was the direct impingement point

located in the furnace centerline on the vertical calorimetric plate.

The series of measurements were not executed at the same time (2001 and 2004

respectively). Thus, between the measurement series, the position of the thermocouples and

the configuration of the data acquisition system were modified. The following (Figure 3.60

and Figure 3.61) show the exact positions of the thermocouples. The numbers given in the

neighbourhood of the thermocouples between the brackets represent the immersion depth

of the sensors in the refractory wall. All the thermocouples are of the type R (Pt/platinum-

13%Rh/rhodium). The four furnace sections located between the burner and the stack in the

middle row represent schematically the refractory ceiling. The two other rows, above and

below, are the sidewalls of the furnace, folded up by 90 degree.
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Figure 3.59. Temperature distribution in the refractory walls during a typical experimental day, as seen in

Figure 3.61
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Figure 3.60. Position of the thermocouples in the refractory walls during experiments for parallel firing and

inclined arrangements (the numbers between brackets are the penetration depth of thermocouples in

millimetres)

In Figure 3.61, the impingement zone is marked with crossed rectangles. The presence

of water-cooled calorimetric-plates in this refractory zone deviates the heat flux, otherwise

normal to the plane of the wall. Namely, the temperature gradient becomes parallel to the

faces of the wall, thus the thermocouple placed in this zone (tccl5) cannot be used for
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further analysis.
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Figure 3.61 Position of the thermocouples in the refractory walls during the experiments for impingement

arrangements (the numbers between brackets are the penetration depth of thermocouples in millimetres)

The total thickness of the refractory is 250 mm. The distribution of the temperature on

the internal surface represents crucial information for the radiation analysis. Unfortunatelly,

this cannot be measured directly. However, it can be determined by the extrapolation using

the temperature values measured with thermocouples inside the refractory and at the

external surface of the furnace. The one-dimensional heat conduction equation of Fourier

was used:

ax
Eq. 3.8

If it is assumed that the refractories of the experimental furnace are homogenous (k=const.)
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and independent of temperature, the internal surface temperature of the refractory for an

arbitrary chosen thermocouple can be extrapolated using the following formula:

V tc s,ext /"*"�* s,exl

L/c " ~ s.ext '" * s.ext \),Zj ,

xtc xtc 0.25
Eq. 3.9

where TsM and Tsexl are the internal and external surface temperatures of the refractories

respectively. Ttc is the temperature measured by the thermocouple at the depth xtc in the

wall from the outer surface, k represents the thermal conductivity of the refractory wall.

Eq. 3.9 shows that the internal surface temperature depends on a linear equation. The

variation of the external surface temperature between 25-80°C can be neglected compared

to the rise of the temperature at the internal surface, from 25 to 1300°C. For this reason,

instead of following countinously the external variation, a representative average value of

60°C was chosen. On the contrary, small displacements of the positions of the

thermocouples in the measurements holes cause important errors. This can happen for

exemple, when the sensor is not inserted completely to the bottom of the hole.

As an additional benefit, the information obtained with thermocouples is used to assure

a safe operation of the furnace. For exemple, the envelope flame cannot be started before

800°C were not reached everywhere in the furnace. The distributions of the refractory

temperature are presented in the following sections for the different flame-object

configurations and the various flame types.
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3.7.2. Refractory temperatures during the heat flux measurements -

comparative diagrams

The thermocouples, presented in Figure 3.60 and Figure 3.61, were divided into two

groups: thermocouples located at the refractory ceiling and thermocouples inside the

sidewalls.

First, the refractory ceiling temperatures are compared for the different burner-target

configurations in the diagrams in Figure 3.62, where the longitudinal distances from the

burner exit are plotted versus the internal surface temperatures. The solid-lines, the dotted

lines and the dots-and-dashes represent the impingement, the inclined and the parallel firing

configurations respectively. In the cases of the parallel firing and inclined burner-target

configurations (Figure 3.60), all the five thermocouples in the refractory ceiling were used

for the analysis. In the case of the impingement arrangement (Figure 3.61), the following

four ceiling thermocouples were considered: tckl, tck2, "Au bout", tck5. The results of the

two remaining thermocouples were not taken into account, because thermocouple tckl 8 is

not in the centerline and the behaviour of thermocouple tck4 was not reliable.

Secondly, the sidewall temperatures are presented in Figure 3.63. In the case of the

parallel firing and inclined arrangements, only the three upper thermocouples are

considered (TcclO, Tccl2, Tccl3). The responses of the two lower sensors (Tccl4, Tccl5)

are similar to that of the thermocouple Tec 12. However, for the impingement configuration,

all the uppers (tcklO, tckl2, tccl3 and tccl7) and one of the lower (tckl6) thermocouple

were taken into account. The response of the thermocouple at the bottom of the furnace,

close to the cooled calorimetric plates (tckl6), is the first points in the curves.
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Figure 3.62 Comparison of the wall temperatures in the refractory ceiling between the three different flame-

target arrangements for the four flame types
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Figure 3.63 Comparison of the wall temperatures in the refractory sidewalls between the three different

flame-target arrangements for the four flame types

Incidentally, due to the proximity of this thermocouple to the water-cooled
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calorimetric plates, these points are the coldest temperatures in each diagram. The other

two thermocouples are not included in the diagrams because thermocouple tckl4 has

similar values than that of tckl2 and thermocouple tec 15 is located below the water cooled

calorimetric plates.
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Figure 3.64. Comparison of the wall temperatures in the refractory sidewalls and ceiling between the four

different flame types for parallel firing, inclined and impingement configurations
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While Figure 3.62 and Figure 3.63 accentuate the differences between configurations,

Figure 3.64 emphasizes the differences between the various flame types. In the first, second

and third rows the parallel firing, the inclined and the impingement arrangements are

presented respectively. The first column represents the wall temperatures in the refractory

ceiling while the second one demonstrates the results in the sidewalls. The solid lines in the

figures with and without markers correspond to the short and long flames respectively and

the dotted lines with and without markers represent the high velocity and envelope flames.

3.7.3. Discussion and conclusions of the refractory temperature measurements

Analysing Figure 3.62 and Figure 3.63, the first eye-catching particularity is the

similarity between the characteristics of both the ceiling and the sidewall temperatures of

the short and long flames for all the studied configurations. On the contrary, the differences

between the high velocity and the envelope flames are significant.

For the short, the long and the high velocity flames, the ceiling was the most

intensively heated at parallel firing arrangement. This seems to be logic, as both burner

tilting and direct flame-object impingement amplify the heat transfer toward the water-

cooled calorimetric plates. On the other hand, in the case of the envelope flame the highest

ceiling temperature occured in the impingement arrangement. It can also be mentioned that

for this flame type the burner tilting had less influence on the wall temperature distribution

compared to the parallel-firing configuration.

In the impingement configuration, the peak temperature in the ceiling is located in the

first half of the furnace for the short and long flames. For the high velocity and envelope
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flames a quasi-flat platform is observable in the rear half of the furnace after a moderate

increase in the first half of the furnace.

The sidewall temperatures at the parallel-firing and inclined arrangements are

approximately similar for all the four flame types. The curves increase continuously toward

the chimney. The only difference is whether the curves are concave or convex.

In the case of impingement arrangement, the form of the curves for the short and long

flames is almost identical. The only small difference can be observed in the last

measurement point. However, the temperature values are higher for the long flame. The

maximum temperature, identically to the refractory ceiling, is located in the first half of the

furnace, close to the middle. For the envelope flame, the sidewall temperatures are very

high in all the upper measurement points. The maximum value is situated in the rear part of

the furnace, similarity to the the ceiling. The refractory temperature distribution for the high

velocity flame seems to be a transition between the short or long and the envelope flames.

So far, the characteristics of the curves were compared in Figure 3.62 and Figure 3.63.

However, the analysis of the Figure 3.64 permits to differentiate the temperature levels for

different flame types and various configurations. The first obvious remark in the

characteristic of the curves is the much higher wall temperatures for the envelope flame at

inclined and impingement configurations. On the contrary, at parallel-firing arrangement,

the refractory temperature curves, both in the ceiling and in the sidewalls, are comparable

for all the four flame types. In the impingement configuration, this difference is up to

300°C between the envelope flame and the other flame types.

There are several reasons of these important differences. As it was mentioned above,
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the burner-target orientation has less influence on the envelope flame. On the contrary, in

the case of the other flame types, the flame was oriented toward the water-cooled

calorimetric plates. Thus, the ceiling was less heated. In addition, the object inserted in the

flame at impingement configuration modified the mixing pattern of the oxidizer and

reactants in the envelope flame. This provoked most intensive chemical reaction in the rear

half of the furnace, which caused very high refractory ceiling temperatures.

The refractory temperatures, both in the sidewalls and ceilings, are higher for the long

flame than for the short one. This is a very important observation from the point of view of

the radiative heat transfer.

Finally, the reason of the fluctuation in the ceiling temperature curve for the high

velocity flame at parallel firing arrangement is not known. A little difference is also

observable in the same point for the short and envelope flames. Unfortunately, the

refractory thermocouples were not checked right after the experiments. Actually, the only

possible assumption is that the tip of the thermocouple was not perfectly imbedded in the

hole.

3.7.4. Correction of the gas temperatures based on the refractory temperature

level

As it is well known from the literature, the refractory temperature influences

significantly the temperature of the combustion products and slightly the flame

temperature. Two gas temperature profiles are presented in Figure 3.65, to demonstrate this

effect. The measurements were taken in the long flame at the first furnace section (closest
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position to the burner nozzle) using the suction pyrometer. The only difference is in the

refractory temperatures. It is higher for the test made on 30 November (solid-line). As it

can be seen on the diagram, the differences are negligible in the centerline where the active

combustion zone is located. On the contrary, the difference is important close to the

refractories. The differences of the refractory temperatures influence the rate of the cooling

of the hot combustion products as well as the entrained surrounding gas temperature.
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Figure 3.65. Comparison of two temperature profiles for different refractory temperatures

As it was mentioned above, it was attempted to make the heat flux measurements for

all flame types after the same heating up period of the refractory. On the contrary, this

consideration was not respected during the gas temperature measurements using the suction

pyrometer. However, if the refractory temperatures are known, the measured gas

temperatures can be corrected for the heat flux experiments.

Figure 3.66 represent the measured and the corrected temperature curves in the

centerline of the furnace. The correction was made to the heat flux measurements in the

impingement configuration. The heat-flux measurements will be presented in details, in

CHAPTER 4. Centerline temperature curves belonging to the impingement configuration
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are compared for the four studied flame types in Figure 3.67. The straight line at 1500°C

represents the approximative temperature limit of the thermal NOX formation.
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Figure 3.66. Measured and corrected temperature curves in the centerline of the furnace for the (a) short and

long (b) high velocity and envelope flames. Temperatures were corrected for the heat flux measurements in

the impingement configuration.
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Figure 3.67 Comparison of the centerline-temperature curves of the four studied flame types corrected for the

heat flux experiments in the impingement configuration.
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3.8 NOX formation

3.8.1. Analysis and discussion of the experimental results

The gas compositions for various flame types and different burner-target orientations

were presented above in this chapter (section 3.4). All the nominative values of the NOX

emission rates given by the burner fabricants refer to the full power mode. Similarly, the

measured pollutant emission rates presented in Table 3.1 apply to operations at 100%

burner power.

However, the NOX emission rates were not consequently analyzed at reduced burner

powers, some tendencies were observed. For the high velocity flame, the NOX emission is

significantly higher at reduced burner power. After the detailed analysis of the velocity and

temperature fields (see section 3.5, see Figure 3.23), the differences in the NOX formation

can be explained. As it was discussed above, the two basic factors that influence the

thermal NOX formation are the flame temperature and the residence time. By reduced

burner power, both these factors change to promote the formation of the NOX in the high

velocity flame.

At full burner power, as it is shown in Table 3.1, the highest NOX emission occurred in

the case of the long flame for all flame-target configurations. On the average, the short

flame emitted only 80% of the NOX, produced by the long flame. Although, the maximum

temperature is higher in the case of the short flame (Figure 3.67), the difference can be

attributed to the smaller flow velocities in the long flame (Figure 3.55). Therefore, the

residence time of the dissociated gases in the high temperature zones for the long flame is
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longer. In addition, the centerline temperature in the short flame is higher only in the first

furnace section (Figure 3.67).

In spite of the higher maximum temperature, the high velocity flame produced only

36% of the NOX emitted by the long flame. This is again due to the shorter residence time

of the gas in the high temperature zone. As it can be seen in Figure 3.12, the nozzle exit

velocity in the high velocity flame is more than six times higher than that in the long flame.

Finally, the envelope flame produced the less NOX, only 6% that of formed in the long

flame which had the maximal emission in our study. That reason is the low temperature

maximum in this flame. Due to the largely expanded volume, as its name indicates, the

combustion is less concentrated in the envelope flame. As it can be seen in Figure 3.67, the

temperature in the envelope flame never exceeds 1500°C. (see also Figure D.I in Appendix

D)

3.8.2. Numerical calculation of the thermal NOX formation in the envelope

flame

To execute numerical NOX formation calculations, both the velocity and temperature

distributions have to be known. The envelope flame is the only flame where the heat release

occurs in the zone, which is accessible for the measurements. Therefore, these numerical

computations were only done for the envelope flame using the experimental results

obtained in the impingement arrangement. The numerical model is presented in this

section.

As it was presented before (Table I.I in Appendix I.), the natural gas used in the
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experiments is composed of more than 95% of methane. Assuming that the composition is

100% of methane, the simplified combustion equation of methane-air mixture with 10%

excess air ratio (equivalence ratio <j> = 0.91 ) can be written as follows:

CH4 + 2.2O2 + 8.27 N2 > CO2 +2H2O + S.27N2 + 0.2O2

Eq. 3.10

Evidently, the nitrogen and excess oxygen do not participate in the reaction, they only

dilute the reactives. For 1 mole fuel, the overall number of moles of all species in the

reactions is: ns = 11.47'mol. From the point of view of the thermal NOX formation, the

oxygen and the nitrogen contents are important. This species are present in the following

quantities: nÛ2 =0.2wo/,and nNi =8.27'mol.

The general NOX formation mechanisms are discussed in Appendix D. In our case,

only the thermal mechanism is significant, which is also presented in detail in section D.2

of Appendix D. The formation of thermal NOX is determined by the Zeldovich reaction,

according to Eq. D.I, Eq. D.2 and Eq. D.3. Due to the simplifications described in section

D.2, it is sufficient to consider only Eq. D.I, which is the rate limiting reaction. If reaction

of Eq. D.I occurs, then two NO molecules will be formed. Thus, the thermal NO formation

rate is given by Eq. D.10 as:

Eq. 3.11

The kinetics of the thermal NOX formation rate is much slower than the main

hydrocarbon oxidation rate, so most of the thermal NOX is formed after completion of

combustion. Therefore, the thermal NOX formation process can often be decoupled from the
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main combustion reaction mechanism and the NOX formation rate can be calculated by

assuming equilibrium of the combustion reactions. Using this approach the calculation of

the thermal NOX formation rate is considerably simplified. The assumption of equilibrium

can be justified by a reduction in the importance of radical overshoots at higher flame

temperature78. According to Westenberg79, the equilibrium O-atom concentration can be

obtained from the expression:

[O) = K[O2}\
Eq. 3.12

Substituted K into Eq. 3.12, this expression becomes:

_I 1 31090

[o] = 3.97-\05-T~~2-[O2]ï-e~ T [mol/m3]
Eq. 3.13

where T is in Kelvin.

The mole fraction (molar density) of species i is defined by X( = � . Assuming that
n,

the injected excess air is perfectly distributed in the combustion chamber after the

combustion is completed, one obtains XOi =0,01743, and XN =0,72106. Thus, the molar

concentrations of nitrogen [N2] and oxygen [O2] can be calculated as follows:

J WT l m3

Eq. 3.14

i_ %o2 'P\mol

Eq. 3.15

where p is the absolute pressure. As the furnace is an atmospheric device, p = 101325 Pa.
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5R is the universal gas constant (9Í =8314.41 J/(mol K)) and T is the gas temperature in

Kelvin.

In the calculation, the temporal fluctuation in species concentration and temperature

due to the turbulent mixing were not taken into account.

A computational module was developed to calculate the thermal NOX formation in the

lcm3 size cells. The numerical result is graphically represented in Figure 3.68. On the x-

axis, the longitudinal position is represented between the first and last test sections. On the

y-axis, the radial distance from the centerline is shown. In the z-axis, the NO concentration

is given in the cellules. The sharp, non-linear increase in the NO concentration is very

interesting. The values are given in ppm x 103. Integration of the results over the entire

plane yields to 0.65 ppm. Although the perfect rotational symmetry is disputable, the

results were also integrated for a cylindrical volume, as it should be a conventional,

rotation-symmetric flame in a non-disturbed space. This gives a result of 11.04 ppm. Recall

that the measured concentration was 16 ppm for the same flame at the same configuration.

It has to be mentioned again that the envelope flame is not rotationally symmetric and the

impingement caused important perturbation.

Correlation between the temperature distribution and the thermal NOX formation rate

in the envelope flame can be observed in Figure 3.69. It can be seen, how strongly the NOX

formation is concentrated in the high temperature zone.
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Figure 3.69 Correlation between the temperature distribution and the thermal NOX formation rate in the

envelope flame

In conclusion, the NOX measurements have shown that the flames produced by the LNI

burner produce considerably less NOX. However, at partial burner power, important
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deviations occur. The measured NOX formation values for all the four studied flame types

were validated by the help of the temperature and velocity distributions.

A simplified numerical model was also solved to calculate the thermal NOX

concentration. Sufficient measurement data was only available in the case of the envelope

flame. Even in this case, the temperature and velocity distribution have to be known in the

entire furnace for more accurate calculations. To compensate turbulence effect, turbulence

intensity measurements are also necessary. Still, by the help of this simplified numerical

model, the essential tendencies of the NOX formation can be well seen.
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CHAPTER 4.

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE HEAT FLUX

MEASUREMENTS

4.1 General overview

In the first section of this chapter, the average heat-flux measurements by the

calorimetric method are presented. This section includes the discussion of the energy

balance of the furnace in the preheating period and later in quasi-steady state conditions.

The results are compared with the predictions of the Sankey diagram.

Subsequently, in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, the heat flux measurements are presented

for the four studied flame types in the parallel firing, inclined and impingement

configurations.

Finally, empirical and semianalytical heat transfer calculations are discussed.

Calculated results are compared with measurements made in impingement configuration.

4.2 Average heat flux measurements with calorimetry

As it was discussed in the chapter of experimental procedures, an additional insulation

had to be applied on the top surface of the calorimetric plates to insure the stability of the

envelope flame. With this modification, the ability to measure a very accurate and reliable
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average total heat flux data was lost. On the other hand, there are some experimental data

available obtained at partial power for the short and long flames from the period when the

Fibreflex insulation was not yet installed. Using these data, the overall energy balance of

the furnace as well as the verification of the prediction of the Sankey diagram can be made.

60 -,

40 -

X

f 20 H

73%

1 section 2 section 3 section 4 section

Figure 4.1 Average values per furnace section of the incident total heat fluxes for the long flame at different

furnace powers

These results at partial burner power were obtained during the heating-up procedure of

the long flame. In this early experiment, the stack-gas temperature was not simultaneously

measured. Later, to have an approximate idea of the variation of the stack gas temperatures

as a function of the burner power in the heating-up period, all available stack gas data at the

given burner power was compared. We were able to establish a linear equation, which

correlated the data with a precision of about 20%.

The approximative stack gas temperature as a function of the furnace power is listed in

Table 4.1. The firing rate for natural gas is also presented here. Knowing the stack gas
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composition, its temperature and the overall flow rate, the heat loss through the chimney

can be calculated. The column of Qnet is the sum of the incident heat to the load and

refractories. This can be obtained by substracting the stack loss from the firing rate. Wall

losses were not measured. In the two cases (at 73% and 92% burner power) when

calorimetry data are available the wall losses can be calculated. The stack loss, wall loss

and effective heat flow results are also presented in percentage relative to the firing rate. In

the case of 100% burner power, an almost steady state result is also presented in the last

row of this table. As the Sankey diagram (Figure 1.8) is only valid in steady state condition,

the data in the last row will be used for comparison.

As it can be seen from the table, when the furnace is already in the heating-up period,

the heat removal by the refractories is higher. This is because of the significant heat

capacity of the refractories. At nearly steady state condition, the wall loss is about 10%, as

it is predicted by the Sankey diagram. However, the effective heat to the load is slightly

higher than the prediction of the Sankey diagram. Comparing to a metallurgical furnace, the

black painted and very intensively cooled calorimetric plates extract more heat like for

example a gray, non-cooled mass of metal scrap.
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real

furnace

power

r%i
47%

49%

50%

53%

57%

65%

73%

80%

83%

86%

90%

92%

97%

100%

100%

1 stack

gas

[°C]

535

549

556

583

615

674

730

783

809

834

858

880

916

937

1000

firing

rate

[kW]

32.8

34.1

34.8

37.3

40.2

45.6

50.8

55.8

58.2

60.5

62.7

64.7

68.1

70.0

70.0

Qstack

loss

[kW]

7.8

8.4

8.6

9.8

11.2

14.1

17.1

20.3

22.0

23.7

25.3

26.9

29.6

31.2

33.6

Qnet

[kW]

24.97

25.75

26.12

27.50

29.02

31.59

33.70

35.44

36.18

36.83

37.38

37.83

38.47

38.78

36.39

Qload

[kW]

19.80

31.67

Qrefrac.

[kW]

13.90

6.17

stack

loss

[%]

23.79%

24.50%

24.85%

26.20%

27.80%

30.79%

33.65%

36.44%

37.80%

39.13%

40.39%

41.56%

43.48%

44.60%

48.01%

effective

heat to the

load [%]

39.0%

48.9%

wall

loss

[%]

27.4%

9.5%

Table 4.1. Energy distribution in the combustion system during the heating up period and in steady state

condition

4.3 Heat transfer at parallel firing arrangement

4.3.1. Presentation and discussion of the results

The results of the heat flux measurements for parallel firing arrangement are presented

below in Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.5. The upper curves are the total heat flux distributions

while the lower ones represent the convective contribution to the total heat transfer.

There are certain common features in the four graphs. The convective part of the total
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heat transfer is between 15-20% for all the tested flames. Neither the geometric

characterization of the flames as "short" or "long", nor their flow properties like "high-

velocity" influence significantly the contribution to the total heat transfer by direct flame-

to-object convection.

The second important feature is that the amount of the total heat transfer as well as the

character of its longitudinal distribution does not vary much. The character of the heat flux

distribution is more characteristic to the burners than to the flames. This was a surprising

discovery, considering that the traditional burner produced a short and a long flame that

were visually different. The visual difference between the two flames is also distinct in the

case of the LNI burner: the jet of the hot combustion gases can be seen very well in the

high-velocity setting, while the envelope flame in the injection mode is hardly visible.

The visible difference between the two flames produced by the conventional burner is

even more pronounced than in the case of the LNI burner. In the long-flame setting a long,

intensive yellow luminous zone can be seen, while the luminosity of the short flame is

practically negligible. The discrepancies, as it was presented in the previous chapter, can be

attributed to the dissimilar mixing conditions, caused by the différencies in the gas inlet

geometry.

We could not find a convincing result to demonstrate the effect of the luminosity of a

flame and its total radiative power. Our measurements of the visible radiation were not

conclusive as we were not able to effectively suppress the background radiation and

measurement noise. Further efforts are needed to obtain reliable quantitative results, but we

do not expect to find very important differences among the radiation power of the four
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already studied flames. It is very likely that for a sensible increase of the emissivity of the

flames one must increase drastically the solid particle content in comparison to the present

levels.

short

1.00 1.50

Figure 4.2 Longitudinal distribution of the total,

radiative and convective heat fluxes under a so-

called "short-flame"
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Figure 4.4 Longitudinal distribution of the total,

radiative and convective heat fluxes under a low-

NOX burner in high-velocity mode.
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Figure 4.3 Longitudinal distribution of the total,

radiative and convective heat fluxes under a long,

luminous flame

LNI E

1.00 1.50

Figure 4.5 Longitudinal distribution of the total,

radiative and convective heat fluxes under a low-NOx

burner in injection mode (envelope flame).

As it was discussed above (see Figure 1.7), the radiative heat transfer toward the

cooled bottom of the furnace has a direct flame-object component and another indirect one

from the refractory. In the Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.5, two radiative flux profiles are given: the
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upper curve (marked R) represents the total radiation, while the lower one, marked R*,

represents the direct flame-object radiative transfer. It must be noted that the indirect

radiation is function of the temperature level inside the furnace so it depends on the

operating conditions. The splitting of the total radiation into direct and indirect components

by the simple experimental tests and calculations we used has an approximate character

(see section E.3.3 of Appendix E). The common tendency is that under the given

experimental conditions, the direct radiation from the flames is responsible roughly for

about half of the total radiative heat transfer toward the target.

In order to emphasize more strongly the character of the variation of the heat flux

components along the length of the furnace, we have normalized the distributions and

plotted them in Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.8. The differences among the convective heating

patterns produced by the different flames cannot be seen very well in the diagrams in

Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.5 as their absolute value is very small within the total flux. By

projecting all components of the heat flux to the same scale between 0-1.0 by normalizing

them with respect of their own maximum value along the length, the individual differences

can be easier detected.

The first important feature is that there is a similarity between the flames produced by

the same burner. The character of the curves of the total, radiative and convective fluxes

shows similar trends for the short and long flames (conventional burner) and for the high-

velocity and envelope flames (LNI burner).
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Figure 4.6 Total heat flux normalized by the maximal value along the length

Normalized radiative flux

Figure 4.7 Distribution of the normalized total radiative flux along the length

Normalized convective flux

1.5

Figure 4.8 Distribution of the normalized convective flux along the length

The differences are the most pronounced between the shapes of the convection profiles
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of the two burners. We explain the local maximum at first third of the furnace length in the

case of the conventional burner by the presence of a recirculation zone there (see section

1.1.2). The spatial resolution of the heat flux measurements is low; we obtained only four

points along the total length. For this reason, the apparent coincidence of the maximal

convection rate for the short and long burner can be merely a result of curve fitting.

However it can be determined that both flames produce the most intensive convection

in the first half of the furnace while the high-velocity and envelope flames have their

maximum at the end of the furnace. Both flames from the LNI burner are very much

elongated and they produce a swirling back flow at the zone of flue exit.

Another feature of the convective heat flux pattern requires further explanation. One

argument for promoting of the high-velocity flame technology is that it increases

convective heat transfer. However as Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.8 show, both the

absolute values and the normalized, relative values demonstrate that the high-velocity mode

produces less convection than the envelope mode. The explanation is that while it is true

that there is a high velocity gas stream along the centerline of the burner, that high velocity

zone is relatively far from the surface of target - the floor of the experimental furnace - and

the movement is parallel and relatively ordered. This ordered, parallel movement produces

less energy transport toward the surface to be heated than the randomly fluctuating, highly

turbulent gas in the envelope flame. Also, the heat source is localized into the narrow jet in

the case of the high velocity burner while it is nearly uniformly distributed in the whole

volume of the envelope flame. All that said, it must be noted that the role of convection is

too weak in all four cases to serve as a base of comparison for the overall heating
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performance of the flames.

The overall heat transfer toward the horizontal target was nearly identical for the

flames except the envelope flame that transferred about 8-10 % more energy to the object

than the others. Although the differences between the other three flames were within the

zone of measurement uncertainty, the short flame produced consequently the lowest heat

transfer rate.

4.3.2. Conclusion of the results at parallel firing configuration

The conclusions of the experiments at parallel firing configuration are listed next:

1.) In the tests performed in the reverbatory-type experimental furnace, the

differences in the heating patterns of the four flame types are minimal. The

refractory lining has an equalizing effect, ironing out small variations in the

distribution of the direct convective and radiative fluxes.

2.) For all flame types tested, the radiative heat flux represented about 80 % or

slightly more of the total heat flux, the convective portion representing

maximum 20 %.

3.) Within the radiative flux, the direct portion between flame and object is

roughly equal to the indirect radiation from the refractory walls.

4.) In comparison to the other flames in the study, the envelope flame increased

the total heat flux slightly. The increase is about 8-10 % over the normal short

medium velocity type flame.

The majority of energy transferred to the charge is radiative energy and adjustments to
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the velocity of the gases exiting the burner are limited to variations on the convective

portion of the heat transfer that has a minor effect on the overall energy transfer over the

melt operation.

The 4th conclusion supports anecdotal and preliminary test results of new direct fired

melting furnaces in which envelope flame type burners with regenerative burner technology

have been installed. It must be pointed out that the envelope type flame was in fact

developed to reduce the NOx formation while maintaining the benefit of very high

temperature preheated combustion air. The benefit of high air temperature preheating on

energy conservation would have been lost if the NOx emission standards were to be met.

4.4 Heat transfer at burner inclination

4.4.1. Presentation and analysis of the results

In this experimental series, the burner was tilted at 11.4° downward from horizontal, as

shown in the Figure 2.1. As it can be observed in the figure, the flame hits the calorimetric

plates. This flame-object impingement point is located about the centerline of the furnace,

between the second and third furnace sections. Unfortunately, the distance of the

neighbouring sensors to this impingement zone is relatively large, due to the low spatial

resolution of the heat-flux measurement points.
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of the total, radiative and

convective heat fluxes under the short-flame, by

inclined burner setup.
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Figure 4.10 Distribution of the total, radiative and

convective heat fluxes under the long flame by

inclined burner setup.
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Figure 4.11. Distribution of the total, Figure 4.12. Distribution of the total,

radiative and convective heat fluxes under the radiative and convective heat fluxes under the

high-velocity flame produced by the LNI burner for envelope flame produced by the LNI burner in

inclined burner configuration injection mode for inclined burner configuration

The results of the heat flux measurements by inclined burner setup are presented above

in Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.12. As it was concluded above for parallel firing configuration, the

character of the heat flux distribution is more characteristic to the burners than to the

flames. This is also justified by the inclined results in the case of the short and long flames.

Observing the longitudinal heat-flux distribution under these flames produced by the

conventional burner (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10) the similarity is obvious. On the other
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hand, the differences between the measured heat fluxes under the high velocity and

envelope flames are more pronounced at inclined burner setup. These two flame types are

so much dissimilar that the differences in heat fluxes were expected. As it was discussed in

section 3.5, the LNI burner in high velocity mode produces an ordered, high-speed gas jet

along the centerline of the burner, which strikes at the calorimetric plates. On the contrary,

the same burner in injection mode produces the so-called envelope flame, which does not

have a definite orientation. Thus, the burner configuration does not influence significantly

the heat-flux distribution.
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of the convective, radiative and total heat flux curves

along the furnace centerline under the long, the high velocity and the envelope flames

for parallel firing (Pf) and inclined burner position (In)
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The comparaison of the heat flux curves between the parallel firing and inclined

arrangements are shown in Figure 4.13 for the long, the high velocity and the envelope

flames. In this figure, only the long flame among those produced by the conventional

burner is presented because the heat flux distribution of the short and long flames resemble

each other very nearly for both parallel firing and inclined configurations.

As presented in Figure 4.13, in the case of the short and long flames at inclined burner

setup the convective heat flux is slightly higher in the first section of the furnace. The

radiative and total heat fluxes are higher in the entire first half of the furnace (1 and 2

sections). On the other hand, in the rear half of the furnace, the differences in the heat

fluxes between the various configurations are negligible for all heat flux components. In

effect, for inclined configuration, the energy-transfer toward the charge raised by as much

as 20% in the first half of the furnace. On the contrary, no significant variation can be

detected in the rear half of the furnace.

At inclined burner setup, in the case of the high velocity flame, the convective heat

flux increased by 100% in the central furnace sections. In the second furnace section, the

radiative heat flux has also change significantly. Finally, as a result, the total heat flux at

inclined configuration was higher in the second furnace section by as much as 50%. On the

contrary, the total heat flux does not change at all in the other furnace sections.

The burner tilting has less influence on the envelope flame. The total heat flux

distribution has changed only slightly, by 10% in the third section of the furnace. However,

in all the cases discussed previousely, burner tilting intensified the heat transfer toward the

target, while in the case of the envelope flame the transferred energy decreased.
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4.4.2. Conclusions of the burner tilting

The conclusions of the experiments at inclined burner setup are listed next:

1.) Burner tilting resulted in higher convective and total fluxes in the impingement

zone. The effect was intensified with higher flame velocities.

2.) The inclination practically did not effect the heat flux distribution for the

envelope type flame.

3.) Burner inclination resulted in 100% higher convective heat fluxes in the

proximity of the direct impingement point for the high velocity flame.

4.5 Heat transfer with the step- impingement arrangement

While the only difference between the parallel firing and inclined configurations was

the burner tilting, the impingement arrangement has important differences in comparison to

the first two configurations. Beyond the well-seen modification in the geometric

configuration of the calorimetric plates, also the material of the plates, the concept of their

water cooling channels, the position of the heat-flux sensors, the thickness of the Fiberfrax

insulation on the plates as well as the concept of the heat-flux sensors were modified. The

details of these devices, the reasons and advantages of the effectuated modifications were

all presented in the section 2.3.4 (Transformation of the experimental furnace) in

CHAPTER 2. The sketch of the transformed furnace and the technical design of the new

plates were presented in Figure 2.2 and in Appendix L.

The measured total, radiative and convective heat fluxes for the four studied flame

types in the impingement arrangement are presented in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.17. The
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thick solid lines represent the total heat flux distributions, while the thin solid lines and the

dashed lines show the radiative and convective contributions to the total heat transfer

respectively.

The split in the curves corresponds to the vertical step formed by the calorimetric

plates 0.7 m from the burner mouth. The left part of the curves - between 0 and 0.7 m -

show the sensor readings on the hearth (first and second calorimetric plates) except the last

point which is already on the vertical plate at the height of 108 mm. The last point is also

rotated by 90° from the horizontal. The right side of the curves between 0.7 and 1.4 m

includes the results of the sensors along the calorimetric plates at the elevated position

(height of 244 mm from the bottom - third and fourth plates) except the direct impingement

point which is on the chamfered edge of the vertical plate. This point is rotated by 45° from

the horizontal.

4.5.1. Comparison of the measured heat fluxes at the stagnation point

The experimental heat flux data in the impingement point are presented in Table 4.2,

and the heat flux curves are shown in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.17.

The total and radiative heat flux curves have prominent peaks at the impingement

point for all the flames studied. The convective heat flux has its maximum in the

impingement point for the flame with high impact velocity like the high velocity flame,

while the increase of the local convective exchange is less for the short and long flames and

it is practically non-detectable in the case of the envelope flame. As we have already seen

above, the distributed character of the combustion zone in the volume of the furnace and
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the nearly isotropic velocity fluctuations do give rise to a concentrated and well-directed

convective transfer.

In the impingement point, there is a direct contact between the flame and the object.

Because the impingement occurs at the corner of the solid charge, the flame bifurcates into

two separate streams. The lower half of the stream turns downwards along the vertical plate

then it is redirected toward the burner where it meets the hot combustion products. The

second half of the separated stream continues its horizontal travel along the horizontal

upper surface of the calorimetric plates in elevated position in the rear sections of the

furnace. A boundary layer develops as the hot gas slows and cools down in the proximity of

the surface. As a general tendency, the heat flux curves show a decreasing character both

forwards and backwards from the impingement point.

The highest value of the total heat flux for the whole range of the studied cases

occurred for the high velocity flame (Figure 4.16 and Table 4.2) at the impingement point

with the value of 226 kW/m2. It is very interesting that in the direct impingement point of

the high velocity jet flame, the radiative contribution to the total heat flux is greater than the

convective part. Furthermore, it occurs also in this point that the relative contribution of the

convective heat flux to the total is the smallest, with a percentage of 46 %. Even so, it was

the absolute highest measured convective heat flux for all cases studied (104 kW/m2).

The fact that besides the convective heat transfer rate, the radiative flux also shows a

* forwards and backwards means in the axial direction from the burner that corresponds to right and leftward

in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.17; backward flow: recirculation, counter moving under the main stream toward the

burner at the bottom of the furnace
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maximum in the impingement point needs explanation. The impingement point was

represented in the setup by a 45° narrow flat surface (chamfer) looking simultaneously

toward the hot refractory ceiling (Figure 3.64.e) and the hottest gas mass in the flame. This

way both the direct flame-object radiation and the indirect radiation contribute to the

radiative sensor readings in that point.

The envelope flame (Figure 4.17 and Table 4.2) has a total heat flux of 186 kW/m2 and

the convective part is the smallest among the four flames, only 38 %. As already shown

above, this flame does not produce a convective peak in the impingement point. There are

non-monotonic variations in both the convective and radiative heat flux curves. However,

the intensity of the distribution of convection is not far from uniform as a consequence of

the nearly homogeneous velocity field and isotropic fluctuations.

Flame type

high velocity flame
envelope flame

short flame
long flame

sensor

position

impingement

point

axial distance

from the
burner nozzle

[m]

ft 77^

x/dn

20.39
20.39
6.57
6.57

convective
heat flux

[k An2]

104.03
71.37
77.15

73.50

radiative
heat flux

[kW/m2]

121.87
114.75
88.37
109.04

total
heat flux

[kW/m2]

225.90
186.12

165.52
182.54

Table 4.2 Experimentally measured heat fluxes in the impingement point

In the case of the short (Figure 4.14 and Table 4.2) and long (Figure 4.15) flames, the

total heat flux in the impingement point is 166 kW/m2 and 183 kW/m2 respectively. Their

convective contributions amount to 46.6 % and 40 % respectively. Both the radiative and

convective curves have a noticeable peak in the impingement point. Comparing the general

character of the curves of the short and long flames, the similarity is eye-catching; on the
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other hand, there are differences in the proportions of the convective and radiative fluxes.

If the conception of the "relative peak" is introduced, the heat flux peak in the

impingement point can sensibly be compared. Under "relative peak", the prominence of the

heat flux curves at the impingement point in comparison of the neighbouring values is

meant. For determining the average heat flux of the neighbouring sensors, we do not count

the resulting heat flux of the sensor on the vertical plate at the height of 108 mm rotated by

90° from the horizontal.

In the case of the short flame, the relative peak in the radiative curve is almost three

times higher than the peak in the convective one. The comparative values are given in

Table 4.3 for all the four different flame types. In the case of the long flame, the relative

radiative peak is less important as it was for the short flame; it is slightly more than 2 times

as high as for the convective curve. The relative peak of the convective heat flux in the

impingement point is 28 kW/m2. This is two times as high as the second highest value,

which occurs in the case of the long flame. The relative convective heat flux peak is close

to zero for the envelope flame (Table 4.3). Negative heat-flux peaks could be measured in

the case of impinging cold air jet, while positive peaks could denote the presence of active

combustion zones.
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^ v . heat flux

^ \ T k W ' m 2 ]

flame t y p e s ^ s ^

short flame

long flame

high velo city flame

envelope flame

relative peaks on the
convective heat flux

curves in the
impingement point

10.61

12.65

28.48

-0.14

relative peaks on the
radiative heat flux

curves in the
impingement point

27.78

28.40

42.36

32.99

relative peaks on the
total heat flux curves
in the impingement

point

3S.39

41.05

70.84

32.S6

Table 4.3 Prominence of the convective, radiative and total heat fluxes at the impingement point from the two

neighbouring measurement points, not counting the results of the vertical plate.

4.5.2. Comparison of the measured heat fluxes along the centerline of the

furnace

In Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 the convective, radiative and total heat

fluxes are compared for the four flame types. The solid lines without and with markers are

the short and the long flames respectively produced by the traditional burner. The dotted

lines without and with markers are the high velocity and the envelope flames respectively,

produced by the LNI burner. It is well seen in Figure 4.18, that the highest convective heat

flux is produced by the high velocity jet flame everywhere in the furnace and its peak in the

impingement point is outstanding. In the case of the envelope flame, it is remarkable that in

the rear furnace sections the convective heat flux is not decreasing toward the chimney as it

happens with the other flames. Except the peak in the impingement point, the high velocity

jet flame and the envelope flame give similarly high convective rates. However the

mechanisms are different. In the envelope flame, the gas temperature increases steadily in

this active combustion zone, as it is presented in Figure 3.66(b) or in Figure 3.67. The

elevated gas temperature together with the intense random fluctuations results in the high
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average convective heat fluxes.

For the short and long flames, the convective heat transfer is less important than for

the two flames produced by the LNI burner. The similar characteristics of their convective

heat flux curves can be observed again.

The average values of the convective contributions to the total heat flux for all the

measurement points in the furnace centerline are given in Table 4.4. The highest

proportion, 54 %, belongs to the high velocity flame. In the light of the differences in the

fluid dynamics between the studied flame types, this result could be easily expected. The

average values for the short, envelope and long flames are respectively 52 %, 47 % and

41 %. From these results, we can conclude that the most intensely radiating flame is the

long luminous flame while the second one is the envelope flame (Figure 4.19). The visible

difference between these two flame types is very characteristic: the long flame is a very

luminous flame while the envelope flame is hardly or never visible. Analyzing the

refractory temperatures in Figure 3.64.e. and f, one can see the remarkable differences

between the two flame types. The envelope flame produces 200-300°C higher refractory

ceiling temperatures and even for the side walls (not shown here) the difference is about 50

to 150°C. The conclusion is that in the case of the envelope flame, the important radiative

contribution is owing to the refractory, while in the case of the long luminous flame, this is

the effect of the elevated gas radiation

It is surprising how the total heat flux curves iron out the particular details of the

convective and radiative curves. In almost every case, an elevated radiative transfer is

associated with less convective contribution in the same axial position and vice-versa.
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Therefore, the differences existing in either the convective or the radiative heat flux are

finally attenuated in the total heat flux curves.

short flame

long flame

high velocity flame

envelope flame

average average average

convective radiative total

heat flux heat flux heat flux

rkW/m2l [kW/m2l [kW/m2l

60.52 56.06 116.57

55.67 78.09 133.76

72.07 64.69 136.76

64.03 72.80 136.83

average convective

contribution to the

total heat flux [%]

52.59%

41.70%

54.04%

47.35%

average radiative

contribution to the

total heat flux [%]

47.41%

58.30%

45.96%

52.65%

Table 4.4 Statistics of the average heat fluxes in the furnace centerline and their average contribution to the

total heat flux in percent by impingement arrangement
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Figure 4.18. Measured convective heat fluxes under the four studied flame types at impingement arrangement
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Figure 4.19. Measured radiative heat fluxes under the four studied flame types at impingement arrangement
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Figure 4.20. Measured total heat fluxes under the four studied flame types at impingement arrangement
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4.5.3. Comparison of the heat fluxes between the impingement and the parallel

firing configurations

In Figure 4.21 to Figure 4.24, the above presented heat flux results are compared with

the results for parallel firing configurations and for the same four flame types. The thick

solid lines, the thin straight lines as well as the dashed lines are the total, radiative, and

convective heat fluxes respectively; the lines with markers show the impingement results

while the curves without marker correspond to the parallel firing.

The increase of the convective contribution to the total heat flux, compared with the

parallel firing results, is very significant for all the tested flames. While in the case of the

parallel firing arrangement, the convective contribution is between 15-20 %, in the case of

impingement configuration this contribution lies in the range of 30 to 66 %.

Comparing to the parallel firing arrangement, the total heat fluxes are increased

significantly around the vertical plate (impingement zone) for all flame types. The smallest

change in the total heat flux curve occurs for the short flame. The general tendency is an

increase in convective heat fluxes and a decrease in the radiative ones. However, the

increase in the convective heat fluxes is more important than the reduction in the radiative

heat flux.

An important finding is that the convective transfer for the short and high velocity

flames (with few exceptions like the impingement point and the rear furnace section for the

short flame) slightly exceeds the radiative part Figure 4.21 to Figure 4.24). This is a very

important difference in the heat flux distributions between the parallel firing and

impingement configurations. Contrarily to the short and high velocity flames, in the case of
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the long luminous flame, the radiative part of the total heat flux remains dominant along the

whole furnace length (Figure 4.15), however the partition of the convective and radiative

fluxes changed from 20-80 % to 40 - 60 %. In the case of the envelope flame, the

convective contribution is also increased. In the first furnace section, the convective and

radiative contributions share 50% - 50%, however, excepting one measurement point the

radiative part remained most important in the rear furnace sections.

When analyzing our results for the parallel firing arrangement, we arrived to

drastically different conclusions. There we found that in spite of the visual difference

between the short and the long luminous flames, the radiative transfer is similar. It must be

noted that in the case of the parallel firing configuration due to the relatively greater

distance between the flame and the object, the structural differences between the various

flame types were not so much noticeable in the heat exchange. The distant parallel

movement was far from the calorimetric plates located at the furnace hearth to influence

significantly (more than the proportion of 20%) the convective heat transfer just above the

sensors.
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Figure 4.21. Comparison of the measured heat fluxes between the parallel firing and impingement
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of the measured heat fluxes between the parallel firing and impingement

configurations for the long flame
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of the measured heat fluxes between the parallel firing and impingement

configurations for the high velocity flame
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of the measured heat fluxes between the parallel firing and impingement

configurations for the envelope flame
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4.5.4. Measured heat fluxes in the lateral measurement points of the furnace

In the above sections, the heat flux distributions were presented along the centerline of

the furnace. As it was presented in CHAPTER 2, the calorimetric plates have also

measurement holes at the distance of ±120 mm parallel to the centerline (leftside and

rightside). In all the other (presented above) test series we repeated the experiments at least

twice for every flame types, counting neither the preliminary experiments nor those where

technical difficulties arose. On the contrary, the measurement series at the lateral

measurement points (except the point on the chamfered corner - right from the direct

impingement point) were made just once and only for the high velocity and envelope

flames. Thus, the reliability of these results is questionable.

The longitudinal convective, radiative and total heat flux curves measured in the

centerline and in the two lateral measurement locations are presented in Figure 4.25, for the

high velocity and envelope flames. The solid lines are the heat flux curves at the centerline

and the discontinous lines are the lateral heat flux curves.

The first important feature is the similarity between the centerline and the lateral heat

flux curves. For the high velocity flame, the only significant difference occurs in the

stagnation zone. On the other hand, in the case of the envelope flame, countinous

fluctuation can be observed in both, the convective and the radiative curves. The highest

instability occurs at the first section of the furnace.
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Figure 4.25 Longitudinal convective, radiative and total heat flux curves measured in the centerline and in the

two lateral measurement locations for the high velocity and envelope flames.
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Figure 4.26 Measured heat fluxes in the central and lateral impingement points

The differences between the centerline (stagnation point) and the lateral measurement

point at the chamfered corner of the vertical calorimetric plate are additionally presented in

Figure 4.26. Only one of the lateral points was measured, while the other point on the

figure is simply mirrored.

The total heat flux curves have peak values in the centerline for all flame types. On the

other hand, it is a surprising feature that only the high velocity and the long flames have

notable peaks in their convective curves at the centerline. In the case of the short flame, the

central and lateral heat fluxes are almost identical. In addition, the heat fluxes are slightly

higher in the lateral measurement points than in the centerlines for the envelope flame. This
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latter can be easily understood by observing the temperature contours in the envelope flame

in Figure 3.4. At the distance of the vertical plate (700 mm), the temperature is almost

200°C lower at the centerline than the gas temperature at the lateral measurement location

(120 mm). On the contrary, for an accurate explanation in the case of the short flame,

further measurements have to be done. The impingement zone is located between the

second and third measurement sections of the experimental furnace, so it is not directly

accessible for measurements.

In the case of the radiative heat fluxes, the high velocity, the envelope and the short

flames have significant peak heat-fluxes at the furnace centerline. The only flame, which

has no radiative heat-flux peak in the furnace centerline, is the long one. The two possible

explanations are the flame luminosity and the jet spreading. As it was discussed above, the

long flame is a very luminous, bright, yellow flame. Thus, the direct radiative heat flux

arriving from the flame is more significant than for other flame types. Secondly, as it was

presented in Figure 3.51, the long flame is the mostly expanded flame. Therefore, the

visible flame volume of the lateral sensors should be similar to that of the centerline

sensors.

4.5.5. Summary and conclusion of the impingement experiments

The flame-object heat transfer was analyzed experimentally using four different flames

and a half-raised solid block in a reverbatory type laboratory furnace. The measured

velocity and temperature profiles helped greatly the interpretation of the differences in the

measured heat flux distributions. The following general conclusions can be drawn:
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1.) All flames produce a strong peak of the radiative and total heat fluxes at the

impingement point.

2.) There is a marked difference between the so-called envelope flame and the

other three flames in the distribution of the convective heat flux. The

distribution of the convective flux along the surface of the object is the most

uniform for the envelope flame.

3.) The high velocity flame transfers 54% of the total heat exchange by

convection in the impingement arrangement. This behavior is very different

from that in parallel firing.

4.) The details of the variations in the convective and radiative flux distributions

are less visible in the total heat flux curves.

5.) The total heat exchange rates as well as the convective fluxes are higher in the

impingement arrangement than in the case of parallel firing.

6.) An increased radiation was found for the long luminous flame in the

impingement arrangement while that effect was undetectable in parallel firing.

7.) Comparing to the lateral measurement point, in the centerline of the chamfered

impingement corner of the vertical plate, uniquely the high velocity flame

produces both radiative and convective heat flux peaks.

4.6 Heat transfer calculations for the direct impingement point

The four commonly investigated configurations in the flame impingement studies were

presented in Figure 1.11. The flame-target arrangement analysed in the present work was
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not a common configuration and it was not previousely studied anywhere. Nevertheless, we

attempted to adapt the correlations presented in the literature to the geometrical

arrangement of the present study. The supplementary objective was to compare the given

correlations to each other for estimating the possible error percentage of these formulas.

First, the heat flux results are compared with the predictions of some semianalytical

equations. Subsequently, the same results are compared with the predictions of empirical

correlations for flames impinging normal to a plane surface, for flames impinging to a

cylinder in cross flow and for flames impinging to a hemi-nosed cylinder. Finally, a short

conlusion is given.

4.6.1. Comparison of the measured heat flux results in the impingement point

with the predictions of some semianalytical equations

The heat flux equations using semianalytical solution were presented in section

1.2.3.5. These equations were calculated for the four different flame types. The predicted

heat flux values are compared with the measurements in Table 4.5.

In the first four rows, the early semianalytical solutions of Sibulkin as well as of Fay

and Riddell are given for the heat transfer in stagnation flows. Sibulkin's result is

calculated for three different stagnation body shapes, so the velocity gradient, /?, in Eq.

1.17 is replaced by Eq. 1.30, Eq. 1.32 and Eq. 1.33 respectively. However, the solution of

Fay and Riddell in Eq. 1.34 is only calculated for flame impingement normal to a disk

using the velocity gradient given in Eq. 1.32., because, as seen in the table, the difference in

comparison to the solution of Sibulkin is negligible.
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Reference

Sibulkin46

Fay and

Riddell52

Horsley

etal.50

Hargrave

etal.51

Hemeson

etal.48

van der

Meer49

present

work

Equation

No.

Eq. 1.17

Eq. 1.17

Eq. 1.17

Eq. 1.34

Eq. 1.35

Eq. 1.36

Eq. 1.37

(a)

Eq. 1.37

(b)

Eq. 1.38

-

Impingement

target

cylinder in

cross flow

disk

flat plate

disk

flat plate

hemi-nosed

cylinder

cylinder in

cross flow

hemi-nosed

cylinder

flat plate

45° circular

sensor

Flow type at

the nozzle

exit

laminar

laminar

laminar

laminar

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

Heat flux

component

vi

9"

q"s

<?;

q"s

? ;

9",

H convtmeasured

Predicted heat

short

flame

190

107

21

118

79

195

81

99

135

long

flame

186

105

20

116

69

192

71

87

130

Measured heat

77 74

flux [kW/m2l

HVI envelope

flame flame

326

184

43

204

135

333

138

170

239

flux

104

266

150

N.A

166

N.A

272

N.A

N.A

186

[kW/m2]

71

Table 4.5 Comparison between the measured heat fluxes in the present work and the predicted heat fluxes

using some semianalytical equations

The other equations are the experimental results compared with some form of

semianalytical solution. All the applied formulas are based on Eq. 1.17. Little differences

are in the driving forces, in the constants and in the references to some thermophysical

properties, however the velocity gradients are individually given in each correlation. The

experimental conditions as well as the formulas to calculate the velocity gradients are given

in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2.
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Finally, in the last row, the experimentally measured convective heat fluxes of the

present work are given in Table 4.5.

The calculated results generally overpredict the experimental data. The only exception

when the measurements are underpredicted by 58% up to 73% is for Eq. 1.17 given by

Sibulkin for impingement normal to a flat plate. There are good agreements with the

experimental data of the short and long flames for Eq. 1.35 and Eq. 1.37 (a) given by

Horsley et al.50 and Hemeson et al.48 respectively. On the other hand, in both cases, the

experimental data of the high velocity flame are overpredicted by 30% and the results are

not interprétable for the envelope flame. For the long and short flames, Eq. 1.37 (b)

overpredicted the results by only 20% as well as 30% respectively. The difference between

the two equations of Hemeson, Eq. 1.37 (a) and (b), is only in the velocity gradient, /?,

which is calculated differently for the two configurations. In all other cases, the measured

heat fluxes are overpredicted by 40% up to 280%.

The coincidence of the best matching and underpredicted results with those, which

cannot be interpreted for the envelope flame, is obvious. The reason is that the velocity

gradient in these semianalytical solutions has to be calculated using either the radius r05l or

the diameter dj. These parameters are, both, characteristic properties related to a jet flame.

In all other equations that significantly overpredict the experiments, the characteristic

length depends on the target size and not on the flow conditions.

The radius r05l, at which the measured gas temperature is halfway between the

maximum and the ambient at a given axial location, cannot be interpreted for the envelope

flame. The temperature distribution is very different for the envelope flame in comparison
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to a traditional flame. As a reminder, cold ambient air is entering in the furnace centerline,

which is surrounded in the proximity of the refractories by randomly ignited flame

packages and by the mixture of hot combustion products.

Mention must be made here, that approximately 95 percent of the general known

experimental methods are not suitable for testing the envelope type flame. The reason is

that this flame type cannot operate in ambient conditions; the flame must be surrounded by

refractory lining! Except the present work, none of the experiments in Table 4.5 was made

in a furnace. In addition, among the more than one-hundred various experimental programs

in the overall flame impingement field, only six were performed inside a furnace.

4.6.2. Comparison of the measured heat flux results at the impingement point

with the predictions of empirical heat transfer correlations

The empirical heat transfer correlations were presented in section 1.2.3.6 for flames

impinging normal to a plane surface, in section 1.2.3.7 for flames impinging to a cylinder in

cross flow and in section 1.2.3.8 for flames impinging to a hemi-nosed cylinder. The

experimental conditions in the related configurations are tabulated in Table 1.3, Table 1.4

and Table 1.5. The predicted heat flux results for the three above-mentioned configurations

are compared with the measured heat flux in the impingement point of our experiments.

These results are presented in Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.

4.6.2.1. Flames impinging normal to aplane surface

The calculated heat flux results in Table 4.6 for flames impinging normal to a plane

surface are generally local convection heat transfer values (q"scom) related to the stagnation
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.56point. The only exception is the correlation of You in Eq. 1.45 and Eq. 1.46, where the

average convective heat flux (q"bconv) is given as a function of the distance from the

stagnation point.

Reference

Hoogendoorn

etal.45

and

Popieletal.13

Kataoka et

al.54

You56

Shorin and

Pechurkin35

Buhr et al.58'

59 Kremer et

al.57

Matsuo et al.

55

present work

Equation

No.

Eq. 1.39

Eq. 1.40

Eq. 1.41

Eq. 1.42

Eq. 1.43

Eq. 1.45

Eq. 1.47

Eq. 1.48

Eq. 1.49

Eq. 1.50

-

Impingement

target

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

flat plate

45° circular

sensor

Flow type

at the

nozzle exit

laminar

laminar

laminar

laminar

laminar

laminar

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

Heat flux

component

Ts,conv

H s,conv

H

ns,conv

V s,conv

H

V stconv

Tb,conv

"s,conv

tf s,conv

H

H s,conv

tfs,conv

n

H com,measured

Predicted heat

short

flame

62

53

44

62

72

70

18

264

128

64

long

flame :

61

51

44

61

68

71

18

402

115

66

Measured heat

77 74

flux

HVI

lame

339

123

74

124

156

65

49

16

451

18

flux

104

rkW7m2l

envelope

flame

282

92

61

98

97

66

46

37

291

18

ikW7m2l

71

Table 4.6 Comparison of the measured heat flux of the present work with the predicted heat flux using

empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging normal to a plane surface

The predictions for turbulent flows are expected to match better the experimental

results better than the correlations for laminar flow conditions. In addition, the heat-flux

sensors are located to some distance from the hypothetical stagnation point. Therefore, the

measured heat fluxes are not the maximum values. Nevertheless, the main objective of this
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analysis is the comparison of the tendencies and relative results of the correlations available

in the literature with each other and with the measured heat fluxes in our experiments. We

attempt to find those parameters, which must be included in the correlations to be able to

distinguish between the flames having different flow structures.

The first four equations given by Hoogendoorn et al45 and Popiel et al13 represent very

well the importance of the burner-target distance, which is L=6.6 for the short and long

flames and L=20.4 for the high velocity and envelope flames. Eq. 1.39 is valid in the range

of 2 < L < 5 , so the calculated results underpredict the experimental data by only 20% for

the short and long flames while for the high velocity and envelope flames the experimental

data are overpredicted by as much as 230% and 300%. However, Eq. 1.40 is valid for

L > 12, so in the case of the short and long flames, the results are underpredicted by 30%,

but on the other hand, the high velocity and envelope flames are only overpredicted by 20%

and 30% respectively. As Baukal stated, the modified correlation (Eq. 1.41), valid in the

range of 8 < L < 20, really underpredicts the data. However, Eq. 1.42, which is additionally

modified to include free jet turbulence, yields approximately to the same results as Eq. 1.39

for the short and long and Eq. 1.40 for the high velocity and envelope flames.

In spite of the significant differences (average 50%) of the experimental data compared

to the predicted results of Eq. 1.43 given by Kataoka, this correlation reflects most of

convective heat flux proportions in between the four flame types. In this equation, the

distance of the critical point, the burner-target distance, the parameters related to the jet are

all included.

The correlation given by You56 is based on very low speed flows, where buoyancy
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effects have important contribution to the flow structure. The low heat flux in the case of

the high velocity flame is attributed to this effect.

Eq. 1.47 of Shorin and Pechurkin35 is valid for L < Xv. The results of this equation

underpredicted the data by 36% up to 76%. Their second proposed equation, Eq. 1.48, is

valid in the range of L > Xv > 14. For flames impinging normal to a plane surface, this is

the only equation where the heat transfer rate is given as a function of the distance from the

stagnation point. Therefore, Eq. 1.48 was a point of origin in the heat transfer analysis.

Many efforts were made to match the results of our geometry to the different impingement

arrangement found in the literature. As a preliminary solution, the stagnation point was

supposed to be in the center point of the heat flux sensor. Eq. 1.48 was numerically

integrated to the entire circular surface of the sensors. Enormous heat fluxes arose for the

short and long flames. Then, a computational module was created which numerically

integrates the convective heat fluxes on the sensor surface for any stagnation point location

in the axial direction (without radial offset). Results in Table 4.6 were calculated using this

module for the later hypothetical stagnation point determined. For flames impinging

parallel to plane surfaces, Eq. 1.67 of Pohlhausen28, Eq. 1.68 of Eckert30 and Eq. 1.69 of

Beér and Chigier4 was further added to the computational module. In all these equations,

the heat flux is calculated as a function of the distance from the leading edge. The obtained

results are discussed in the following section. Returning to the solution of Eq. 1.48 by

Shorin and Pechurkin, the results seriously overpredict the experimental data for the short

and long flames. On the contrary, for the high velocity and envelope flames the

experiments are underpredicted.
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The results of Buhr et al.58'59 and Kremer et al.57 overpredict the experimental data up

to 334%.

Notwithstanding that Matsou et al55 made experiments in a furnace, the given

correlation is related to the firing rate, target distance and temperature difference. The

particularities in the fluid dynamics of the flames are not taken into account. The calculated

results do not follow at all the heat flux characteristic of the experimentally studied flames.

4.6.2.2. Flames impinging normal to a cylinder in cross-flow

The second group of heat transfer correlations are those studies, which were made for

flames impinging normal to a cylinder in cross flow. The heat flux predictions are classified

for the related solutions in Table 4.7. In two studies, the local, forced convection heat

transfer rate, q"scom, is given at the stagnation point. In these cases, the predicted heat flux

is expected to be greater than our measurements data. In the other studies, the predicted

average forced convection, qn
bfiom, the average radiation, q°brad, and the total q"m^conv+rad

heat transfer rates are given. The experimental conditions are presented in Table 1.4.

As it was discussed in section 1.2.3.7, Hustad et al.42' 43' 60 studied a wide range of

experimental conditions. The local convection heat-transfer values of Eq. 1.51 match the

experimental results within 10% for the short and long flames, however for the high

velocity and envelope flames the data are overpredicted as much as 60% and 80%

respectively. The average convection heat-transfer results (Eq. 1.52) underpredict the

experimental data by 40% for the short and long flames, by 10% for the high velocity flame

and match the data for the envelope flame.
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Eq. 1.53 and Eq. 1.54 are referring to the radiative heat transfer rate for CH4 and C3H8

flames respectively. Only the results of Eq. 1.53 are discussed. The average radiation heat-

transfer rate is under-predicted by 90% to 95%. There are several reasons of such significant

deviations. Contrary to the experiments of Hustad, our experiments were made in a

combustion chamber surrounded with hot refractory bricks. During the radiative heat flux

measurements, the background radiation was not suppressed and the refractory temperature

was as high as about 1000°C. As opposed to pure diffusion flames, the combustion is

mostly completed for premixed flames at the distance of the impingement point. Therefore,

above the impingement point, hot combustion gases are present. Approximate calculations

based on the temperature levels, partial pressures and mean path length resulted in a total

emissivity value of about s = 0.1035 for the mixture of combustion products (see section

E.3.1 of Appendix E.). The third effect is the difference in the flow structure. In our

experiments, a significant amount of the main stream recirculates and a secondary flow is

continuously swirling around the main stream enlarging the visible, radiating volume of the

hot gases above the impingement point. The combination of these effects leads to

significantly higher radiative heat fluxes.

Finally, Eq. 1.55 by Hustad et al61 leads to approximative total heat-flux values based

only on the firing rates. As for as the differences in the various flames are not considered at

all, the results overpredict the data by 25% up to 72%. The lower deviation occurs for the

high velocity flame.
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Reference

Hustad et

aL42,43,60

Hargrave et

al.61

Kilham40

Jackson &

Kilham 41

Fells and

Harker62

Davies63'44

present work

Equation

No.

Eq. 1.51

Eq. 1.52

Eq. 1.53

Eq. 1.54

Eq. 1.55

Eq. 1.56

Eq. 1.57

Eq. 1.58

Eq. 1.59

Eq. 1.60

Eq. 1.61

-

Impingement

target

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

cylinder cf.

45° circular

sensor

Flow type

at the

nozzle exit

lam. & turb.

lam. & turb.

lam. & turb.

lam. & turb.

turbulent

turbulent

laminar

laminar

unspecified

unspecified

unspecified

turbulent

Heat flux

component

Q s,conv

ft

Tb,conv

1b,rad

Ib.rad

Vmax,conv+rad

ys,conv

it
Qb,conv

Qb,conv

it

Hb,conv

it
Tb,conv

1 b,conv+TCHR

Tconv, measured

n
Hrad, measured

Ttotal, measured

Predicted

short

flame

83

46

8

25

284

224

69

74

81

162

69

leat flux

long HVI

flame flame

80

45

8

25

284

217

68

72

80

159

68

Measured

77

88

166

74

109

183

164

92

8

25

284

440

121

129

138

278

112

heat flux

104

122

226

[kW/m2l

envelope

flame

127

71

6

20

284

346

98

105

112

227

93

fkW/m2]

71

115

186

Table 4.7 Comparison of the measured heat flux of the present work with the predicted heat flux using

empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging (perpendicular) to a cylinder in cross flow

Eq. 1.56 (Hargrave et al61) is a correlation for the local, forced convection heat-transfer

rate in the stagnation point. The results overpredict the experimental data by 190% and

195% for the short and long flames as well as by 322% and 384% for the high velocity and

envelope flames.

Eq. 1.57 and Eq. 1.58, by Kilham40 and Jackson & Kilham41 match the experimental

data within 10% as well as within 4% for the short and long flames respectively. The target
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distance, L, is in the measured range. For the high velocity flame, these equations

overpredict the experimental data by 16% and 24% as well as for the envelope flame by

37% and 46%. The target distance was out of the measured range. Although the flow

condition was termed laminar, the author did not specifiy the Reynolds number at the

nozzle exit.

The results of Eq. 1.59 of Fells and Harker62 for an unspecified flow type correlated

the experimental data within 8% for the short and long flames. The target distance, L, was

in the measured range. For the high velocity and envelope flames the experiments were

overpredicted by 32% and 58% respectively, however the target distance was largely out of

the measured range.

The results of Eq. 1.60 by Davies63 seriously overpredict the experimental data (by

110% up to 220%). On the other hand, the predictions of Eq. 1.61 by Davies44, correlate the

experimental data within 10% for the short, the long and the high velocity flames. For the

envelope flame, the result overpredicts the experiments by 30%. The target was located in

the point of maximum heat release in the case of Eq. 1.60. On the other hand, for Eq. 1.61,

the target was placed very close to the burner (L=0.5). The flow conditions are unspecified

in both cases.

4.6.2.3. Flames impinging normal to a hemi-nosed cylinder

Finally, the third group of heat transfer correlations is the experiments made for flames

impinging normal to a hemi-nosed cylinder. The calculated heat flux results are presented

for the related correlations in Table 4.8. In all studies, the local, forced convection heat-

transfer rate at the stagnation point is the resulting solution. These results overpredict
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seriously, by 146% up to 470%, the experimental data.

Hargrave et al.61 (Eq. 1.56) made experiments also for flames impinging normal to a

cylinder in cross flow using the same experimental conditions. The results were presented

above. The results of Eq. 1.66 overpredict the experimental data by 210% for the short and

long flames, and by 432% and 470% for the high velocity and envelope flames. Comparing

the two configurations, the overprediction of the correlation for hemi-nosed cylinders is

more by 20% in the case of the short and long flames and by 90% for the high velocity and

envelope flames.

Reference

Galloway and

Sage64

Fairweather

etal.65

Hargrave et

al.61

present work

Equation

No.

Eq. 1.64

Eq. 1.65

Eq. 1.66

-

Impingement

target

hemi-nosed

cylinder

hemi-nosed

cylinder

hemi-nosed

cylinder

45° circular

sensor

Flow type

at the

nozzle exit

laminar

and

turbulent

laminar

and

turbulent

turbulent

turbulent

Heat flux

component

Ts,conv

n
H s,conv

Ts,conv

it
Hconv, measured

Predicted heat flux

short

flame

189

215

240

long HVI

flame flame

185 336

210 381

230 553

Measured heat flux

77 74 104

[kW/m2l

envelope

flame

271

307

405

rkW/m2l

71

Table 4.8 Comparison of the measured heat flux of the present work with the predicted heat flux using

empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging to a hemi-nosed cylinder

4.6.3. Conclusions

It was found, analysing the semianalytical solutions that the best correspondence

between the measured and computed results arose when the characteristic properties that
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are related to the gas flow were used (either the radius r0Sl or the diameter dj). In the

equations, where the characteristic length depends on the target size and not on the flow

conditions, the calculations significantly overpredicted the experiments.

The importance of the burner-target distance was well represented by the different

correlations of Hoogendoorn et al45 and Popiel et al13.

Although the heat-flux values were not exactly reproduced in the predictions, the

relative tendencies of the measured and predicted heat fluxes for the short, the long and the

high velocity flames were well expected for flames impinging normal to a cylinder in cross

flow and for flames impinging normal to a hemi-nosed cylinder. On the contrary, for

flames impinging normal to a plane surface, the calculated and measured tendencies were

not matching in the case of Matsuo et al. 55 (Eq. 1.50), You56 (Eq. 1.45) and Shorin and

Pechurkin35 (Eq. 1.47 and Eq. 1.48). In addition, the tendencies of the measured and

calculated heat fluxes for the envelope flame relative to the other flame types were never

coincident in any configurations.

Despite the good tendencies, the calculations overpredicted seriously the experimental

data for the configuration when the flame impinges to a hemi-nosed cylinder.

Summarizing, the smallest errors and the best tendencies relative to the different flame

types arose for the configuration where the flame is impinging normal to a cylinder in cross

flow. Otherwise, this is the geometrical arrangement which corresponds the most to the 45°

chamfered corner at the top of the vertical plate. The target distance seems to be a very

important parameter in impingement heat transfer. Equations basing only on general

parameters, as for example the firing rate, have significant deviation from measurement
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data. None of the correlations gives reliable prediction for the envelope flame.

Above analysis support well the contestation of Baukal6 that in spite of the large

amount of studies, in many cases, the heat transfer distribution can only be approximated

very roughly. Therefore, caution must be used in the absence of any experimental data.

4.7 Comparison of the measured heat flux results with the

predictions of empirical heat transfer correlations over the

elevated furnace hearth

The measured convective heat fluxes over the elevated furnace hearth are compared

with the computed results using Eq. 1.68 after Eckert in Figure 4.27. The thick, solid lines

are the experimental curves while the dotted lines are the calculated curves.

In the case of the short and long flames, the experimental data are significantly

underpredicted along the entire furnace length. For the high velocity flame, although the

experimental data in the impingement point is radially overpredicted, the computed points

correlate well the experimental data further downstream. In the case of the envelope flame,

the experimental data in the impingement point are overpredicted. On the contrary, further

downstream, the measured data are significantly underpredicted.

In the case of the short, the long and the high velocity flame, the decreasing tendencies

of the curves are similar to the predictions. On the other hand, the measured heat fluxes in

the case of the envelope flames are increasing further downstream, unlike to all other flame

types and predictions.
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L - dimensionless distance from the burner (L=6.5 - Leading edge) L - diraensionless distance from the burner (L=20.4 - Leading edge)

Figure 4.27 Comparison of the predicted convective heat flux curves of Eq. 1.68 after Eckert with the

experimental data of the present work measured over the elevated calorimetric plates for the four flame types

In Figure 4.28, the measured total heat fluxes over the elevated furnace hearth are

compared with the predictions of Eq. 1.69 after Beér and Chigier. As it was discussed

earlier, the velocity in the Reynolds number is always the maximum velocity at any one

axial station in Eq. 1.69. Similarly, all the thermophysical properties are evaluated taking

the maximum temperatures at any axial station. Contrary to Eq. 1.68 by Eckert, Eq. 1.69

after Beér and Chigier predicts the total heat fluxes.

The general tendencies are about the same as for the correlation of Eckert. For the

short and long flames, the experimental data are seriously underpredicted. In the case of the
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high velocity and envelope flames, the impingement point is the most overpredicted.

Further downstream, the calculated curves intersect the experimental ones. In the rear

section of the furnace, the measurement data are underpredicted. The important discrepancy

of the envelope flame is attenuated in the total heat flux curves. In Figure 4.28, the most

eye-catching feature is the difference between the prediction and the measurement for the

short and long flames.

200

100 �

SHORT FLAME

300 �

200 �

100 -

HIGH VELOCITY FLAME

6

200 -

20 25 35

100 �

LONG FLAME

300 �
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100 -
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\

\
\
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~ ^ -

_ . _

� « - -

^ _ �

Computed results - BEER and CHK3�R

Measured TOTAL heat flux

Measured CONVECTIVE heat flux

Measured RADIATIVE heatftux

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 20 25 30 35

L - dtmensionless distance from the burner (L=6.5 - Leading edge) L - dimensionless distance from the burner (L=20.4 - Leading edge)

Figure 4.28. Comparison of the predicted heat flux curves of Eq. 1.69 after Beér and Chigier with the

experimental data measured at UQAC for the four flame types over the elevated calorimetric plates
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4.7.1. Establishment of empirical heat transfer correlations over the elevated

furnace hearth using the experimental data of the present work

Over the calorimetric plates at raised position (rear furnace sections), not only the heat

fluxes were measured but also the temperature and velocity distributions near the heat flux

measurement points. The large amounts of available data permit the establishment of

empirical heat transfer correlations. In these furnace sections, the flame is parallel to the

horizontal surface of the calorimetric plates. The five heat-flux sensor data in the centerline

were used. The solution was searched in the following forms:

it _ *j,max f n t V. _ . \
^x,conv ( j,max j l ï,max wj

Eq. 4.1

X
*/x,conv _ ( *,max )x x,maot w /

Eq. 4.2

�a-

Eq. 4.3

where a and b are constants. Correlations were formed for the short, the long, the high

velocity and the envelope flames separately, for the flames produced by the traditional

burner and for all flame types together.

It was found that the solutions of the form of Eq. 4.1 predict better the experimental

data. The equations for the short and long flames as well as the common formula for these

two flames correlate the experimental data within 15%. However, the correlation of the

high velocity flame matches the data only within 27%. For the envelope flame, no good
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solution was found in the given forms. Even the result of the best fitting curve

underpredicts the data in certain locations by as much us 60%. The differences among the

various flame types are amplified in the common solution and even the best matching curve

correlates the data on an average within 44%. However, the last curve underpredicts the

data by up to 90% at certain locations.

l.E+03 -i

l.E+02 -

l.E+01 -

1.E+00

Nu = 0.0162 ReC.937!

l.E+02 l.E+03 l.E+04 l.E+05

Figure 4.29 The Nusselt-Reynolds relationship along the axis of the elevated furnace hearth for all flame

types studied

The general empirical heat transfer correlation parallel to the elevated calorimetric

plates for all flame types is:

H x,conv

Eq. 4.4

where the characteristic length (x) is the distance from the leading edge. All the

thermophysical properties are evaluetad at the maximum temperature at any one axial

location. Similarly, the flow velocity in the Reynolds number is also the maximum velocity
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at any one axial station. The Nusselt-Reynolds relationship along the centerline over the

elevated furnace hearth is represented in Figure 4.29.

The common solution for the flames produced by the traditional burner (short and long

flames) is defined as:

Eq. 4.5

The Nusselt-Reynolds relationship for these flame types is shown in Figure 4.30. This

correlation matches the experimental data within 14%. For each correlations, the constants

(a, b) are given in Table 4.9.

TRADITIONAL BURNER

l.E+02 -

l.E+01 -

1.E+00

Nu = 0.0150 Re1.0582

l.E+02 l.E+03 l.E+04

(Re)*

l.E+05

Figure 4.30 The Nusselt-Reynolds relationship along the axis of the elevated furnace hearth for the short and

long flames produced by the traditional burner
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Form o

ft jr,max f

1x,conv \ü

correlation given for:

short flame

long flame

high velocity flame

envelope flame

traditional burner

all flame types

f equation :

R-ex,max JVjcmax O

Constants

a

0.01527

0.01408

0.00364

0.00207

0.01496

0.01619

b

1.0523

1.0698

1.1044

1.2182

1.0582

0.9971

Table 4.9 Established empirical heat transfer correlations for flames impinging parallel to a plane surface

4.8 Summary of the heat transfer calculations

A detailed analysis was made concerning the convective heat exchange at the

impingement point. The measured convective heat fluxes were compared with computed

results obtained using numerous empirical heat transfer correlations published in the

literature. Neither the formulas for flames impinging normal to a plane surface (Figure

1.1 l.c) nor those for flames parallel to a plane surface (Figure 1.1 l.d) yielded to acceptable

results. The best correspondence with our measurement results was found by comparing

them with the case of flames impinging normal to a cylinder (see Figure 1.1 La). The

results of Kilham and Jackson 40 '41, and Hustad et al.60 are close to our measurements for

all flame types.

Flame impingement correlations parallel to a plane surface were compared with

measurement data over the elevated furnace hearth. The increasing tendency of the

measured convective heat flux downstream the leading edge in the case of the envelope
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flame cannot be described by any existing heat transfer correlation. In addition, the best

fitting curve in the searched form deviated by as much as 60% from the measurements. On

the contrary, in the case of the short and long flames (traditional burner) and for the high

velocity flame, the formula found in the present study matches acceptably the experimental

data.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK

13

5.1 Conclusions

5.1.1. Fluid dynamics of the flames

As it was presented above in section 1.1.5.2, Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoorn

studied convective heat transfer in impinging flame jets. In their work, the centerline

velocity distribution was compared with many other experimental results. The novelty in

their work was the extension of the validity of Eq. 1.4 by Hinze and van der Hegge Zijnen

and Eq. 1.9 by Thing and Newby for cases, where the density ratio pm I pn is as high as

7.6. In the present work, a high velocity jet flame and a so-called envelope type flame were

tested. The measurement data are compared with those of other works in Figure 3.46. In the

case of the high velocity flame, the density ratio is nearly one. However, for the envelope

flame the density ratio was about 0.36. Although it was not mentioned in the original

sources, it can be seen in Figure 3.46 that Eq. 1.4 and Eq. 1.9 are also valid for density

ratios less than one.

For the correlation, which describes the velocity distribution we identified a constant
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of 0.022 in our work, while Popiel, van der Meer and Hoogendoorn13 proposed a slightly

different value of 0.02088. None of these values are valid for a flame where the active

combustion zone extends over the whole furnace length, in the case of the envelope flame.

In these cases, the recommended value is 0.040 (see section 3.5.4).

5.1.2. Flame object heat transfer

When the flame and charge are not in close contact, the particularities of the different

flames are less pronounced in the flame-object heat transfer. The more closely the object is

placed to the flame, the more the individual differences are emphasized.

The conclusions of the experiments at parallel firing configuration are listed next:

1.) In the tests performed in the reverbatory-type experimental furnace, the

differences in the heating patterns of the four flame types are minimal. The

refractory lining has an equalizing effect, ironing out small variations in the

distribution of the direct convective and radiative fluxes.

2.) For all flame types tested, the radiative heat flux represented about 80 % or

slightly more of the total heat flux, the convective portion representing

maximum 20 %.

3.) Within the radiative flux, the direct portion between flame and object is

roughly equal to the indirect radiation from the refractory walls.

4.) In comparison to the other flames in the study, the envelope flame increased

the total heat flux slightly. The increase is about 8-10 % over the normal short

medium velocity type flame.
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The conclusions of the experiments at inclined burner setup are listed next:

5.) Burner tilting resulted in higher convective and total fluxes in the impingement

zone. The effect was intensified with higher flame velocities.

6.) The inclination practically did not effect the heat flux distribution for the

envelope type flame.

7.) Burner inclination resulted in 100% higher convective heat fluxes in the

proximity of the direct impingement point for the high velocity flame.

The following general conclusions can be drawn for flame impingement on a corner of

a half-raised solid block:

8.) All flames produce a strong peak of the radiative and total heat fluxes at the

impingement point.

9.) There is a marked difference between the so-called envelope flame and the

other three flames regarding the distribution of the convective heat flux. The

distribution of the convective flux along the surface of the object is the most

uniform for the envelope flame.

10.) The high velocity flame transfers 54% of the total heat exchange by

convection in the impingement arrangement. This behavior is very different

from that in parallel firing.

11.) The details of the variations in the convective and radiative flux distributions

are less visible in the total heat flux curves.

12.) The total heat exchange rates as well as the convective fluxes are higher in the

impingement arrangement than in the case of parallel firing.
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13.) An increased radiation was found for the long luminous flame in the

impingement arrangement while that effect was undetectable in parallel firing.

14.) From the point of view of hot-spot formation on the heated object, the high

velocity flame poses the highest risk. This flame produced the most

concentrated convective and radiative heat flux in the direct impingement

point.

Generally, we found that there are bigger differences between the two burners than

between the two flames produced by the same burner. Likewise, as it was shown in parallel

firing mode, the temperature distributions in the refractories are similar for the flames

produced by the same burner. The refractories were not in close contact with the flames, so

similarly to the distant objects, the details of the flame structure do not exert detectable

influence on them.

It was found, analysing the semianalytical solutions for impingement heat transfer that

the best correspondence between the measured and computed results occurs when the

characteristic properties related to the gas flow were used (see section 4.6.1). In the

equations, where the characteristic length depends on the target size and not on the flow

conditions, the calculations significantly overpredicted the experimental results.

The importance of the burner-target distance was well represented by the different

correlations of Hoogendoorn et al45 and Popiel et al13 (see section 4.6.2.1).

Although our experimental arrangement did not correspond exactly to the conditions

of the predictive models, the tendencies of the measured heat fluxes for the short, the long

and the high velocity flames were close to the predictions given by the models for
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impingement normal to a cylinder in cross flow and for flame impingement normal to a

hemi-nosed cylinder. Contrarily, for flames impinging normal to a plane surface, the

measured tendencies did not match the calculated results based on the model of Matsuo et

al.55 (Eq. 1.50), You56 (Eq. 1.45) and Shorin and Pechurkin35 (Eq. 1.47 and Eq. 1.48). In

addition, none of the published semi-empirical correlations could describe the measured

tendencies for the envelope flame in any configuration.

Despite the correct tendencies, the calculations overpredicted seriously the

experimental data for the configuration when the flame impinges to a hemi-nosed cylinder.

Summarizing, the best fit between theoretical prediction and our measurement results

was found when using the models for impingement on cylinders in cross flow.

Furthermore, this geometrical arrangement corresponds the most to the 45° chamfered

corner at the top of the vertical plate. The target distance seems to be a very important

parameter in impingement heat transfer. Equations based only on general parameters, as for

example the firing rate, have significant deviations from measurement data (Hustad et al.42'

43'60 see Eq. 1.55). None of the correlations gives reliable prediction for the envelope flame.

Heat transfer correlation for solid plates inserted in the flames, parallel to the flow

direction, were compared with our results obtained for the calorimetric plates in the

elevated position inside our furnace. It was possible to cast the heat transfer correlations

into a power-law form (Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 4.3) very well for the short and long flames, and with

a maximum uncertenity of 27% for the high velocity jet flame. On the other hand, the

envelope flame does not fit into the group at all. The increasing tendency of the measured

convective heat flux downstream the leading edge cannot be described by the same type of
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heat transfer correlation.

An overwhelming majority of the impingement studies were performed in large

unbounded space. As the envelope flame exsist only in a confined space with hot internal

walls, those methods are not applicable. According to our best knowledge, our

experimental study is the first in the open literature that tackled the heat transfer between an

envelope flame and solid charge under impingement conditions.

The above analysis supports well the conclusion of Baukal6 that in spite of the large

number of studies, in many cases the heat transfer distribution can only be approximated

very roughly by using the references published in the literature. Therefore, caution must be

used in the absence of any experimental data.

5.1.3. Pollutant formation

The NOX measurements have shown that the flames produced by the LNI burner

produce considerably less NOX than the others. However, at partial burner power, important

deviations can occur. The recorded NOX formation values for all the four studied flame-

types were validated by calculations based on the measured temperature and velocity

distributions.

A simplified numerical model was also solved to calculate the thermal NOX formation.

Sufficient measurement data were only available in the case of the envelope flame. Even in

this case, the temperature and velocity distribution have to be known in the entire furnace

for an accurate calculation. Although the turbulence intensity was not measured, the

simplified numerical model gave the essential tendencies of the NOX formation correctly.
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5.2 Some suggested future works

The developed methodology permits the testing of virtually any type of gas-fuelled

burners up to 150 kW nominal power. This offers the potential to extend the applicability

of the results presented here to other burner and flame types.

Using the actually available two burners, experimental tests at 50% burner power for

the impingement arrangement were not performed. The performance of reduced power tests

could be useful to check the differences in the convective and radiative heat fluxes at the

impingement point. Reduced power tests can also be made by cold refractory conditions,

directly after burner start, to suppress the indirect radiation.

After Kataoka et al.8 the maximal heat fluxes in direct flame impingement are

produced in the critical point. In the case of the high velocity flame, this is located just

before the first viewing port. On the contrary, in the case of the long, the short and the

envelope flames, the critical point falls about between the first and second furnace sections.

Thus, with a little transformation of the furnace, namely by placing the vertical calorimetric

plates just after the first horizontal plate, the incident heat flux for all flames could be

increased significantly.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF THE TRANSPORT AND

THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES USING THE

CHEMKIN DATABASE

A.I The transport properties of single components

The transport and thermodynamical properties are evaluated using the CHEMKIN69

database. The single component viscosities are given by the standard kinetic theory

expression by Hirschfelder et al.86:

Mk 1 6 T r l
Eq.A.l

where ak is the Lennard-Jones collision diameter, Mk is the molar mass, ks is the

Boltzmann constant, NA is the Avogadro number and T is the temperature. The collision

integral, Q*2' , is used to correct the electromagnetic interactions. It depends on the

reduced temperature given by:

Eq. A.2
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and the reduced dipole moment given by

Eq. A.3

where ek is the Lennard-Jones potential well depth and Xk is the dipole moment. In a first

approximation, the collision integral was taken to unity according to the pool-balls model.

Finally, in the developed model, the collision integral values were determined by a

quadratic interpolation of the tables based on the Stockmayer potentials given in Monchick

and Mason93 (Table A.I and Table A.2).
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Table A.I Collision integrals of polar gases according to Monchick and Mason9
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Table A.2 Collision integrals of polar gases according to Monchick and Mason93

The pure species thermal conductivities, according to Warnatz94, are composed of

translational, rotational and vibrational contributions:

k = ̂ k if C + f C
k , , \J trans ^v,trans J rot^v.rot

M

f C )
J vib^v,vib J

Eq. A.4

where

r 1 v,rof ^*
y trans /�* -^» «

_
Jrot -

pDkk( 2 A

Eq. A.5

Eq. A.6
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Jvib -

where Dkk is the self diffusion coefficient,

_ 3
kk 16

The density comes from the equation of state for a perfect gas,

Eq. A.7

Eq. A.8

Eq. A.9

Eq. A. 10

Eq.A.ll

Zrot is the rotational relaxation collision number. In the CHEMKIN database, Zrot(298K) is

given. It has a temperature dependence given in an expression by Parker95, and Brau and

Jonkman96:

Eq. A. 12

where

Eq. A. 13
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In the case of linear molecule, the molar heat capacity Cv relationships are the following:

C T
v,trans J

Eq. A.14

C

Eq. A. 15

Cv,w6=cv-|9l

Eq. A. 16

For non linear molecules:

C 'K
' - 'v, trans _ ~>

Eq. A.17

Eq. A. 18

Eq. A.19

where cv is the specific heat at constant volume of the molecule and 3Î is the universal gas

constant.

A.2 The transport properties of gas mixtures

The dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of ideal gas mixtures at low pressure

can be calculated as follows:
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,o

Eq. A.20

where A:0 and /t/°are the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the gas mixture at

low pressure. ^>tJ is the interaction parameter of the component.

The thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity on the real pressure can be calculated

as follows:

Eq. A.21

where X is the dimensionless correction for the thermal conductivity, Y is the

dimensionless correction for the viscosity, Zcm is the fictive real factor in the critical point.

F and ç are the thermal conductivity and viscosity constants.85
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APPENDIX B

DIFFERENCES IN THE TRANSPORT AND

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES BETWEEN THE BURNT

AND UNBURNT GAS MIXTURES

During all the experiments, natural gas was used as fuel. The data about the gas

composition was delivered by the local gas-company (Polygaz). Equivalence ratio (^) of

0.91 was consequently used. The mole fractions of the species in the unburnt and burnt gas

mixtures are given in Table B.I.

Composition of the uriburnt
,. mixture

0,952
8,255
0,004
0,000
2,190
0,022
0,002
0,000

CH4
N2

CO2
H2O
02

C2H6
C3H8

C4H10

Composition of-the burnt
mixture

0.000
8,255
1,006
1,978
0,199
0,000
0,000
0,000

CH4
N2

CO2
H2O
02

C2H6
C3H8

C4H10

Table B.I Composition of the unburnt and burnt gas mixtures
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In Figure B.I to Figure B.5 the density, the dynamic viscosity, the thermal

conductivity, the specific heat at constant pressure and the Prandtl number are shown for

the fuel and oxidizer mixture before and after combustion process takes place.

1.2 -I

1 -

^ 0.8 -

o. 0.4 H

0.2 -

0

� ro burnt [kg/m3]

� ro unburnt [kgfai3]

0 1000 2000

temperature [K]

3000

Figure B.I Density of natural gas-air mixture (^ = 0.91 )

8.0E-05 i

6.0E-05 -
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2.0E-05 -

0.0E+00

�mu burnt [Ns/m2]

---*--� mu unburnt [Ns/m2]

1000 2000

temperature [K]

3000

Figure B.2 Dynamic viscosity of natural gas-air mixture {(j> = 0.91 )
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APPENDIX C

3 DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE DIAGRAMS

All the interpolated diagrams presented here are based on experimental data which

were measured using the suction pyrometer.

Short Flame '� " Pznlttl ttrtng

Mgh-Vetoclfy Flan* �

Lona Fume P.iF.fllt-1 firing

Envelop» Fiwrn ' " " Parallel flnnfl

Figure C.I -Temperature distribution (3D) for the four studied flame types at parallel firing arrangement -

temperature range between 0-1600cC
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Figure C.2 - Temperature distribution (3D) for the four flame types studied at impingement arrangement -

temperature range between 0-160Q°C

Three dimensional temperature diagrams are presented for the four studied flame types

at parallel firing and impingement configurations in Figure C.I and Figure C.2 respectively.

All the diagrams in the last two figures have the same scale, between 0-1600°C.

Three dimensional temperature diagrams are presented for the four studied flame types

at parallel firing and impingement configurations also, in Figure C.3 and Figure C.4

respectively. In these cases, the temperature scale is the best adapted to each temperature

distribution diagrams. This permits to compare better the particular character of the various

flames.
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Figure C.3 Temperature distribution (3D) for the four studied flame types at parallel firing arrangement - best

fitting temperature range
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Figure CA Temperature distribution (3D) for the four studied flame types at impingement arrangement - best

fitting temperature range
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APPENDIX D

NOX FORMATION

D.I General formation mechanisms

In laminar flames, and at the molecular level within turbulent flames, the formation of

NOX can be attributed to four distinct chemical kinetic processes: thermal NOX formation,

prompt NOX formation, fuel NOX formation, and reburning. Thermal NOX is formed by the

oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen present in the combustion air. Prompt NOX is produced

by high-speed reactions at the flame front, and fuel NOX is produced by oxidation of

nitrogen contained in the fuel. The reburning mechanism reduces the total NOX formation

by accounting for the reaction of NO with hydrocarbons.

The formation of NO in natural gas flames proceeds only via thermal and prompt NO,

since there is no fuel-bound nitrogen in natural gas. So, the fuel NO formation is no more

discussed in this paper. Some basic reference works are [72], [73], [74] and [75].

The presence of a second mechanism leading to NOX formation was first identified by

Fenimore81 and was termed "prompt NOX". There is good evidence that prompt NOX can be

formed in a significant quantity in some combustion environments, such as in low-

temperature, fuel-rich conditions and where residence times are short. Surface burners,
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staged combustion systems, and gas turbines can create such conditions82. In stationary

combustors, the majority of the NOX comes from the thermal route, the amount of prompt

NO formation being about an order of magnitude smaller than thermal NO. So, the

calculation which will be presented below is based on the thermal formation of NOX, while

the prompt way is neglected.

It can be calculated that the initial rate of thermal NO formation is about 10 ppm/s at

1400°C. However, this rate can become very high at high temperature. The main way to

control NOX emissions in natural gas flames is to keep the peak flame temperature below

1500-1550°C. A more detailed theoretical background about the thermal NOX formation is

given below in this chapter.

As it was mentioned above, NOX destruction reactions are also present in flames, in

particular in staged flames. These reactions include for example recombination of NOX with

CX radicals resulting in complex nitrogen containing intermediates. These intermediates

may be subsequently reduced to N2. The reduction of NOX by CX radicals occurs preferably

in an oxygen lean environment. A second mechanism of NO reduction is via the reverse

Zeldovich reaction. It is very temperature dependent and of little significance at

temperatures below 1800K76. The application of reburning technology has been pioneered

by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries with the MACT (Mitsubishi Advanced Combustion

Technology) process77.

In our case, the NOX destruction reactions can always be neglected due to the reasons

mentioned further down. Direct fuel staging has not been applied during the comparative

study; the excess air ratio was always set up at the same level (about 10%). Apart from the
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envelope flame, the three other flames (long, short and high velocity) are all well-mixed

and ignited inside the burner nozzle. Thus, instead of fuel rich zones, oxygen rich zones are

present in these flames. On the contrary, in the case of the envelope flame, the mixing takes

place only later downstream in the combustion chamber. However, the injected gas and a

separately injected air have low temperature downstream the nozzle exit. Therefore, in spite

of the presence of an important fuel rich zone downstream the nozzle exit, the above

mentioned NOX formation reactions cannot be realized due to the high activation energy of

these chemical reactions.

D.2 Thermal NO Formation

The formation of thermal NOX is determined by a set of highly temperature-dependent

chemical reactions known as the Zeldovich mechanism. The principal reactions governing

the formation of thermal NOX from molecular nitrogen are as follows:

O + N 2 Y± NO + N

Eq.D.l

N+O 2 ^ = ^ NO + O

Eq. D.2

In sub or near stoichiometric conditions, a third reaction may be important:

^ H + NO

Eq. D.3

When this step is included with the first two, it is referred to as the extended Zeldovich

mechanism. The expressions for the rate coefficients for reactions of Eq. D.I, Eq. D.2 and
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Eq. D.3 are given below. These formulas were selected based on the evaluation of Hanson

83and Salimian .

kxf =1.8-10"

425

k]b = 3 . 8 - 1 0 7 - e " r

38370
T m3

mol- s

m
mol-s

4680

k7f=\.S-l04T-e T m

20820

k2b = 3.8-\03T-e" T

mol -s

mol -s

450

= 7.M07-e T m
mol -s

Eq. D.4

Eq. D.5

Eq. D.6

Eq. D.7

Eq. D.8

24560

k3b = 1 . 7 - 1 0 8 - e T m
mol -s

Eq. D.9

The reverse reactions can be neglected and a steady state concentration of N can be

assumed. As it was discussed above, in the experiments outlined at UQAC, super-

stoichiometric conditions were set up, so the extended Zeldovich mechanism is also

negligible. In the reactions Eq. D.I and Eq. D.2, the first step tends to be rate limiting,

producing both an NO and N radical species. The N radical is assumed to be oxidized by

reaction Eq. D.2 in the Zeldovich mechanism. Either way, the second oxidation reaction is
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assumed to be fast and if reaction Eq. D.I occurs, then two NO molecules will be formed.

The thermal NO formation rate can be written as follows:

Eq.D.10

The formation rate of NO is therefore a function of kif and the oxygen availability. The

reaction constant kif is strongly dependent upon temperature because of its high activation

energy. Figure D.I presents the reaction rate of NO formation in function of temperature.

The possible way of determining the oxygen radicals in the high temperature regions is

presented below in this chapter accordingly to Westenberg79.
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Figure D.I The reaction rate of thermal NO formation as a function of the temperature

Consequently, all control strategies aimed at reducing thermal NO formation attempt

to decrease peak flame temperatures and the residence time in the high temperature regions.

The two flames produced by the LNI Burner used in our experimental test, are based on the
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same principle. The high velocity flame traverses the elevated temperature region six times

faster of than the flames produced by the traditional burner, thus reducing the residence

time in the high temperature regions. On the other hand, the envelope flame has no

temperature peaks above 1500°C.
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APPENDIX E

RADIATION TRANSFER FROM SURFACES AND GASES

E.I Radiation transfer from surfaces

Thermal radiation occurs within the ultraviolet, the visible and the infrared regions of

the electromagnetic spectrum (1-1CT7 +\-\Q~A m). The monochromatic emissive power of a

black surface (perfect emitter) was derived first by Planck, and it is given by:

Ebi = ^ -

Eq. E.I

where c, =3.74-10"
Wjum4

m
2

and c2 = lA3SS-lOA[/imK]. À is the wavelength in jum, T

is the absolute temperature in Kelvin and Eb x is in W m"2 urn"1. At higher temperatures, the

contribution from shorter wavelength radiation increases. The wavelength corresponding to

the peak flux (^max) is inversely proportional to T and is given by Wien's displacement law:

XmsJ = 2897.8 umK
Eq. E.2

Integration of equation Eq. E.I over all wavelength leads to the well-known Stefan-

Boltzmann equation:
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Eb=crTA

Eq. E.3

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67-10 8 W m"2 K'4). Eb is the total energy

emission from a point on a black surface to all directions in the hemisphere above it (in 2n

steradians of solid angle). However, when considering the energy transfer in a given

direction (from a differential area on a plane, "black" surface) the concept of the black body

total radiation intensity Ib of the beam must be introduced. The total emissive power of a

black surface over a hemisphere is:

Eq. E.4

The intensity of radiation, I, leaving a non-black surface, is also independent of direction if

the surface emits isotropically. In this case, the directional flux from the surface at any

angle TJ is simply equal to / cos 77. This is known as Lambert cosine law.

In the industrial furnaces, all surfaces emit, reflect and absorb radiation from their

surroundings. Therefore, the knowledge of the emissivity of these surfaces is important in

thermal design. The surface emissivity is the ratio of the measured radiant energy from a

surface to that from a black body at the same temperature. It is a function of the surface

properties as the material and physical structure of the surface. However, emissivity is also

a function of the wavelength and direction of emitted radiation and of the surface

temperature. An important class of surfaces are the grey Lambert surfaces where emissivity

is assumed to be independent of both wavelength and direction. For these surfaces,

s = a - 1 - p . For example, the surfaces of the furnace wall, the Fibreflex isolation, the

black painted sensor surfaces and many other surfaces in industrial processes, approximate
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these characteristics. The assumption that all participating surfaces behave as grey Lambert

surfaces, greatly simplifies the analysis of radiation heat transfer.

The fraction of radiation, leaving one surface (1) that is incident on another surface (2)

is known as the view or configuration factor (F12). The view factor is dependent on the

relative geometrical configuration of the two surfaces. The energy incident on surface 2

from black emitting surface 1 is given by

Eq. E.5

The energy transfer between two grey Lambert surfaces of emissivities 61 and S2 is given by

the equation:

01.2 =
1 .+-L -L-i

Axsx A2 {s2 j

Eq. E.6

where surface 1 is a convex surface fully enclosed by a concave surface 2. Two limiting

cases can be derived form this. First, if the radii are large, the system approaches two

parallel planes of equal area (A) and hence,

£x £2

Eq. E.7

and, secondly, if Ai«A2, then the following approximation gives:

bX -Eb2)
Eq. E.8
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This latter is true, when the enclosing surface is large compared to the enclosed surface, its

emissivity does not influence the radiation interchange, and the surface behaves like a black

cavity. More general analysis for enclosures containing an absorbing or emitting gas is

described in many advanced radiation textbooks84'70.

E.2 Radiation transfer from gases

E.2.1 Nonluminous gaseous radiation

The inert gases (He, Ar, Kr, ...) as well as the molecules composed of two identical

atoms (nonpolar gases) (e.g. H2, O2, N2, etc.) do not contribute to thermal radiation. On the

other hand, the molecules composed of two different atoms (polar gases), as for example

the H2O, CO2, CH4, emit and absorb over a wide temperature or wave length range.

Gaseous radiation is a volumetric phenomenon and it is concentrated in specific

wavelength bands.85

In oxygen rich combustion, the presence of methane can be neglected from the point of

view of thermal radiation because, in general, methane is promptly burned. In the

exceptional case of the envelope flame, when the chemical reaction takes place only further

downstream in the combustion chamber, the methane is too cold to radiate significantly.

Thus, the important gases leading to thermal radiation are the hot combustion products of

water vapor and carbon dioxide. For a general case, the total emissivity and absorptivity are

calculated in the next section. For a common experimental situation, the total emissivity

and absorptivity of the gas mixture are calculated in section E.3.1.
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E.2.1.1 Total emissivity and absorptivity of gas mixtures

The total emissivity can be calculated from Leckner90. The individual emissivity for

polar gases is given by:

Eq. E.9

where sj is the emissivity of the individual gas, pa is the partial pressure of the gas, L is the

gas mean beam length, Tg is the absolute temperature of the gas and e0 is the emissivity of

the individual gas at a reference state. The first term in the above equation can be calculated

using:

= exp

Eq. E.10

where To is the absolute reference temperature of the gas (1000K) and cy are constants. In

Eq. E.9, the second term is calculated from:

-exp - c\ log10

Eq. E.l l

where a, b, c, PE and {paL)m/paL are given in Table E.I. Graphical results for H2O and

CO2 are shown in Figure E.I and Figure E.2 respectively. The total emissivity is then

calculated using:

Eq. E.12
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where the As accounts for the overlap between the H2O and CO2 bands.

Gas Water Vapor Carbon Dioxide

M, N 2,2 2.3

c ... c -2.2118 -1.1987 0.035596 -3.9893 2.7669 -2.1081 0.39163

f .. �' 0.85667 0.93048 -0.14391 1.2710 -1.1090 1.0195 -0.21897

-0.10838 -0.17156 0.045915 -0.23678 0.19731 -0.19544 0.044644

{p + 0.2$pJ/p(l

0.054/i2, / < 0.7

0.225/2, / > 0.7

1 +0.I/Í1-45

0.23
1.47

a

b

c

2.144.

1.88 -

(p + 2.56pj\>l)/po

13.2;'

; < 0.75

2.053 logl0 t, t > 0.75
1.10/;'"4

0.5

Noie: Ta - 1000 K, p() = 1 bar, l = T/To, (p., L)o= 1 bar cm.

Source: From F. Kreith, Ed., CRC Handbook of Mechanical Engineering. CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 1998,

4-73.

Table E. 1 Correlation constants for gas emissivity equations

It is calculated from:

' ( \T A276

log, ^ o + P c o ^ l

where

J0.7 + 101É �* I"� (PaL\ )
Eq. E.I3

PH2O

PH2O + Pco2

Eq. E.14
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Figure E.I Total emittance of carbon dioxide in a mixture having a total pressure P of 1 atm8

The absorptivity of H2O and CO2 can be calculated using:

Eq. E.15

where Ts is the surface temperature such as a furnace wall. The correction for the band

overlap between H2O and CO2 can be calculated using:
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<*CO2+H2O =aCO2

where A.s is estimated with a pressure path length of paLTs/Tg

1

.007
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Eq. E.16
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Figure E.2 Total emittance of water vapour in limit of zero partial pressure in a mixing having a total pressure

P of 1 atm89

E.2.2 Luminous gaseous radiation

The continuous radiant emission of particles, such as soot, produces luminous flames.

Soot approximately radiates as blackbodies. It forms at temperatures ranging from 1000 to

2500°C. Soot consists primarily of carbon, formed into long chains. The total amount of
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soot formed is usually small in comparison to the amount of available carbon. However,

according to the study of Echigo et al91, a rigorous definition of luminous and nonluminous

flames does not exist. The soot generated in a flame depends on several things. The most

important is the fuel composition. Luminous radiation is usually important when solid and

liquid fuels are used. For gaseous fuels, like natural gas, the luminous radiation is usually

not significant. The determinant factor is the C:H weight ratio of the fuel. According to

Talmor92, for natural gas, the flame emissivity is about 0.22.

E.2.3 Total radiation exchange between entire medium volume and emitting

boundary

In the case of significant wall emission, the average heat flux removed at the wall, to

keep the wall at constant temperature, is the emission of the medium to the wall, which is

all absorbed because the wall is assumed black, minus the average flux emitted from the

wall that is absorbed by the medium84. An energy balance gives, for an enclosure with its

entire boundary black and at Tw,

Eq. E.I7

The ag(Tw) is the total absorptance by the medium for radiation emitted from the

black wall at temperature Tw. The sg\Tg) is the total emittance by the medium at

temperature Tg.
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E.3 Some calculations

E.3.1 Total emissivity and absorptivity calculations

As it was presented in Table B.I, the combustion of natural gas in 10% excess air

results 8.255 mol of N2, 1.006 mol of CO2, 1.978 mol of H2O and 0.199 mol of O2. These

products are in the region of rectangular parallelepipeds with the cross section of

0.5m x 0.5m and with the length of 1.5m (experimental furnace size). We assumed that the

products are uniformly mixed at a pressure of 1 atm. Only the polar gases take place in

thermal radiation. The partial pressure of each constituent is equal to its mole fraction, thus:

pco =Q.Q%%atm and pH0 =0A73atm. The gas mean beam length for negligible self-

absorption is Lo = 4V/A = 0.428w. To include self absorption, according to Hottel et al.87

and Eckert88, a correction factor of 0.91 is applied to give L = 0.386m. Then

pco L = 0.0343afrw � m, and pH0L = 0.0674atm � m. Using Figure E.I and Figure E.2 for

an average gas temperature of 1400°C, {£0)co = 0.0525 and {so)H 0 = 0.0571. Calculating

the correction factors e/e0 using Eq. E.ll and Table E.I, (s/£0)co =1.001 and

(s/£0)HO =1.062, thus, eco =0.0525 and eH0 =0.061. Calculating the correction on

total emittance for overlap between the CO2 and H2O bands (Eq. E.I3), one obtains

As = 0.0096 . So the total emissivity using Eq. E.I2 is s = 0.1035.

Similarly to the gas emissivity, the total gas absorptivity can also be calculated. 900°C

was chosen as a mean temperature of the furnace refractories. Thus, the total gas

absorptivity is a = 0.2082.
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E.3.2 Total radiation exchange between entire medium volume and emitting

boundary

The total radiation exchange is presented between the refractories and the gaseous medium.

The radiative heat-flux is shown as a function of the refractory temperatures and of the

flame temperature. In this case, methane is combusted in 10% excess air. The radiation

exchange is calculated using Eq. E.I7. The gas emissivity and absorptivity values,

calculated in the previous section, were used.
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i 40000 H
-S

.2 20000 H
�D

Refractory temperature:

�700°C

900°C

1000 1200 1400 1600

Flame temperature [°C]

1800

Figure E.3 Total radiation exchange between the refractories and the gaseous medium as a function of the

flame temperature and of the refractory temperature - black refractories are assumed - total gas emissivities

and absorptivities are calculated (natural gas combustion in 10% excess air)
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£.3.3 Additional experiments to predict the proportion between direct and

indirect radiation

In the present study, the incident radiative heat transfer toward the charge, which is

represented by water-cooled calorimetric plates located at the bottom of the furnace, was

continuously measured during the heat flux experiments. This total radiative heat flux

consists of direct and indirect radiative parts. During the measurements, we were not able

to suppress the indirect contribution namely the surface radiation in our experimental

furnace.

For this reason, we tried to experimentally measure the proportion of the surface

radiation by the help of an additional test. The method is relatively simple. When the

refractories were adequately preheated (after about 12 hours of consecutive operation), the

burner was stopped. The internal ventilation was kept at the lowest possible level. The

incident radiative heat flux on the heat flux sensors was measured. In addition, the

refractory temperature was also detected in multiple measurement points at different depth

below the external refractory surface (see section 3.7.1). Thus, an empirical correlation was

determined, which relates the refractory temperature to the incident radiation arriving from

the refractory surface to the heat flux sensor at a given position.
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APPENDIX F

FLAME VISUALIZATION

In a special series of tests, we visualized the structure and movement of all four

flames. Using different metallic compounds, we dyed those high temperature regions of the

flame where the self-illumination is weak without solid (soot) particles, Figure F.2 and

Figure F.3.

We also introduced incandescent particles in order to show the streamlines in the

combustion chamber. Using different exposure times even the magnitude of the velocities

can be estimated (Figure F.I).

(a) (b)

Figure F.I Visualization of the flow pattern by the injection of solid particles (long-flame)

(a) short exposure time, (b) long exposure time
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Conventional Burner - Long Flame

Conventional Burner - Short Flame

LNI Burner - High Velocity Flame

LNI Burner - Envelope Flame " �

Figure F.2. Visualization of the four flame-types without colorization

Conventional Burner - Long Flame

Conventional Burner - Snort Flame

LNI Burner - High Velocity Flame

LNI Burner - Envelope Flame

Figure F.3 Visualization of the four flame-types with the application of copper sulphate powder
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APPENDIX G

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT IN GAS FLOW

G.I Temperature Probes

The two types of probes most often used to measure gas temperature in flames are

thermocouple probes and pneumatic probes. Within these two categories, there are a

number of probe designs, each with its own special characteristics. The two most common

configurations of thermocouple probes are:

bare thermocouple, and

aspirated thermocouple (suction pyrometer).

Bare thermocouples have been used extensively to measure gas temperatures in

laboratory flames. Various thermocouple materials are suitable for making temperature

measurements in flames, including platinum-rhodium and iridium-rhodium. The principal

sources of error in using bare thermocouples to measure temperatures in laminar flames are

heat losses due to radiation and conduction along the thermocouple leads and heat gains

due to catalytic reactions occurring on the thermocouple surface. In high-velocity turbulent

flames, additional errors can result from variations in recovery factor with local gas

velocity and from the time-response of the thermocouple to turbulent fluctuations in
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temperature. In particle-laden flows, further errors in gas temperature measurements can be

introduced due to radiation from the particles and due to impacting of particles on

thermocouple surfaces.

Radiation and conduction losses can be reduced by proper design of the thermocouple

probe. One of the aspects is if the thermocouple leads are aligned with surfaces of nearly

constant temperature in the flame, thereby reducing conduction losses. Radiation losses are

reduced by using as small a thermocouple as possible for the temperature levels and

aerodynamic loadings encountered. Even for very small thermocouples (d <0.05 mm),

radiation losses at elevated temperatures can be considerable, and some correction for these

losses is required. Standard techniques for making heat loss corrections include comparison

of thermocouple measurements with optical temperature measurements (e.g., line-reversal

methods) and compensation for heat-loss by electrical heating. An alternative approach to

reducing measurement errors caused by radiation heat transfer is installation of a shield

assembly around the thermocouple bead. The increased size of shielded thermocouple

probes can lead to increased errors due to probe disturbance, and, in general, these probes

are utilized only in large-scale flames.

Errors in temperature measurements due to catalytic effects can be virtually eliminated

by application of thin, impermeable coatings to the thermocouple surface. Coatings that

have proved successful in this regard include silicon oxide and beryllium/yttrium oxides.

In general, use of uncooled thermocouples is restricted to flame temperatures below

2200K and to low aerodynamic loadings. The temperatures and velocities encountered in
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many industrial flames preclude the use of uncooled thermocouple probes. In these flames,

temperatures can be measured using a probe with a known heat loss.

Thermocouples measure the stagnation or total temperature of the gas in the vicinity of

the thermocouple bead. In high velocity flows, the temperature of the surface of the

thermocouple may differ from the true total temperature of the gas because of heat transfer

in the boundary layer. There are published correlations relating the recovery factor of the

thermocouple to its orientation in the flow and the flow velocity97' 98. The gas velocities

encountered in most flames of practical interest are sufficiently low so that these losses are

small and the thermocouple output will be a measure of the local static temperature.

In measuring temperature in turbulent flames, consideration must be given to the time

response of the thermocouple probe. Fine-wire thermocouples tend to follow the turbulent

temperature fluctuations. With proper compensation for phase-lag, these fine-wire

thermocouples can be used to measure low-frequency (f < 1 kHz) temperature fluctuations

in turbulent flames. Larger thermocouples cannot follow the temperature fluctuations and

measure an average gas temperature that depends on time-response and on the average

value of the heat-transfer coefficient for the thermocouple. Bilger" discusses the averaging

properties of thermocouples used to measure temperature in turbulent flames.

The aspirated thermocouple or suction pyrometer is a refinement of the shielded

thermocouple probe discussed earlier and is designed to reduce many of the measurement

errors just outlined. A schematic diagram of a typical water-cooled aspirated thermocouple

probe is shown in Figure G.I. The probe consists of a coated thermocouple located within a

shield that isolates the thermocouple from radiation from the surroundings. Gas is aspirated
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over the thermocouple at a controlled rate. Careful calibration of the probe is required,

since measured temperatures depend on probe geometry and suction velocity97. Aspirated

thermocouple probes find greatest application in measuring temperatures in highly

luminous and/or particle-laden flames. Because of their relatively large size, these probes

are best suited for measuring temperatures in large-scale flames.

Radiation Shield

Hot Gas

Sheathed Thermocouple

Stainless Steel Probe

Expansion Bellows
Thermocouple Output

Protection Tube

c �

See Specification for Dimensional Data Cooling Water

Spare Thermocouple Wire

Figure G. 1. Aspirated Thermocouple Probe (Land Combustion Ltd.)

Pneumatic temperature probes are based on the principle that the mass flow rate of a

gas through an orifice of known area is a function of the total pressure and temperature of

the gas and of the pressure drop across the orifice. The total temperature of the gas can be

determined from a measurement of the other three parameters. Because these probes can be

cooled, they find application in very high temperature flows. Since the measurement

principle is based on aerodynamics, the measurements are not subject to errors resulting

from radiation heat transfer. There are several significant sources of error in pneumatic

probe measurements of flame temperatures. The major measurement error is introduced by

deviation of measurement conditions (gas composition, temperature, Reynolds number)
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from calibration conditions97' 100> 101. Changes in orifice area due either to thermal

expansion or to erosion or plugging in particle-laden flows can introduce measurement

errors. Utilization of pneumatic probes in flows containing particulates requires special

precautions, including use of relatively large orifice diameters and frequent redetermination

of orifice areas. The time-response of pneumatic probes to fluctuations in temperature

generally is faster than aspirated thermocouple probes, but is considerably slower than fine-

wire bare thermocouples. Hence, pneumatic probes measure some weighted average

temperature. Bilger" discusses problems associated with using various types of pneumatic

probes in turbulent flames. Temperature measurements made in hot combustion gases

(1000-2400 K) using pneumatic probes have been compared with measurements using

other types of temperature probes101' 102. These comparisons show that temperature data

obtained from pneumatic probes have slightly greater scatter than that obtained using

thermocouple probes.

Resistance thermometers have found limited application in measuring temperatures in

combustion gases. The measurement technique is based on the change in resistance of

sensing element with temperature. Resistance thermometers can be used to measure

turbulent temperature fluctuations if a sufficiently small sensing element and a

compensating circuit are employed. Resistance thermometers are subject to the same errors

as bare-wire thermocouple probes and require individual calibration. At elevated

temperature (T > 1800 K), resistance thermometers must be cooled103'104.
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APPENDIX H

VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

H.I Laser Doppler Velocimetry

H.I.I Fundamentals of the LDV technology

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) is an optical technique for measuring fluid

velocities. For a given velocity direction, two laser beams must cross to create a small

scattering volume. As a particle passes through that volume, a Doppler shift is produced

(Figure H.I). This is detected by receiving optics. With proper processing, the velocity can

be calculated from this signal.

Figure H.I, Dual Beam LDV System

The LDV technology has the following general characteristics and advantages:

1.) Invented by Yeh and Cummins in 1964
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2.) Able to sampling velocities in gas or liquid fluids

3.) Able to measure up to 3 components of velocity

4.) Non intrusive technology

5.) Absolute velocity sampling method (no calibration required)

6.) Measurement technology of high accuracy

Detailed description about LDV method is given for example in [105].

H.I.2 Principles of frequency shifting and measuring flow reversals

Frequency shifting is a very useful tool in Laser Velocimetry. Shifting one of the two

beams can be thought of as causing a "moving fringe" system. In an LDV system, without

frequency shifting, the fringes in the measurement volume are stationary. When frequency

shifting is applied in a dual-beam LDV system, one laser beam is shifted in frequency

while the other beam is not. This causes the optical fringes in the measurement volume to

move in a direction from the shifted beam (at a higher frequency) to the unshifted beam (at

a lower frequency) at a frequency equal to the shift (Figure H.2).

(f + 40) MHz
- (Shifted Beam)

Particle Movement
I Optical

'I Fringe Movement
I (40 MHz)

Enlarged Section of
Measurement Volume

f MHz
(Unshifted Beam)

Figure H.2. Fringe Movement in a Frequency -Shifted System
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A basic LDV system cannot distinguish between forward or reverse flow. This

ambiguity can be eliminated by shifting (shown as a line with the label of "without

frequency shifting" in Figure H.3) the velocity-frequency curve to yield a positive

frequency at zero velocity.

Velocity

V =Range of negative velocity that can be measured

Figure H.3 Frequency Shifting - Graphical View of How Frequency Shifting Eliminates Directional

Ambiguity

H.I.3 Main components of the LDV system used in our laboratory

The LDV system has the following main components (Figure H.4):

1.) The Coherent Innova 70 Series Ion Laser of the Coherent Inc.

2.) Model 9201 - ColorBurst Multicolor Beam Separator

3.) Model 9230 - ColorLink Multicolor Receiver System

4.) IFA 550 - Signal Processor

5.) FIND (Flow Information Display) Software

6.) Fiber Optic Probe
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COLORÜNK Signal Processor

FIND Software

Fiber Optic Probe

Laser COLOBBURST

Figure H.4. LDV System Components of TSI

H.1.4 Characteristic of the components

The LDV system, applied in our experimental measurements, is fabricated in 1988 and

released by TSI Incorporated. The Coherent Innova 70 Series Ion Laser is an argon-ion unit

with reliable, continuous wave laser light in the visible spectrum.

COLORBURST Multicolor Beam Separator

Specifications

Colors separated

Efficiencies:

COLORBURST

Color separation

Acousto-optic driver frequency

User adjustements

Input beam diameter (max)

Laser capabilities

Dimensions (LWH)

476.5 nm, 488 nm, 514.5 nm (violet, blue, green)

>85% for all beam colors

100%

40 MHz

Bragg angle, beam steering mirror

1.6 mm

Ar-ion, He-Ne

546 mm x 89 mm x 152 mm

Table H.I Specifications LDV
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The primary optical component in a TSI LDV system, the ColorBurst Multicolor

Beam Separator provides beamsplitting, frequency shift and beam alignment for one- two-

and three-component systems in a single, compact unit. The applied ColorBurst works with

fiberoptic system, using argon-ion laser. Frequency shift is available in all channels.

Detailed specifications are shown in Table H.I.

The measurement is made using backward-scatter. Seed particles of 0.4 [um] alumina

are introduced by a fluidized bed mixing system (Figure H.5) into the air flowing out an

annulus. The fringe spacing (df) is 2.979 [um], the wavelength of light X=514.5 [nm] and

the half angle K=4.956° .

Figure H.5 Fluidized bed particles mixing system

At the basic adjustments, the velocity range is between 0 and 29.79 m/s, which

correspond to the range of 0 to 10 MHz in frequencies. There are 10 low pass filters

employed in this velocity range. If we are intended to make measurements in highest

velocity ranges, we need to shift the frequencies with 10 or 20 MHz. With this operation
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mode it is permitted to detect velocities in the upper ranges up to 119.16 m/s. The low pass

filters and the "frequency-shift" ranges are presented in Figure H.6.

Frequency Shift

Mhz
Freq.Shift

m''s

«il
0

0

iiiiilii

OMhz

ills

29

0

.79

(-lOMhz)

� 0

59.5S 89.37

40

119.16

lOOhz-lkhz
30Ofaz-3khz

1khz 10khz
3khzJ0khz

lOkhz-lOOkhz
30khz-300khz

lOOIdiz-lMhz
3O0khi-3Mlii

lMkz-lOMii

Figure H.6. Frequency shifting

H. 2 Static pressure probes and Pitot probes

H.2.1 . Introduction

These probes are based upon the principle that a "pressure tap", typically a small hole

in the surface of a solid object immersed in a stream, develops within it a pressure ps that in

some way represents the total molecular flux density incident across its mouth. This

pressure is commonly expressed by the pitot formula

1 2

Eq. H.I
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where u and p are, for our purposes, the stream speed and static pressure in the undisturbed

field at the nominal measurement point, i.e., at the position of the centre of the mouth of the

pressure tap but with the probe absent. The pitot coefficient C is ideally zero for static

pressure probes and unity for pitot probes. In the following text, only pitot probes are

discussed

H.2.2 Pitot probes

Considerable information on pitot probes may be found in the classic book of

Pankhurst and Holder109 on wind tunnel techniques. Becker and Brown107' n o , however,

made the first comprehensive study of pitot response and developed and verified the theory

of the effect of turbulence. The basic useful probe-head shapes, Figure H.7., may be

described as square head, round head and ball-head. For all of these (Eq. H.I) can be

expressed as

ps = p + - p u 2 ( l - K ( s i n 2 0 ) m )

Eq. H.2

0 < 0 m , where K and m are functions of the head shape and of the ratio �L of the

internal (pressure tap) and external diameters. The maximum yaw angle 0mcan be as low

as 36° but in most cases exceeds 45°. The probe Reynolds number Re - � - is best kept
u

above 1000 for round-head and ball-head probes but can be as low as 200 for square-head
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probes of large �L. Effects of compressibility are negligible at Mach numbers Ma<0.3 and
Do

never large at Ma<0.6. It is supposed in the following discussion that Re>1000 and

Ma<0.3.

Í I
Figure H.7 Head shapes of pitot probes: (a) square head, (b) tapered head, (c) round head and (d) ball head.

When a < 3° , the tapered probe behaves like a square- head probe of outside diameter Do equal to the tip

diameter, as shown.

H.2.3 Application of the one-hole Pitot probe in the furnace experiences

As it was discussed earlier, the LDV method were replaced by another technology to

measure the velocity profiles. The theoretical background of the pitot probes has been

presented briefly in the previous chapter. For more detailed description please refer to [106,

107, 108, 109, 110]. The application and the local parameters will be treated next.
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Five-Hole Pitot Probe

Figure H.8 The square head "one-hole Pitot probe" and the ball head "Five-Hole Pitot Probe"

The one-hole Pitot tube used in the experiences is shown in Figure H.8. The internal

and external diameter ratio is ^- =0.62, which is slightly below of the recommendation
D

(^->0.75). The exponent and the coefficient in law of response of the yawed pitot probe

(m) and (K) are respectively:

5 ^ = 1.908

*>(o.853+O.O8^)w =1.722
Do

The direction sensitivity of square head Pitot probes for different angles 0 between

velocity vector u and the probe axis is presented in Figure H.9 and Figure H.10. The

relevant equation is
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P s = P + | p u 2 ( l - K ( s i n 2 0 ) m ) .

Here we can replace p with the state equation for ideal gases:

P=
_ M mixture � pstat

M-Tco
Eq. H.3

where Mature, Pstat, SR and Tcorr are respectively the molar mass of the mixture in

[kg/kmol], the atmospheric pressure in [Pa], the universal gas constant (8314,4 [J/kmol K])

and the temperature of the hot mixture in [K]. The mixture temperature is obtained with the

suction pyrometer; the atmospheric pressure is the registered value of the actual weather

conditions and the molar mass is calculated from the excess air ratio and the gas

composition provided by the gas-company (Polygaz).

Y V

Figure H.9. Directional sensitivity of the Pitot probe
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Figure H.10. Directional sensitivity calculation for the Pitot probe
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APPENDIX I

ENTHALPY OF COMBUSTION AND FIRING RATES

LI The enthalpy of combustion of methane (LHV)

The stoichiometric combustion equation of methane (CH4) becomes:

CH4 + 2O2 + 1.52N2 -> CO2 + 2H2O + 1.52N2
Eq. I.I

We must determine the values of h ° for each species in the reaction. These are as follows:

Species

CH4

o2
N2

CO2

H2O liquid

H2O vapor

M [kg/kmoll

16.042

32

28.016

44.01

18.016

18.016

h ° [kJ/kmol]

-74894

0

0

-393075

-286084

-241892

h ° [Btu/lbmol]

-3.22E+04

0

0

-1.69E+05

-1.23E+05

-1.04E+05

Table I.I Enthalpy of species in the reaction

Assuming that the water is produced in the form of vapour, we can calculate the

quantity q° which is called the enthalpy of combustion or sometimes the heat of

combustion.
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g" =^-[{nh°)C02 +(nh°)Hi0+(nh°)Ni -{nh")c^ -(nh°)Û2 -(nh\] =

=-[(lX~ 393075)+(2X-241892)+0-(lX-74894)-0-0] =-801965 �
1 \_kmol _

Eq. 1.2

Note that njnf =nlnf for a steady flow process. The enthalpy of combustion per mole of

methane is thus q° =-801965 [kJ/kmol] or q° = - 801965 /16.042 == - 49992 [kJ/kg].

The nitrogen in the air did not affect the result, so the enthalpy of combustion in the

standard reference state is the same whether the methane is burned in stoichiometric air,

pure oxygen, or excess air.

Note that if we had assumed that the water produced in the combustion reaction was in

the form of liquid rather than vapour, then the calculated enthalpy of combustion would

have been larger.

q°Hquid = -[(lX-393075) + (2X~286084) + 0- ( lX~74894)-0-O] = -890349 -9
\_kmol

or

q°liquid = - 890349 / 16.042 = - 55501 [kJ/kg]
Eq. 1.3

This occurs because more combustion energy (latent heat) is obtained from the reactor

due to heat transfer when the vapour is condensed to water. The enthalpy of combustion

when liquid water is produced is often called the higher heating value (HHV) of the fuel

(usually the minus sign is dropped when this name is used). And the enthalpy of

combustion is called the lower heating value (LHV) when water vapour is produced (again

we drop the minus sign). In practical devices, the LHV is the only choice that we have,
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APPENDIX J

CALIBRATION OF THE HEAT FLUX SENSORS

There are two different methods which we recurrently used to calibrate the plug-type

and the plug-T-type heat flux sensors. These methods are the black body furnace and the

thin-air-layer method. The calibration of the heat flux sensors is a long and labor

consuming process. First the black ones are calibrated against a NIST traceable black-body

radiator (Figure J.I) both for normal and hemispherical radiation113. The calibration for the

normal radiation serves basically the verification purposes.

Figure J.I NIST traceable black-body furnace
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For the determination of the sensitivities of both sensors to radiation and convection,

we developed a relatively simple method that is based on the heating of the sensors through

a thin, horizontal, thermally stable air layer. By the way we can produce known radiative

and convective (more precisely conductive through an air layer) heat flow. The method can

be used even for the regular verification and recalibration of the built-in sensors inside the

furnace (see Figure J.2).

The convective heat flow can be calculated as:

jconv

T +T

Eq. J.I

where the first term on the right hand side in square brackets is the thermal conductivity of

air (Ci and C2 are constants), and ' s ' is the air layer thickness.

Eq. J.2

heated black-painted plate

thermal
insulation

water-cooled plate heat-flux
sensor

Figure J.2 Schematic view of the calibration unit basing on the thin-air-layer method
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The measured voltage using the heat flux sensor with the bright (polished, gold) surface is

the following:

U BR ~ vlconv + tfrad ' £' BR J ' * 'c,BR

Eq. J.3

where Fc is the conversion factor between voltage and heat flux and s is the surface

emissivity of the sensor. The measured voltage of the black-painted sensor is:

UBL =bconv+<lrad-£BL]-Fc,BL

Eq. J.4

As it can be seen, we have two equations (Eq. J.3 and Eq. J.4) and four unknowns.

Supposing that the conversion factors and the surface emissivities are constants, their

values can be found by varying the incident heat fluxes. In the case of the incident heat

fluxes, the only variable is the temperature. Keeping the temperature of the cold-side

constant and varying the temperature of the heated black-painted plate, the incident heat

flux on the sensor surface can be controlled.
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APPENDIX K

PLUG-T-TYPE HEAT FLUX SENSORS

K.I Numerical model for optimizing the sensor dimensions and

materials

Due to the complex geometry of the plug-T-type heat flux sensor, numerical method

was applied for optimizing the sensor geometry. Finite volume method was used for

obtaining the temperature field. The numerical calculation was carried out for different

sensor geometries and the best concept had been selected and fabricated.

The first step in the finite volume method is to divide the domain into discrete control

volumes. We have placed a number of nodal points in the space between the two sides and

between the top and the bottom of the domain. The boundaries (or faces) of control

volumes are positioned mid-way between adjacent nodes. Thus each node is surrounded by

a control volume or cell. It is a common practice to set up control volumes near the edge of

the domain in such a way that the physical boundaries coincide with the control volume

boundaries.

The steady state diffusion of a property <j> in a three-dimensional cylindrical domain is

governed by:
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rõr{ or) r2 ô<p{ õ<p) Ôz{ õz
Eq. K.l

where F is the diffusion coefficient, </> is the dependent variable and S is the source term.

Applying this governing equation to a three-dimensional steady state conductive heat

transfer, it yields to:

1 Õ (. ÕT] 1 Ô (. ÕT) Õ (. ÔT
kr� + �� k� + � \ k�

r dr\ or J r õ<p\ õ<pj õz\ õz
Eq. K.2

where thermal conductivity k takes the place of F and the dependent variable is

temperature T.

Nodal
points p^~�^

1
1

r i

i t ww

-i

h N

n

P

s 1 ^

h S

Control
.volume

/
i

< � !

Control
volume

boundaries

Figure K. 1. General two dimensional domain in CFD

At this point it is appropriate to choose a system of notation that we will use in future

developments. The usual convention of CFD methods is presented, for example, by

Versteeg and Malalasekera1 M. For cylindrical coordinates, a two dimensional domain is
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shown in Figure K.2, where the r-axis represents the radial direction while the z-axis is the

axial direction.

Z t

Az=6,
w

�^�>*-z

-I-

-O-S

' z P S

Figure K.2. Two dimensional domain using cylindrical coordinate system in CFD

Figure K.3. Cylindrical coordinates in 3D
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A general nodal point is identified by P and its neighbours in a two-dimensional

geometry, the nodes to the west and east and the nodes to the north and south, are identified

by W, E, N and S respectively. The side face of the control volume is referred to by

appropriate minuscule that is meaning the west side control volume face by 'w', for

example. Horizontally, the distances between the nodes W and P, and between the nodes P

and E, are identified by ô and Sr respectively. Vertically, the distances between the

nodes N and P, as well as the nodes P and S are identified by 8Z and ôz respectively.

Similarly the distances between face 'w' and point 'P', between 'P' and face 'e ' , between

face 'n' and 'P' and between point 'P ' and face ' s ' are denoted by 8 ,8 ,8 and 8
�I �* rsvp

 J fpe
 J Z np Z ps

respectively. Figure K.2 shows that the control volume width is Ar = ô horizontally and

Az = 8Z vertically.

The key step of the finite volume method is the integration of the governing equation

(or equations) over a control volume to yield a discretised equation at its nodal point 'P'.

The integral form of the governing equation for the three-dimensional, cylindrical control

volume is

r\ 0 ( où) ] r 1 o [ oô ]

Jvrôr{ ôr) }vr
2 õç[ ôtpj

Í
õ ( õé\ f

� F � \dr � rdç � dz + I SidV � 0
AVõz \ dz ) �,

Eq. K.3

where A F is equal to dr � rdç � dz (see Figure K.4).
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Figure K.4. Differential control volume, dr � rd(p � dz, for conduction analysis in cylindrical coordinates (r,

,29(p,z>

When the distribution of the dependent variable in the circumferential direction is

taken to be uniform, the above equation can be simplified to two dimensions, so we obtain

y+mY2î.\dV+ ÏSdV
õr) *vdz\ õzj A

J
V

Eq. K.4

so, noting that

v + r
Ae = red<p � dz ; Aw = rwd<p � dz ; An = As=-î�~Ld(p-dz^rp- dç-dz

Eq. K.5

we obtain:

or

\ôz ôz
+ SdV = 0

Eq. K.6
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Here Ajndex is the cross-sectional area of the control volume face, A F is the volume and S

is the average value of source 'S ' over the control volume. It is a very attractive feature of

the finite volume method that the discretised equation has a clear physical interpretation.

Eq. K.6 states that the diffusive flux of $ leaving the east and north faces minus the

diffusive flux of <j> entering the west and south faces is equal to the generation of <j>, i.e. it

constitutes a balance equation for <j> over the control volume.

In order to derive useful forms of the discretised equations, the interface diffusion

coefficient F and the gradient � at east 'e ' and west 'w' as well as the gradient � at

ôr ÕZ

north 'n' and south ' s ' are required. Following well-established practice, the values of the

property </> and the diffusion coefficient are defined and evaluated at nodal points. To

calculate gradients (and hence fluxes) at the control volume faces, an approximate

distribution of properties between nodal points is used. Linear approximation seems to be

the obvious and simplest way of calculating interface values and the gradients. This

practice is called central differencing. In a uniform grid linearly interpolated values for Te

and Fw are given by

_rw+rP _ _ r p + r £ . _rN+rP_ ^
~ 2 ' e~ 2 ' "~ 2 ' s~

Eq. K.7

For the diffusive flux terms through control volume faces, we can write the following

expressions:
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Flux across the west face = TWA (^] = TWA
o J

WA ] TWAW
or J , ôr

Flux across the east face = TA\^-\ =YeAe

Flux across the south face = r As M - =YSAS
 KYF rò '

\ y s zSp

Flux across the north face = Fn A J � = Fn An ���

Eq. K.8

By substituting the above equation into Eq. K.6 we obtain

' ~ 1 ,� A,., I I" 1 n A^, -
or

r

nAn

Eq. K.9

When the source term is represented in linearised form SAV - Su + Spðp, this equation can

be rearranged as

6, 8, S, 5,
rWP rP£ ZSP ZPN

Eq. K.10

Identifying the coefficients of </>w, <j>E, 0S and <f>N in Eq. K.10 as aw, aE, as and aN, and

the coefficient of <pP as ap, the above equation can be written as

aP<j)P = aw<j)w + aE<j)E

Eq. K.l l
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where

a -(L&). a -ÍLA.1. a -(LA]. a -(EA.).

aP=aw+aE+as+aN- Sp

Eq. K.12

The above discretised equations are basically the same as for a Cartesian coordinate system.

For that very reason, the correct definition of face areas has crucial importance. In a two

dimensional case, while the circumferential direction is taken to be uniform, the discretised

face areas are:

Ae=re-dz; Aw=rw-dz; An = As =^-^-dz = rP -dz

Eq. K.13

Discretised equations of the form Eq. K.ll must be set up at each of the nodal points

in order to solve a problem. For control volumes that are adjacent to the domain boundaries

the general discretised Eq. K.ll is modified to incorporate boundary conditions. The

resulting system of linear algebraic equations is then solved to obtain the distribution of the

property ^ at nodal points. Any suitable matrix solution technique may be enlisted for this

task.

In the preceding section, the governing equation was presented and with appropriate

technique this equation was discretised to attain linear algebraic equations. There are two

families of solution techniques for linear algebraic equations: direct methods and indirect or

iterative methods. The Thomas algorithm (developed by Thomas in 1949) or the tri-

diagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA) is actually a direct method for one-dimensional
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situations, but it can be applied iteratively in a line-by-line fashion, to solve multi-

dimensional problems and is widely used in CFD programs. This method was also used in

our FORTRAN program.

. -Copper

ribregiass

SECTION A-A
SCALE 5 : 1

Figure K.5. The final conception of the new Heat-Flux Sensor - Broken view

In our heat-flux sensor (HFS) model, the source term in the internal nodes is always

zero, since neither heat source nor heat sink are present there. (Let see the basic governing

equation, Eq. K.2, or its integral, adapted form, Eq. K.4) The boundary conditions are first,

second and third kinds. The third-kind boundary condition is non-linear. In the central axis,

a symmetric plane is taken.
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SECTION A-A
SCALE 5 : 1

Figure K.6. Performed simplifications for the numerical modeling

The final conception of the new, plug-T-type heat flux sensor is presented in Figure

K.5. Basically, the concept of this new HFS is similar to his ancestor. Considering its

functionality, this sensor contains also three basic component. These are the T-shaped

central cylindrical copper core, the isolating teflon ring, and the outer cylindrical cooling

block. The other components, as the outer Teflon ring and the flbreglass packs are

important for the heat-contact invariability as well as for the better positioning and gliding

of the transducer in the guiding duct. The final conception of this plug-T-type heat-flux

sensor is presented in Figure K.5.

In the mathematical model, we tried to simplify the geometry as far as possible. So, we

applied a symmetric plane in the axis of revolution and some parts were simply neglected.

Figure K.6 shows all the applied modifications.
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The next step is to divide the domain into discrete control volumes. Obviously, by the

division of the domain, there are a minimal number of cells needed in both directions which

is depending on the geometry. Naturally, the accuracy of the calculation increases if the

domain is divided into more cells.

BC of the III. kind (non-linear)
convective and radiative heat transfer

Figure K.7. Model geometry with the applied boundary conditions

Applying this numerical model, the optimal heat flux sensor parameters were found.

As an example, a numerical result is shown in Figure K.8 from the preliminary period,

when the optimal number of cells was searched. By other words, this is the required grid

refining parameter.
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Figure K.8. Example of a typical numerical result - calculated central core temperature for a given incident

heat flux as a function of the number of cells (grid refining parameter)
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE FURNACE
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